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Inleiding
Geminiaturiseerde geı¨ntegreerde spectrometers and golflengtemeters zijn belang-
rijke componenten toepasbaar in een breed gamma van applicaties. Enkel voor-
beelden van toepassingsdomeinen zijn optische netwerken, gezondheidszorg, en
milieu sensoren. Hoge resolutie, hoge nauwkeurigheid en een groot meetbereik
zijn in de meeste gevallen gewenst. In de meeste gevallen kunnen niet-geı¨ntegreerde
meettoestellen gemakkelijk voldoen aan de vereisten.
Figuur 1: Yokogawa optical spectrum
analyzer : ∼ 20 Kg
Deze functionele vereisten worden
meestal gerealiseerd ten koste van an-
dere aspecten. Meetinstrumenten zo-
als spectrometers en golflengtemeters
zijn vaak groot en duur en bevatten
bewegende onderdelen. Ten gevolge
van de fysische afmetingen is het vaak
onmogelijk deze toestellen te gebrui-
ken in nieuwe technologische toepas-
singen. Het is ondoenbaar om een Yo-
kogawa spectometer in te bouwen in
de Mars Rover of te implanteren in het
menselijk lichaam. Geı¨ntegreerde fotonische circuits in silicium kunnen een ant-
woord bieden op de vereisten van afmeting, kostprijs en integratie. Silicium-
gebaseerde fotonica beschikt reeds over een ruim gamma van functionele bouw-
blokken. Essentie¨le componenten zoals golflengtefilters, modulatoren en mode-
omvormers hebben voldoende maturiteit bereikt om exploratie van meer complexe
on-chip functionaliteit mogelijk te maken.
Silicium-op-isolator geı¨ntegreerde spectrometers
Geı¨ntegreerde fotonische spectrometers zijn uitvoerig beschreven en aangetoond
in de literatuur. Het merendeel van de voorgestelde implementaties voor spectro-
meters berust op geı¨ntegreerde optische filters. Meer specifiek maken de meeste
ontwerpen gebruik van arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG), planaire diffractie-
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roosters (Planar concave gratings of PCG) en Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI).
AWG’s en PCG’s zijn algemeen gebruikte WDM (Wavelength division multiplex-
ing) filters. In spectrometer toepassingen worden AWG’s en PCG’s gebruikt om
een vast aantal optische golflengtes te demultiplexeren in verschillende fysieke
kanalen. De resolutie en het operatiebereik van de spectrometer is direct gecor-
releerd met de plaatsing van kanalen en het vrij spectraal bereik (FSR) van de
WDM filters. Spectrometers gebaseerd op een reeks MZI’s maken gebruik van de
sinusoı¨dale transmissie van de individuele componenten. Door de fasevertraging
van de MZI’s correct te schalen bereikt men een transmissie die de fouriergetrans-
formeerde is van de input. Voor dit type spectrometer bestaat er een trade-off
tussen resolutie en operatiebereik, bepaald door het aantal MZI’s in de circuit. De
diverse oplossingen die hier beschreven staan bieden de typische voordelen van
silicium-op-isolator (SOI) fotonica: kleine afmeting, beperkte kostprijs en afwe-
zigheid van bewegende onderdelen.
Uitdagingen van het huidig onderzoek: actieve en pas-
sieve optische filters
In de literatuur wordt gewag gemaakt van verschillende, hoog performante geı¨ntegreerde
spectrometers, die zijn ontwikkeld voor het silicium-op-isolator (SOI) materiaal-
platform. Echter,de performantie van al deze spectrometers is gelimiteerd door de
fabricagekwaliteit van het huidige materiaalplatform. In plaats van te proberen om
de limieten van de huidige fabricatie-technologie te verleggen, gebruiken we in dit
werk een combinatie van verschillende optische filters en modulatietechnieken om
de beperkingen opgelegd door de SOI fabricatie te omzeilen.
Optische filters: ontwerp en analyse
De studie van de optische filter focust zich op technieken om de filter te ontwer-
pen, te simuleren en te karakteriseren. Een andere uitdaging ligt in het ontwerpen
van een gesloten cyclus voor het volledige siliciumfotonica engineering proces:
eerdere meetresultaten worden gebruikt als input voor het filterontwerp om op die
manier op maat te kunnen ontwerpen voor het platform. Met dit doel hebben we
een geı¨ntegreerd softwareframework ontwikkeld dat gebruikt wordt voor het ont-
werp en de simulatie van eindige impulsrespons (finite impulse response - FIR)
en oneindige impulsrespons (infinite impulse response - IIR) optische filters. De
uitdaging is om te kunnen starten van abstracte designparameters (zoals de filter
transmissie) en het hele process te kunnen opvolgen tot en met de analyse van de
meetresultaten. Dit werd bereikt door het combineren van verschillende Python-
gebaseerde software pakketten.
Dit wordt geı¨llustreerd in Fig. 2. Links, in het gele kader, wordt een algemene
simulatie getoond waarin de filter wordt behandeld als een abstract element: op
basis van de vereiste transmissie worden de polen en nullen van de filter gede-
finieerd. Vervolgens worden deze polen en nullen omgezet naar fotonische ont-
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Figuur 2: Framework voor optische filters: van functionele parameter design tot extractie
van optische parameters door meting
werpparameters. Daarop volgt het ontwerp en de simulatie van de lay-out van de
fotonische component. De fabricage van de chips gebeurt in in de CMos pilootlijn
van IMEC in Leuven. In het rode kader wordt een microscoopbeeld getoond van
de filterchip. Voor het opmeten van de filter wordt hetzelfde softwareframework
gebruikt als voor het ontwerp. Slimme data-analyse methodes worden gebruikt
om de optische eigenschappen van de component af te leiden uit de meetdata. In
het blauwe kader staat een voorbeeld van een meting met bijhorende data fitting.
Door de metingen te analyseren met behulp van hetzelfde fotonische simulatie-
pakket als werd gebruikt voor het ontwerp van de componenten, verkrijgen we
zeer accurate informatie over de optische eigenschappen van de individuele sub-
blokken van het fotonisch geı¨ntegreerde circuit. Het softwarepakket is getest op
verschillende filters, meer bepaald op FIR en IIR architecturen. Uit de data zijn de
optische koppeling en de groepsindex van de verschillende designs afgeleid. Deze
optische parameters kunnen vervolgens gebruikt worden bij de simulatie en het
ontwerp van een volgende generatie filters.
Spectrometers op basis van actieve, afzonderlijke fil-
ters
Actieve modulatie en afstelling van de filters wordt gebruikt om de performantie
van individuele filters te optimaliseren. De focus ligt op enkelvoudige ringfilters
en Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI). De ring resonator wordt gemoduleerd
door gebruik te maken van het thermo-optisch (TO) effect. Gedopeerde silicium
verwarmingselementen zijn aangebracht aan beide kanten van de optische ring-
golfgeleider. Vanuit het thermisch standpunt zijn het optisch en het thermisch
silicium sterk aan elkaar gekoppeld, maar optisch gezien is er geen beı¨nvloeding.
De filter wordt opgemeten aan de drop poort. Fig. 3(b) toont een microscoop beeld
van de ringfilter. Aangezien we de filter uitmeten aan de drop poort kunnen we de
transmissie benaderen door een Lorentziaan. De Lorentziaanse transmissie kan
worden gebruikt om het onbekende inputspectrum te scannen in het tijdsdomein.
Het werkingsgebied is beperkt tot het vrij spectrale bereik (FSR) van de ring, in
dit geval ∼ 10 nm. De metingen zijn uitgevoerd zowel met discrete als conti-
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(a) Resolutiemeting: 300 pm (b) Thermo-optische ring gezien onder de
microscoop
Figuur 3: Scanning spectrometer: karakteristiek van de resolutie en uitzicht
nue aansturing in het tijdsdomein. Beide experimenten leiden tot goede resultaten.
De limieten van de component zijn getest door middel van continue aansturing.
In dit geval, konden we een resolutie meten van 300 pm over de volledige FSR.
Fig. 3(a) geeft de resolutiemeting weer. Twee instelbare lasers, 300 pm van el-
kaar verwijderd, worden gescheiden door een uitdovingsverhouding van ∼ 3 dB
in het tijdsdomein. De MZI golflengtemeter steunt op ladingsdragersdispersie voor
de modulatie. Fasemodulatoren op basis van ladingsdepletie worden aangebracht
op beide armen van de asymetrische interferometer. Germanium fotodetectoren
zijn geı¨ntegreerd in het circuit, dus een aparte optische output is overbodig. Het
werkingsprincipe van deze golflengtemeter is gebaseerd op de convolutie van de
ingangsgolflengte en de transmissie van de asymmetrische MZI. In Fig. 4(b) wordt
een microscoopbeeld van de MZI golflengtemeter getoond.
(a) Werkingsprincipe van asymmetrische
MZI golflengtemeter
(b) Microscopisch beeld en schema van de
MZM
Figuur 4: Werkingsprincipe en microscopisch beeld van de volledig geı¨ntegreerde
fazeverschuiving golflengtemeter
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Als we de interferometer moduleren met behulp van een sinussignaal, dan be-
vat de uitgang in het tijdsdomein informatie over het golflengteverschil tussen de
ingangsgolflengte and het dal (of de piek) van de MZI transmissie. Het werkings-
principe is kort uitgelegd in Fig. 4(a). De blauwe curve geeft het passieve ant-
woord van de MZI weer, de rode lijn duidt de ingangsgolflengte aan en de groene
lijn duidt de sinusoı¨dale modulatie aan. De gemiddelde precisie die we konden
bereiken met deze golflengte meter was ∼ 64 pm over de volledige FSR van ∼ 30
nm.
Figuur 5: Vergelijking van de fazeverschuiving van de ring sensor (links) and het
ring-AWG cascadesysteem (rechts)
Gecascadeerde optische filters en spectrometers
Om de intrinsieke limitaties van individuele AWGs en ringen te overstijgen, wor-
den beide gecombineerd in meer complexe architexteren. Hiertoe wordt de ring
gemoduleerd door het thermo-optisch effect. De basisarchitectuur gaat uit van een
enkelvoudige ring die een AWG voedt. Dit concept wordt onderzocht voor ver-
schillende toepassingen.
Eerst wordt het geı¨ntegreerd optisch circuit gebruikt als een sensor voor de ef-
fectieve brekingsindex, waar de ring als sensor dient en de AWG gebruikt wordt als
geı¨ntegreerde spectrometer. De Vernier-schaling tussen de vrije spectrale breedte
van de ring en de spatie¨ring van de uitgangskanalen van de AWG zorgen ervoor
dat de spectrale verschuiving van de uitgangsenveloppe een winstfactor heeft in
vergelijking met de verschuifing van een eenvoudige ring. Fig 5 vergelijkt de ver-
schuiving van een enkelvoudige ring (links) en de envelope-verschuiving van het
gekoppeld ring-AWG systeem (rechts) bij hetzelfde elektrisch vermogen. Hoewel
een winstfactor in detectielimiet van 16 wordt verwacht, ligt deze in het experiment
lager ten gevolge van fabricage-variaties. Bijgevolg werd een winstfactor van ∼ 9
gemeten. Het gebruik van dezelfde architectuur als scannende spectrometer wordt
experimenteel aangetoond: als de vrije spectrale breedte van de ring groter is dan
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Figuur 6: Schema en microscopisch beeld van de ring-AWG cascadespectrometer
de bandbreedte van de AWG ligt er slechts n resonante piek in het golflengte-
bereik van de AWG. De periodieke respons van de ring wordt gemoduleerd met
het thermo-optisch effect. Elke resonante piek scant de kanaal-bandbreedte van
de AWG waarmee die geassocieerd is. In dit experiment wordt een resolutie be-
reikt van 50 pm in een werkingsgebied van 48 nm, overeenkomstig met de vrije
spectrale breedte van de AWG. Fig. 6 geeft een schematische voorstelling en een
microscopiebeeld van het circuit.
Tijds-gemultiplexte spectrometers gebaseerd op opti-
sche filters.
Het concept van multidomein-multiplexing wordt toegepast op golflengte detec-
tie. Door het verdelen van golflengtes in verschillende fysische kanalen, doet een
AWG die als spectrometer gebruikt wordt reeds aan golflengte-multiplexing. Het
toestel heeft meerdere ingangen; deze worden zodanig geplaatst dat hun spectraal
antwoord aan de uitgang verschoven wordt volgens een Vernier-schaal. Aange-
zien deze aanpak de kanaal-equivalente spatie¨ring vermindert, wordt de ”dode
zone”tussen de uitgangskanalen van de AWG verwijderd. Elektrische modulatie
wordt gebruikt om aan de ingangen een label toe te kennen , wat nodig is omdat
verschillende ingangen nzelfde fysisch uitgangskanaal delen.
Het label bestaat uit een tijds-domein multiplexing (TDM) of frequentie-domeim
multiplexing (FDM) met behulp van MZI modulatoren. Via deze benadering wordt
een resolutie van 12 pm getoond, gebruik makend van een AWG met een ka-
naalspatie¨ring van 4 nm en een vrije spectrale breedte van 20 nm. Fig. 7 toont
de gemeten nauwkeurigheid wanneer de ongekende ingansgolflengte die van de
aanpasbare laserlijn is.
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(a) Simulatie en meting van de locale
nauwkeurigheid
(b) Vernier gemultiplexte spectrometer
Figuur 7: Microscopisch beeld en meting van de locale nauwkeurigheid van de Vernier
gemultiplexte spectrometer
Conclusie
We hebben een aantal nieuwe concepten voor geı¨ntegreerde spectrometers aange-
toond, gebaseerd op gemoduleerde en/of gecascadeerde golflengtefilters. Met be-
hulp van modulatietechnieken konden we het uitleesproces vereenvoudigen en de
resolutie van de spectrometer of golflengtemeteropdrijven. Door meerdere filters
in een cascade te plaatsen konden we ook het werkingsbereik drastisch vergroten.
Verschillende concepten zijn experimenteel aangetoond.

English summary
introduction
Miniaturized integrated spectrometers and wavelength meters are key components
for a wide variety of applications, ranging from optical networking to health, and
environmental sensing, space instruments, etc. High resolution, high accuracy, and
a large operation range are in most of the cases highly desirable, and non-integrated
devices are usually capable of delivering the needed specifications in term of reso-
lution and operation range.
Figure 8: Yokogawa Optical spectrum
analyzer: ∼ 20 Kg
The functional objectives are often
achieved at the expense of other fea-
tures. Indeed, instruments like spec-
trometers and wavelength meters are
often bulky, costly and with movable
parts. The drawback of these physical
aspects is the impossibility for them
to be used in cutting edge technology
fields. For instance it is quite cumber-
some to send a bulky spectrum ana-
lyzer (cf. Fig. 8) to Mars and impossi-
ble to implant it in a human body. Sili-
con integrated photonics can be the answer to the quest for size, costs, and integra-
tion. Silicon photonics platforms nowadays count a large variety of demonstrated
photonic integrated devices. Essential building blocks such as wavelength filters,
modulators, mode converters are reaching a sufficient maturity level and yield to
move forward and it becomes now possible to look at more complex functionalities
on-chip.
SOI integrated spectrometers
Different implementations of photonic integrated spectrometers have already been
proposed and demonstrated. Most of the proposed architectures rely on integrated
passive optical filters. More specifically, most of the integrated spectrometers have
been demonstrated using AWGs(Arrayed waveguide grating), PCGs(Planar con-
cave gratings) and MZI(Mach-Zehnder interferometer) arrays. AWGs and PCGs
are are commonly used WDM (Wavelength division multiplexing ) filters. When
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they are deployed as spectrometers, AWGs and PCGs are used to de-multiplex a
number of optical wavelengths into different physical channels. Hence, the reso-
lution and the operation range of the spectrometers are directly correlated with the
channel spacing and free spectral range of the WDM filters. MZI arrays spectrom-
eters make use of the periodic sinusoidal transmission of the individual device.
Scaling the proper incremental delay of the MZIs in the array, the output can be
considered as the Fourier transform of the input spectrum. The integrated FT spec-
trometer suffer from a trade-off between the resolution and the operation range
dictated by the number of MZIs in the array. The approaches proposed offer the
advantages of SOI photonics. Thus small footprint, contained costs and absence
of movable parts.
Challenges of the present work: active and passive op-
tical filters
The literature counts several high-end performance integrated spectrometers devel-
oped on SOI platform, but all of them suffer from the current platform limitations,
and the resolution cannot be scaled much beyond 1 nm. Instead of pushing the
limits of the current fab technologies, in the present work a combination of differ-
ent optical filters and modulation techniques are used to overcome the limitations
imposed by the SOI fabrication process.
Optical filters: design and analysis
Our optical filter studies focus on the techniques to design, simulated and charac-
terize optical filters. Closing the loop of the silicon photonics engineering work-
flow is also a challenge: we feed the characterization results to our filter framework
with the intention to modify our next generation designs on the platform. To sup-
prt this work we developed an integrated software framework for the design of
FIR and IIR optical filters. The challenge is to start from functional abstract pa-
rameters (such as filter transmission) and follow up the whole process until the
measurement analysis. This has been achieved combining different Python-based
software tools.
Figure 9: Optical filter framework: from functional parameter design to optical parameter
extraction by measurement
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Fig. 9 shows an example of the this work. Starting from the left in the yel-
low box, there is the general purpose simulation where the filter is handled as an
abstract device: the poles and zeros are defined starting from the required transmis-
sion. The zeros and poles are then converted into photonic design specifications.
Then follows the photonic simulation and the layout associated to the device. The
fabrication is done by the CMOS pilot line in IMEC (in the red box a microscope
image of the filter). The measurement of the device is then coupled back into the
same framework as used for the design. Smart evolutionary strategies are used for
the optical parameter extraction from the device measurements. In the blue box
an example of the measurement and its fitting is given. The fitting of the measure-
ment uses the same photonic simulation tool as used for the design, and it returns
accurate information about the optical properties of the individual sub-blocks of
the photonic integrated circuits. The tool is tested on different filters: in particular
on FIR and IIR architectures, from which optical couplings and group indices are
extracted. The extracted optical parameters are fed again into the simulation for
the design of the following device generation.
Active single filters spectrometers
Active modulation and tuning techniques are applied to single stage filters to en-
hance their performances as wavelength interrogation devices. The focus is on sin-
gle stage rings and MZIs. The ring resonator is modulated with the TO(Thermo-
optic) effect. Doped silicon heaters traveling on both side of the ring photonic
wire: the photonic and the thermal silicon strip are optically uncoupled, but ther-
mally strongly coupled. The device is measured at the drop port. Fig. 10(b) shows
a microscope image of the device.
(a) Resolution measurement: 300 pm (b) Microscope image of the thermo-optic
modulater ring
Figure 10: Scanning ring spectrometer: resolution characterization and microscope image
Since the drop port is used, the transmission is Lorentzian. The Lorentzian
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transmission is used to scan in the time domain the unknown input spectrum:
thus the operation range is limited to the FSR of the ring, in this case, ∼ 10 nm.
The measurement is carried out with discrete and continuous time domain driving.
Both the experiments deliver good results. The limits of the device are tested with
continuous driving. In this case, a resolution of 300 pm is measured across the
whole FSR. Fig. 10(a) represents the resolution measurement. Two tunable lasers
spaced 300 pm and an extinction ratio of∼ 3 dB separates them in a time domain.
We also implemented a wavelength meter based on a single modulated MZI.
The MZI wavelength meter uses the carrier-dispersion effect for the modulation.
In particular, carried depletion phase shifters are realized on both the arms of the
asymmetric interferometer. Germanium photodiodes are integrated into the circuit,
thus no optical output is needed. The principle behind this wavelength meter is
based on the property of the convolution between the input wavelength and the
transmission of the asymmetric MZI. Fig. 11(b) shows a microscope image of the
device.
(a) Working principle of the asymmetric
MZI wavelength meter
(b) Microscope image and schematic of the
MZM
Figure 11: Working principle and microscope image of the fully integrated phase shift
wavelength meter
Modulating the response of the interferometer with a sinusoidal carrier, the
time domain output carries information about the wavelength offset between the
input wavelength and the dip (or the peak) of the MZI transmission. The work-
ing principle is briefly introduced in Fig. 11(a) where the blue curve represents
the passive response of the MZI, the red line represents the input wavelength and
the green line is the modulating sinusoidal carrier. The achieved accuracy of this
wavelength meter was ∼ 64 pm average accuracy and ∼ 200 pm worst case, on
the whole FSR of ∼ 30 nm.
Cascaded optical filters spectrometers
To increase both the operation range and the resulation, we combine multiple filter
elements together. AWGs and rings are combined into more complex architec-
tures, where the TO effect is used to modulate the ring. The main architecture is
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based on a single ring fed to an AWG. The same concept is explored for different
purposes. First the PIC is measured as an effective index sensor, where the ring
operates as the sensor and the AWG operates as the integrated spectrometer.
Figure 12: Shift performance comparison of the ring sensor(left) and ring+AWG cascaded
system(right)
The Vernier scaling between the FSR of the ring and the output channel spacing
of the AWG allows the shift of the output envelope to have a gain factor compared
to the shift of the ring in stand-alone configuration. Fig. 12 shows the comparison
of the ring shift (on the left) and the envelope shift of the ring/AWG system (on
the right) when the same electrical power is applied. The expected gain factor of
the limit of detection LOD is 16, but due to fabrication variations it is lower. The
measured gain of the LOD is ∼ 9.
The same architecture is experimentally demonstrated as a scanning spectrom-
eters: if the FSR of the ring is larger than the AWG channel bandwidth, only one
resonance peak is in the AWG channel wavelength range. Using TO effect, the
comb response of the ring is modulated. Each resonance peak scans the AWG
channel bandwidth with which it is associated. The resolution achieved with this
experiment is 50 pm on the operation range of 48 nm, corresponding to the FSR
of the AWG. Fig. 13 represents the schematic and the microscope image of the
device.
Time multiplexed optical filters spectrometers
The concept of multi-domain multiplexing is applied to wavelength detection. An
AWG used as spectrometer already performs wavelength division multiplexing,
dividing different wavelengths into different physical channels. The device used
has multiple inputs; these are positioned such that their spectral response at the
outputs is shifted according to a Vernier scale. This approach reduces the equiv-
alent channel spacing, thus removing the ”dead zone” between the AWG output
channels. Since multiple inputs share the same physical output channel, electrical
modulation is used to label the inputs.
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Figure 13: Schematic and microscope image of the ring-AWG cascaded spectrometer
(a) Simulation and measurement of the
local accuracy
(b) Microscope image of the Vernier
multiplexed spectrometer
Figure 14: Microscope image and local accuracy measurements of the Vernier multiplexed
spectrometer
The labeling is realized using TDM (Time division multiplexing) or FDM (Fre-
quency division multiplexing) with MZI modulators. With this approach, a reso-
lution of 12 pm is demonstrated using an AWG with 4 nm channels spacing and
an FSR fo 20 nm. Fig. 14 shows the measured accuracy when the unknown input
wavelength is the tunable laser line.
Conclusion
We demonstrated a number of novel integrated spectrometer concepts based on
modulated and cascaded wavelength filters. Using modulation techniques, we
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could facilitate the read-out and increase the resolution of the spectrometer or
wavelength meter. By cascading multiple filters, we could increase the operation
range. Several concepts were experimentally demonstrated.

1
Introduction
The goal of this work is to combine passive and active silicon integrated photon-
ics to make near-infrared spectrometers with high wavelength resolution. Spec-
trometers, or the devices capable of separating a multiwavelength spectrum into
its constituent wavelength components, have many applications. They range from
biomedical diagnostics, environmental and chemical sensing, networking, microwave
photonics and so on. High-resolution spectrometers are typically relatively bulky
and sensitive components. For this reason, they are difficult to be integrated into
low-cost devices such as integrated sensors or point-of-care diagnostic tools. This
we intend to overcome by integrating the spectrometer functionality onto a single
chip, and by using active modulation and signal processing techniques.
1.1 Optical spectrometers
Optical spectrometers are devices capable of measuring the spectral properties of
the light. Information such as intensity as well as other characteristics of light such
as the polarization state can be mapped as a function of the wavelength. The name
”spectrometer” itself is a general term used to indicate a device that resolves the
different wavelength/frequency components of light, but depending on the partic-
ular application and on the range of wavelengths to be analyzed, the implementa-
tion of a spectrometer can be very different. This is because the techniques used
to characterize different wavelength ranges are different, and so are the particular
requirement dictated by the application. Spectrometers can be divided into three
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different types according to their working principle.
1.1.1 Spectrometers: working principles
A first type of spectrometers is dispersion based. For this effect to take place, one
can use a dispersive media or a dispersive device, for which the phase velocity
depends on the wavelength. An example of such a device can be a prism or a
grating. The analysis of the spectrum can be either serially or in parallel. In the
first case the device is called monochromator, since only one detector is used and
through a tunable slit the wavelength intensities are serially selected and recorded.
In the latter case an array of detectors is used to reveal the wavelength contributions
in parallel, in this case the device is often called a spectrograph.
Another kind of spectrometers is filter-based. The key element of such a family
of spectrometers is a wavelength filter, as the name suggests. One can use an
optical filter, either based on absorption or interference to transmit only the desired
component of the spectrum. Using an array of filters with different transmitted
wavelength, one can obtain a filter-based spectrometer, however the resolution
is limited by the properties of the filters themselves (i.e its line width and free
spectral range). Other approaches use the correlation between the incident angle
of the beam onto the filter and the wavelength.
Fourier transform based spectrometers are a less intuitive way of characteriz-
ing spectra. Fourier Transform based spectrometers work in a different domain,
the Fourier domain. The unknown input light source is split into two paths, where
one is addressed to a stationary mirror, the second is addressed to a movable mir-
ror. The movable mirror is used to modulate the incoming light in the time domain,
as function of the displacement of the movable mirror. What is collected by the
photodetector is the interferogram. Performing an inverse Fourier transform on
the time domain recorded response, the wavelength domain spectrum can be re-
constructed.
1.2 Application for spectrometers
In this paragraph, we list some of the main applications that suffer from the size
and cost discrepancy between the DUT and the interrogator. A first example can
be bio-sensing. Applications in internet of things and point-of-care diagnostics
are driving toward extreme miniaturization of sensing components. In some cases,
even human implantation is considered for continuous and non-invasive monitor-
ing of bio-agents. Often such sensors are fabricated in CMOS compatible fabs,
leading to a substantial reduction of the fabrication costs. But on the other hand,
the interrogating device can still be extremely bulky and costly.
Another example is represented by structural sensors such as FBGs (Fiber
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Bragg gratings). These sensors are embedded in optical fibers that can be em-
bedded in the structures to be monitored (e.g. buildings and bridges). An example
of practical application is structural health monitoring. Also in this case the sen-
sor itself offer several advantages such as compactness, light weight and contained
costs. But again the read-out spectrometer can be quite unwieldy.
Spectrometers are also relevant for spectroscopy applications. In that case,
the interaction of light and matter is used to obtain information about the content
of the sample. A small quantity of a certain substance is, in general, placed in
the path of the light and the transmission spectrum carries information about the
matter content. Besides the absorption spectroscopy, emission spectroscopy is also
a common technique to analyze the matter. This can be used to identify biological
materials, or gases.
Integrated spectrometers are also required for networking application where
the knowledge of the on-chip wavelength is required for example to dynamically
drive the feedback circuitry responsible for the on-chip sources.
1.3 SOI integrated spectrometers
These different kinds of spectrometers are in general extremely bulky, and thus
it is extremely difficult to integrate them with the sensor itself. If the absence of
movable part is not a strict requirement, some MEMS (Microelectromechanical
systems) based solutions have been proposed using a CMOS compatible manufac-
turing platform [1]. In applications (such as space) where no movable parts can be
used, other approaches have to be investigated.
Integrated photonics, and especially silicon photonics, can bring a solution
here [2]. Silicon photonic waveguides can be used to make extremely small opti-
cal circuits. Besides, these can be made with CMOS mass fabrication technology.
The working principles used to implement non-integrated spectrometers can be
implemented in an SOI integrated waveguide platform. Silicon photonics research
has built a strong track record of realizing a wide variety of passive wavelength fil-
ters, which perform the wavelength-selective functions needed to realize integrated
spectrometers. However, compared to some other (bulkier) photonic technologies,
the control of the waveguide dimensions is not (yet) extremely accurate. The lack
of accuracy has a direct effect on the quality of the wavelength filters: only rel-
atively coarse wavelength channels are possible, and the number of channels is
limited. The goal of the present work is to overcome these limitations using a
combination of techniques.
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1.3.1 Wavelength demultiplexers filters
Silicon-on-insulator spectral filters are used for multiplexing/demultiplexing func-
tions: many wavelengths can be combined into a single waveguide or conversely,
multiple wavelengths sharing the same waveguide can be separated into differ-
ent waveguides. The kind of filters often used for this purpose are image-based
devices: in particular AWGs (Arrayed waveguide gratings) and PCGs (Planar con-
cave gratings). These filters lever on interference concept. Multiple light paths
interfere at the focal path, and output waveguides collect different wavelengths
within a certain bandwidth. MZIsMachZehnder interferometers and microring
resonators also rely on interferometry concept: in their simplest configuration (one
stage) only two light paths interfere for the MZI or a singe light path interfere with
itself for the ring. The wavelength interrogation properties of these two filters are
limited, but their are suitable to be cascaded and combined to obtain more compels
structures capable of re-addressing the wavelengths in different photonic wires.
1.3.2 Existing filter based spectrometers
Many solutions to realize integrated, SOI-based spectrometers have been pro-
posed. Most of the are based on integrated WDM (wavelength division multi-
plexing) filters. In particular, depending on the range of operations and on the
required resolution, AWGs and PCGs are often capable of delivering the proper
specification. When the target resolution is comparable to the achievable channel
bandwidth, a passive integrated WDM filter is often used in stand-alone configura-
tion. A compact device which has no active power consumption can be sufficient to
meet the requirements. Sub-nanometer channel spacings and therefore resolution
can be achieved [3]: in this case fabrication related limitations impose a compro-
mise between the resolution and the dynamic range performances. Other applica-
tions where the requirements on the resolution are less stringent allow more flex-
ibility in term of filter selection [4]: the resolution of the passive filters can again
be sufficient for the application. To compensate for the raw resolution limitations
of the integrated optical filters, numerical postprocessing of the read-out data can
often be a viable solution for on-line or off-line spectrum measurements [5, 6] .
Other approaches that do not use image based filters have also been proposed, as
in [7]. An array of resonators filters the wavelengths sequentially. This strategy
pays the consequence of SOI-based photonics fabrication variations, in particular
the SOI fabrication variability does not allow passive grid alignment of the rings.
1.4 Thesis objective and outline
The objective of the present work is to make use of the building blocks available
on the silicon photonics platform to develop integrated spectrometers with a reso-
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lution that exceeds that of the passive filter component. The target is to combine
passive photonic filters with ”active” components, where active refers to the ca-
pability of changing the optical transmission dynamically. The active components
used are modulators and, in general, phase shifters.
1.4.1 Passive filters exploration
We compare the main performance indicators of four different kinds of optical
filters, namely Mach-Zehnder interferometers, microring resonators, AWGs, and
PCGs. Once the strengths and the weakness of each are listed, we develop an
integrated software framework for the design and analysis of FIR (Finite impulse
response) and IIR (Infinite impulse response) filters. The same tool is used for
the extraction of the optical parameters from the measurement of the fabricated
devices. The challenge there is to build a reliable photonic engineering framework
capable of design and analyze the FIR and IIR filters based on their functional
specifications, and to compare their performances with the same modeling tool.
For instance, we can apply the same phase noise for the waveguiding structures of
all the filters. The techniques and the tools used for the filter design and analysis
are the same used for electrical filter design. This work is presented in Ch. 2.
1.4.2 Active single stage filters spectrometers
In a first step, we applied active modulation techniques to single stage filters. A
ring based thermo-optic modulator is used as a scanning spectrometer. The opera-
tion range is the FSR of the device. We apply a similar concept to an asymmetric
MZI modulator, but in this case a faster carrier depletion modulator is used. The
challenge is to improve or add wavelength interrogation capabilities to optical fil-
ters that otherwise have only limited features. This work is presented in Ch. 3. The
first part of the chapter explores the different modulation techniques, also provid-
ing practical implementations, while in the second part of the chapter, we apply
these techniques to the device under test.
1.4.3 Multi-device spectrometers
To improve the resolution and operation range beyond that of a single filter, we
combine different filters topologies to enhance their performances compared to
the stand-alone configuration. In particular, we used rings and AWGs: the first
offer high wavelength selection properties while the second has a larger operation
range. The challenge is to achieve a high resolution and large operation range
spectrometer. These devices are also dynamically tuned or modulated with active
thermo-optic tuning. This work is presented in Ch. 4.
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1.4.4 Multi-domain multiplexing
In this part of the work, we combine the WDM technique with time domain mul-
tiplexing techniques. The target is to enhance the performance of the WDM filter,
taking advantage of its flexibility to admit multiple inputs as well. The used WDM
filter is an AWG. Each input of the AWG is fed by an MZI modulator. The mod-
ulator is used for labeling of the inputs since they share the same physical output
channels. The challenge consists in the proper design of each sub-element of the
PIC (Photonic integrated circuit) and to build the mathematical algorithms for the
wavelength recovery. This work is presented in Ch. 5.
1.5 Conclusion
In this work we have explored a number of novel spectrometer concepts based
on combinations of integrated wavelength filters with active modulation. With
these techniques, we can overcome resolution limits of passive filters and achieve
a larger operation range than with the individual filters. To enable this, we have de-
veloped a number of characterisation tools, which are described in detail in App. A,
and App. B.
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Wavelength filters
This chapter gives an introduction to the different types of optical wavelength fil-
ters. Before going into detail on the individual filter types, we will give a general
overview of the model adopted for optical filters and the general modeling ap-
proach. The duality of optical and digital filters is then proposed, and the main
common tools and techniques for photonic engineers are explained. The model
adopted for the analysis of the basic building blocks in the optical filters is dis-
cussed, including some simulations of the most complex elements.
With this knowledge, the different families of optical filters are analyzed in
more detail, and the peculiarity of particular design approaches are discussed. The
chapter continues with the description of the standard performance indicators used
for all the optical filters, also giving a brief introduction to the parameters that af-
fect the performance. We then perform a comparative study of these parameters
with our simulation tools based on a general model behavior for the different fil-
ters. The focus is on moving average (MA) filters and the parameters of interest are
the insertion loss (IL) and the cross-talk (XT). The following section describes in
detail the auto-regression moving-average (ARMA) filter framework. The method
and the software tool we present are capable of designing ARMA filters starting
from the general purpose functional specification of the filters and step by step
create the photonic simulation and layout. This way, we close the photonic engi-
neering loop: measurements of the fabricated filter devices are fed into the design
framework and the optical specifications are then extracted and compared with the
outcome of the simulation used in the design phase. Moreover, using the extracted
optical parameters, complex filter architectures are designed and simulated.
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2.1 Optical filters
An optical filter is a device that separates different wavelengths or colors in an
optical beam [1]. The filtering process is performed on a spectrum with a broader,
more complex wavelength content. The response of optical filter devices can be
designed to fulfill the requirements of the particular application of interest. This
can be a bandpass filter for an optical communication channel, a wavelength sam-
pler for a spectrometer, a wavelength meter for a Bragg filter, or a pulse shaper for
optical signal processing.
The working principle behind most optical filters is interference. Optical inter-
ference is the phenomenon in which at least two optical waves are combined into
a single optical wave. Because both waves have a phase, the resulting amplitude
can be different from the pure sum of the individual waves’ amplitudes. Fig. 2.1
represents graphically the concept of interference between analytical harmonics
and thus sinusoidals with different phases relations.
A required property for interference to occur is the coherency of the waves.
In the case of optical filters, a coherent optical wave generated by the source, is
handled is such way it is divided over different propagation paths; these are then
recombined to obtain the interference. The interference can be made wavelength
dependent by introducing optical delays between the paths that have a wavelength
dependent phase delay. The wavelength dependence of the interference makes
it possible to shape the transmission of the filter to select or exclude the desired
wavelengths.
Figure 2.1: Representation of the interference phenomena in case of space coherence:
constructive and destructive interferences are represented
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2.1.1 Optical filters general behavior
The main mechanism which is used to manipulate the optical interference is the op-
tical path length difference between each two coherent optical beams. The optical
path is determined by both the optical and physical properties of the used waveg-
uide. A waveguide is a structure capable of guiding an optical wave. In SOI such
component is realized with a rectangular cross-section of silicon as represented in
Fig. 3.1. Both these quantities can be engineered according to the requirements [2].
One of the possible approaches is to use the same waveguide structure and use the
physical length as a design parameter. We keep the cross-section is fixed and there-
fore also the effective index. While this could be considered a simplification of the
design space for optical filters, it is sufficiently general for the explanations in the
rest of this chapter.
We assume each physical delay path to be a multiple of a unit delay length.
The light beams traveling through different optical paths accumulate a phase de-
lay φ thus, each of these phase delay can be expressed as an integer multiple of
Lunit2pineff/λ.
In dispersive as well as in non-dispersive media, the phase will be wavelength
dependent (φ(λ)); the platform in use in the present work is highly dispersive [3].
Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 represent two consecutive resonance orders m and (m + 1):
solving the system of these two equations replacing λm,(m=1) = λ0 ±∆λFSR/2
we obtain the relation in Eq. 2.3 expressing the Free Spectral Range.
φ(λm)
2pi
=
neff (λm)Lunit
λm
= m (2.1)
φ(λm+1)
2pi
=
neff (λm+1)Lunit
λm+1
= (m+ 1) (2.2)
We reformulate the Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 in terms of the wavelength λm at a
resonance peak (mth) and using Eq. 2.5 to model the dispersion of the photonic
wire. Each of the Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 gives instead the absolute position of the
resonance peaks representing individually Eq. 2.4.
FSR =
λ20
ng∆L
(2.3)
λm =
neff∆L
m
(2.4)
Eq. 2.3 represents the relation between the free spectral range (FSR) and the
physical delay path length δL of the two waveguide carrying the interfering waves.
The group index ng (in Eq. 2.5) is assumed to be wavelength independent, and this
statement is true if the range of interest is relatively small compared to the central
wavelength λ0.
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Note that in literature Eq. 2.3 often refers to effective index instead of group
index, and this approximation is usually valid for low index contrast waveguides.
However, high dispersion platforms such as SOI instead require the group index to
be used, which incorporates the first-order wavelength dispersion [4].
ng = neff (λ0)− λ0 dneff
dλ
|λ0 (2.5)
Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.3 dictate respectively the order and the periodicity of the
filter response and are used for the design of most of the filters architectures. The
determination of the order remains challenging due to the multiple solutions of
Eq. 2.4 [5].
Another non-ideality that is worth to add to our model is the phase coherency
[6]. The optical phase delay introduced in the previous section in not constant. It
has a variation that depends on the cross-section variations of the photonic wire.
< |E2| >= 1
2
(
1 + cos
(
2pi < neff > ∆L
λ
)
e−((2L+∆L)/Lcoh)
)
(2.6)
The transmission of two optical paths interference (cf. 2.2.3) with a certain
delay ∆L, exhibits a sinusoidal response [6] as represented in Eq. 2.6, where the
physical length of the two delay lines are respectively (L) and (L+ ∆L). Lcoh is
coherence length of the photonic wire. Fluctuations induced by the term ∆L/Lcoh
will shift the resonance position of the sinusoidal curve.
2.1.2 Duality of optical and digital filters
When using a fixed optical delay between consecutive optical paths, we can easily
observe the duality between optical filters and digital electrical filters. This means
we can use many of the digital filtering techniques for the design of optical filters.
The path delay generating the filter response is an integer multiple of a unit
delay length. This property allows us to use describe the filter in the Z-transform
domain. Eq. 2.7 represents the Z-transform for a discrete signal where h(n) is
the impulse response of the discrete signal or in our case of the filter. Being z a
complex number, this function is evaluated on the unitary circle. Comparing the
Z-transform with the general case of optical filters, Eq. 2.8 represents the relation
between the z coefficient and the optical parameter; the ∆L corresponds to the
fixed physical delay between two paths in the device.
H(z) =
+∞∑
n=−∞
h(n)z−n (2.7)
z = e
j2pi∆L
λ (2.8)
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Figure 2.2: The image shows a basic representation of a finite impulse response device
based on constant delay lines increment: the general purpose image represents the time
domain behaviour of the device when the input is a single time domain pulse
y(t) = b0x(t) + ..+ bN−1x(t− (N − 1)∆t) + bNx(t−N∆t) (2.9)
A practical example is represented by the general purpose FIR device in Fig. 2.2,
where we see its time domain behavior. Different paths are addressed to different
path lengths, at the output, these are recombined again, resulting in a series of im-
pulses, one for each delay line and according to their individual ∆t. The concept
is formalized in Eq. 2.9.
The output of the filter relates to the input through weighted contributions of
inputs and inputs with feedback. The concept is generalized in Eq. 2.10, the weight
of the contributions are provided by an and bm. The Z-transform of the previous
relation is represented by a ratio of a polynomial transfer function as in Eq. 2.11.
The roots of such polynomial relations are complex numbers and their names de-
pend on their position in the equation: the roots of the numerator are called zeros
while the roots of the denominator are called poles. The polynomials allow a num-
ber of solutions equal to its order, some of them can be multiple. In the case of
passive filters the relation Γ < 1 remains since Γ sets the gain.
y(n) = b0x(n) + ..+ bMx(n−M)− a1y(n− 1)− ..− aNy(n−N) (2.10)
H(z) =
∑M
m=0 bmz
−m
1 +
∑N
n=1 anz
−n =
ΓzN−M
∏M
m=1(z − zm)∏N
n=1(z − pn)
(2.11)
If only feed-froward configuration is adopted, Eq. 2.11 admits only zeros,
while if also feedback is present, the equation also admits poles. In the case of opti-
cal filters, the aforementioned conditions correspond respectively to MA (Moving
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Average) and AR (Auto-Regressive) filter. If both poles and zeros are present, we
can talk of ARMA filters. Another set of definitions can be adopted for these fil-
ters: MA filters can also be defined as FIR (Finite Impulse Response) while the
AR and ARMA filters can be defined as IIR(Infinite pulse response) filters. The
IIR definition includes both AR and ARMA filters since this classification is more
general; if the system admits feedback, it can have an infinitive response to a finite
input. Thus, FIR/IIR definition is strictly system oriented, while MA/AR/ARMA
is more mathematical oriented.
(a) Block diagram of a single stage moving
average filter
(b) Block diagram of a single stage
auto-regressive filter
Figure 2.3: Representation of a single stage moving average and auto regressive filter: the
schematic block diagram is not linked to photonics, but has general validity
Fig. 2.3 shows the block diagram of a single pole(MA) and a single zero(AR)
digital filter, respectively on the left and on the right. An optical equivalent of
AR and MA filters are a single stage ring resonator and MZI respectively. The
first exhibits a single pole transfer function, while the latter exhibits a single zero
transfer function. These basic building blocks of Fig. 2.3 can be combined in
more complex networks to realize more complex transfer functions. The blocks
in Fig. 2.3 are schematic diagrams not strictly connected to optical filters. Indeed
they can be for example electronic devices or pure mathematical operators.
2.2 Optical filters architectures
The transfer function of a filter is realized by selecting the most suitable topology.
Depending on the particular requirement, for example, MA, AR or ARMA can be
the best candidate: while MA filters always exhibit a stable response and linearity
of the phase, AR filters can achieve better performances of cross-talk and narrow
band with a lower number of stages. A basic example of an optical filter is a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI), single stage or multistage: in such devices two light
paths interfere with feed-forward architecture. Another kind of architecture is rep-
resented by microring resonators (MRR) where a single light path interferes with
itself and hence makes a feedback architecture. The MZI or MRR architectures
can be combined to generate more complex architectures [7, 8]: by increasing the
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complexity, it is possible to achieve better performance (crosstalk, roll-off, ...) and
to meet certain application requirements. By generalizing the concept of multiple
coherently interfering light paths, other topologies can be obtained. Examples of
such devices are the Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG) and the Planar Concave
Grating (PCG). The main difference between AWGs [9] and PCGs [10] lies in
the implementation of the path delays: in the AWGs the different paths are repre-
sented by individual waveguides while in the PCGs the path delay is implemented
in a free propagation region. Another common operation required by both the de-
vices is the light splitting: when the light enters the filters, it is distributed over the
different paths while maintaining their phase relation. A point worth to mention
about both the AWGs and PCGs is that they have a combination of guided and
free propagation regions, and thus, these devices also embed an imaging system.
Fig. 2.4 schematically represents these four main types of filters.
Figure 2.4: Representation of different optical filters implementation (from [11])
2.2.1 Common building blocks for optical filters
All the optical filters treated in this chapter share the same basic photonic building
blocks: delay lines and power splitters. In this section, we introduce those basic
building blocks as stand-alone devices. We expose the mathematical relations used
for their modeling and the simulation approach used for their design. The target
of this device modeling is to build a set of building blocks that can then be used in
more complex structures. Discussing the modeling now allows us to use a higher
level of abstraction in the larger photonic circuits, and the focus can be on the
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circuit design and performance instead of device simulation and optimization.
2.2.1.1 Material system: Silicon on insulator
For this work we mainly use silicon on insulator (SOI) as a base material for our
photonic integrated circuits. The SOI material stack we use has a 220 nm (for some
application 400 nm ) thick crystalline silicon layer on top of a 2 µm buried thermal
silicon dioxide (buried oxide or BOx). The BOx layer separates the silicon device
layer from the silicon substrate. On top of the photonic layer, different cladding
materials can be used: two of the most commonly used are air or silicon dioxide
(usually called oxide in this work).
Keeping in mind that the mathematical formalism adopted for the modeling
of the photonic wires is suitable for a large variety of platforms, in this work we
consider only high index contrast photonic wires and slabs assumed to be single
mode TE like mode [12].
2.2.1.2 Delay lines and photonic wires
The key optical building block in a photonic integrated circuit is the waveguide. It
transports light on the surface of the chip, but also introduces an optical delay that
can be used to implement wavelength filters. The optical properties of a waveguide
(neff , ng , ...) are largely dictated by its cross section.
In SOI, we can use waveguides with different cross sections. We mostly use
so-called photonic wires. These are fully etched submicron waveguides with a
very high index contrast, which allows for a very tight bend radius [13]. .
The optical simulation of the photonic wires can be carried out with a differ-
ent software tool: we use mode solvers. The results of such simulation are the
optical properties of the guiding structure, in particular, the effective index and its
wavelength dependency. Depending on the platform, particular cross-section, and
wavelength range, the Taylor-like expansion terms of the effective index are also
taken into account. In silicon photonic wires, with their high index contrast and
subwavelength dimensions, these higher-order terms are non-negligible. Remem-
ber that the group index is related to the first Taylor-like expansion term of the
effective index, and it is this exactly group index that controls some essential filter
properties like the FSR.
Eq. 2.12 describes the analytical model used to evaluate the effective index of
the photonic wire.
neff (∆λ) =
N∑
n=0
fnneff (λ0)∆λ
n (2.12)
In Eq. 2.12 the first term δneffδλ is proportional to the group index. Eq. 2.13
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expresses the relation between the group index as presented in Eq. 2.5 and the
Taylor expansion based model in Eq. 2.12.
(a) Effective index for three different waveguides cross-sections
(b) Group index for three different waveguides cross-sections
Figure 2.5: The plots represent effective index (a) and group index (b) for three different
photonic wires [5]
The main difference between Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.13 lies in the consideration or
not of the first derivative of the group index dng/dλ.
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ng(λ) = neff (λ0)− λ0 dneff
dλ
− λ0∆λd
2neff
dλ2
(2.13)
The effective index is a complex number, with the real part proportional to
the propagation constant, and the imaginary part proportional to the propagation
loss of the waveguide. For the platform used in this work, 220 nm thick SOI and
operation at wavelengths around 1550 nm, three Taylor terms are included: the
effective index and two derivatives, which describe the group index and the group
velocity dispersion. During the design only first Taylor term is considered. For the
analysis also the derivative of the group index can be extracted [5].
The simulation and the extraction of neff (λ) and ng(λ) are shown in Fig. 2.5,
respectively in (a) there is the effective index and in (b) there is the group index
for three strip waveguides: namely 470, 604,805 nm width. These widths come
from SEM images of the cross-section.
Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the power splitting devices: (a) symmetric DC, 3
dB MMI splitter and a NxN starcoupler, in green the coupling part, in blue the photonic
wires
2.2.1.3 Power splitters
Power splitters are needed for optical filters to distribute the light over two or more
delay lines, but also to combine these different contributions together. Because of
reciprocity, passive power splitters can be used for both functions.
Different power splitting devices are available in integrated photonics, but for
the present work we use three types in particular: directional couplers (DCs),
multi-mode interferometers (MMIs) [14] and star couplers [15]. Fig. 2.6 repre-
sents the splitting devices discussed in this paragraph: (a), (b) and (c) represents
schematically respectively a symmetric DC, a 1× 2 MMI and a 4× 4 starcoupler:
the green sections are the power splitters/combiners.
DCs are realized by placing two parallel waveguides close together. These
waveguides, even if physically isolated, are optically connected since the evanes-
cent fields exponentially decay out of the waveguide cores and have a non-zero
overlap: the coupling strength is proportional to the product of this field overlap in
the coupler cross-section, integrated along the propagation direction.
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We can describe a DC with the following simple functional model. The waveg-
uides composing the DC are considered identical, but the model can be extended
for asymmetric waveguides [4], and could actually be useful for some specific
applications [16]. Assuming the specific coupling strength to be constant along
the longitudinal direction, the total power coupling can be obtained multiplying
the specific coupling strength k with the length of the coupling section. The con-
tribution of the bent section to the total coupling is also relevant. Assuming this
contribution to is not dependent on the length of the coupler, it is represented by
the term k0.
K(∆λ) = sin(κ0(∆λ) + κ(∆λ).Lc)2 (2.14)
κ =
N∑
n=0
−fnκ(λ0)∆λn (2.15)
κ0 =
N∑
n=0
−fnκ0(λ0)∆λn (2.16)
All of the contributions included in the DC behavioral model are wavelength
dependent. As with the waveguide properties, we also use a Taylor expansion
model of the coupling properties. Eq. 2.14 represents the power coupling associ-
ated with a DC of length L, 2.15 represents the coupling strength of the straight
section with a given gap and 2.16 represents the coupling associated with the bend
with given gap and bend radius.
Simulation tools such as FDTD can be used for the simulation of the DCs.
The bend section and the straight section can be simulated individually and then
combined in a comprehensive functional model of the DC, according to Eq. 2.14.
As expressed by Eq. 2.14, DCs are wavelength dependent: the longer is the coupler
the more severe the wavelength dependence. Several approaches to have colorless
DCs have been proposed [17, 18].
In contrast to DCs, MMIs are made of a waveguide that supports a larger num-
ber of guided modes. Waveguides can launch and collect light at both ends of the
multi-mode region. An MMI can have any number of inputs and outputs so that we
can talk about a NxM MMI coupler. Full modeling of MMI devices can be done
with different techniques, but the most common for this device are Eigenmode
expansion and propagation (EME) and the beam propagation method (BPM) and
(guided-mode propagation analysis) MPA.
The simulation technique used for the 1 × 2 MMI of which the result is in
Fig. 2.7 is EME (EigenMode Expansion) method. The main target of our MMI is
to have an ideal balanced 1 × 2 or 2 × 2 splitter, but other application can have
different requirement [20].
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Figure 2.7: The image represents the filed distribution in a 1×2 MMI simulated with the
eigenmode propagation tool FIMMPROP [19], the purpose of such device is to split the
input power in two output evenly and so 3 dB for each output.
An important aspect of the couplers that we use is the phase relation that per-
sists between the outputs. Concerning the DCs, assuming the device to be lossless,
the two output modes are in quadrature of phase, thus, a phase difference ∆φpi2
characterizes the optical signals the outputs. For the MMIs, we have to distinguish
between the 1× 2 and the 2× 2: in the first case, the two outputs are in phase due
to the symmetry of the device along the propagation direction. While concerning
the MMIs 2x2, the outputs are in quadrature( as for the DCs), due to the phase
relation of the modes in the multimode region.
A brief comparison between the MMIs and DCs is required. The MMIs are
very tolerant in case they are designed for a particular splitting ratio. A notable
example is the 3 dB (50/50) splitter: it provides a splitting ratio of 50% over a
wide range of wavelengths and with a higher tolerance to fabrication compared to
DCs, that on the other hand provide design flexibility. It is indeed possible to define
arbitrary splitting ratios, just using the proper length of the DC (cf. Eq. 2.14).
A star coupler consists of two arrays of waveguides facing each other, one of
them can be considered as the input side and the other as the output side. These are
separated by an unpatterned slab region, which acts as a free propagation region
since the light is no longer restricted in the horizontal plane. The incoming light
from an input is injected into the slab, diffracts and propagates towards the output
array grating. This diffraction distributes the incoming light over the array of out-
put waveguides. Because the angular profile of the diffraction is Gaussian-like, the
power distribution over the outputs will also be Gaussian if all the waveguides are
designed identical (a uniform star coupler). Typically, the angular spread of the
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star coupler is chosen to capture 95-98% of the optical power. Because the outputs
are arranged in a circle, the waves in the output waveguides are also in phase.
It is also possible to engineer the power splitting ratios in the outputs. For
instance, in a 1 × N power splitter, the purpose is to split the power evenly over
the output waveguides. Due to the Gaussian-like profile of the diffraction pattern,
the position and the size of each output waveguide has to be tailored to capture the
same amount of power [21].
When a splitting device is needed, we have to select the proper building blocks
according to the requirements in term of wavelength dependency, tolerance, split-
ting ration flexibility and number of outputs. A first selection can be made accord-
ing to the number of outputs required: for instance, high output counting device
can be achieved either with a tree of 1x2 MMIs or with a non-uniform star coupler.
The first approach is lossier but can guarantee more power splitting homogeneity,
while the star coupler power splitter can be less lossy, but it exhibits a larger out-
puts power intensity inhomogeneity. For few output channels (1x4 for instance) a
single MMI is also a valuable solution. When in comes to design flexibility, direc-
tional couplers are the best choice, since they can be designed to have an arbitrary
splitting ratio according to their length, and also they are extremely low loss. Of
course, the number of outputs is limited. Star couplers can also be designed to
have arbitrary power splitting ratios. If the main requirement is wavelength and
fabrication tolerance, MMIs remains the best alternative compared to DC.
2.2.1.4 Conclusion: basic blocks
Now we have introduced the basic blocks and their essential parameters required
for the design of optical filters. We have formulated a standard model for each type
of block so we can reliably design filters with a similar formal model by cascading
individual building blocks. These can then be simulated with a circuit simulation
tool, such as CAPHE [22].
2.2.2 Photonic circuit simulator
A photonic circuit tool is used to model the behavior of the basic building block
just introduced. We use CAPHE [22]: it is a scattering matrix based simulation
tool. All the building blocks are modeled as NxN matrix, each of the element is
the particular scattering coefficient of the ith port when the jth port is stimulated.
Each port is assumed to carry only one mode. If multiple modes are allowed into
a physical port, each of them is described by an individual scattering element. The
limited capabilities of the scattering matrix description for photonic components
are expanded combining the scattering approach with more suitable tools. For in-
stance, a relation between the geometrical and behavioral parameters of a waveg-
uide can be built, revealing the optical parameters of the device with an FDTD
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simulator and linking them to the scattering element.
2.2.3 MZI based filters
The first type of optical filters that we introduce are on-chip MZI (Mach-Zehnder
interferometer). Integrated MZIs are extremely flexible and can be applied for
different optical functions. They can be used for broadband [23] or narrow-band
modulators or as the building block of complex wavelength filters [24], which can
be designed for an arbitrary wavelength transmission response, since in theory ev-
ery transmission can be replicated by its Fourier series. A specific implementation
example of such higher order filters are optical lattice filters. These similar to
lattice filters in the electrical domain, consisting of a cascade of DCs and delay
stages. Techniques for digital filter design can be used to calculate the coupling
coefficients and delays required for a given spectral response [25].
2.2.3.1 MZI working principle
In its simplest configuration, an MZI is composed of a 1× 2 splitting section, two
delay lines, and a 2× 1 combiner.
Iout(λ) =
1
2
(1 + 2k
√
1− k2sin(∆L(neff2pi
λ
)))Iin (2.17)
Eq. 2.17 represents the theoretical output of an MZI where the splitter is a
directional coupler with a cross-coupling ratio κ and a bar transmission of τ . These
quantities should satisfy the condition
√
κ2 + τ2 = 1. This relation is valid when
the DC is reciprocal and loss-less. The transmission of this device depends on
the properties of the DC and of the delay ∆L of the waveguides. The overall
wavelength response has a sine-like response, with peaks and dips respectively
where full constructive and destructive interference takes place. We should also
mention that MZI based structures are always stable since there is no feedback and
thus no poles.
The simulation of MZI structures is carried out with the circuit simulator CAPHE
using models described earlier for the waveguides and power splitters. The scatter-
ing matrix of the sub-blocks are then combined in a scattering matrix for the entire
circuit, and a wavelength sweep is performed. The non-idealities originating from
fabrication tolerances are added to the scattering models of the power splitter and
waveguides [26].
Fig. 2.8 shows an example of the simulation of a single-stage MZI. The cou-
plers used are directional couplers (DCs), the MZI has a non-zero coupling length.
By choosing the proper length (based on k and k0 obtained from FDTD simula-
tion), the DC has a power coupling of 3 dB (50/50), which results in a very strong
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Figure 2.8: Example simulations of an asymmetric MZI (a) and the schematic block
diagram used for the simulation (b)
extinction ratio between the constructive and destructive wavelengths. In this chap-
ter, we will discuss how we use MIZs to build high order and more complex fil-
ters. MZI based devices will be used in Ch. 3 and Ch. 5 to achieve more complex
functions. In Ch. 3 we used an asymmetric MZI modulator for wavelength interro-
gation, while in Ch. 5 symmetric MZI are used to switch and modulate the optical
power.
2.2.4 MRRs based filters
Microring resonators consist of a waveguide folded back onto itself, creating a
feedback path where light interferes with a delayed copy of itself. Hence, MMRs
can be classified as AR filters. MRRs are extremely appealing for many photonic
applications: from sensing [27] to networking [28]. They can have an extremely
narrow-band response in a compact device with a low order [29].
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2.2.4.1 Properties of microring resonators
The basic configuration of microring resonators consists of a looped waveguide
and a directional coupling section to connect the loop and the carrier bus. This
architecture with a single bus line is called an all-pass ring filter. When a second
coupling section is added, the architecture of the ring has an add-drop configura-
tion. The transmission spectrum of a simple add-drop ring resonator is described
by Eq. 2.18: τ is the transmission of the directional couplers, and a is the absorp-
tion of the ring.
Iout =
τ22 a
2 − 2τ1τ2acos(φ) + τ21
1− 2τ1τ2acos(φ) + (τ1τ2a)2 (2.18)
The general Eq. 2.3 for the FSR is valid also in this case, where the delay ∆L
is equal to the round trip length of the ring resonator. An important condition for
the operation of the MMR is called critical coupling when the power coupled with
the DC is equal to the internal loss in the cavity. In this case, the transmission at
the resonance drops to zero [30]. With non-negligible loss, the critical coupling
condition is met for r2a = r1.
Other important parameter to characterize MMRs are the finesse and the Q-
factor, which both relate to the line width of the ring resonances [29]. From
Eq. 2.19 and Eq. 2.20 it is also possible to obtain the relation between these two
important parameters.
Finesse =
FSR
FWHM
(2.19)
Qfactor =
λres
FWHM
(2.20)
FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the ring resonance. The physical
meaning of these two quantities is related to the number of round-trips made by the
photonics in the looped cavity before it has leaked out due to losses or coupling
to the buses. Similar to MZIs, the MMRs require only a few basic element for
the simulation: waveguides and power splitters. These elements are modeled with
scattering matrices. We have to mention that in this case more attention has to be
given to the modeling of the parasitic effects, such as back reflection. This can
cause the clockwise and counterclockwise mode to couple, significantly affecting
the performance of the ring [31].
Fig. 2.9 shows a simulation of a single stage ring. The couplers used are DCs
with zero length, and a bend coupling factor k0=0.4(cf. Eq. 2.16). The values are
obtained by FDTD simulation of the bent section.
In this chapter, we will discuss how the rings can be used in more complex filter
architectures (ARMA filters). Moreover, ring will be used in Ch. 3 and Ch. 4 to
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Figure 2.9: Example simulations of a MRR (a) and the schematic block diagram used for
the simulation (b)
selectively filter narrow-band optical windows: the selectivity will be implemented
using thermo-optic modulation.
2.2.5 Planar concave gratings
PCGs or echelle gratings are the combination of an integrated staircase reflection
grating that is curved to obtain focusing. In operation, it is similar to a Czerny-
Turner interferometer [32]. A PCG simultaneously separates/combines the wave-
length contents of the input light, focusing the output wavelength channels into
different output waveguides. It is used in many applications such as network-
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ing [33, 34], spectrometry [35] among the others. PCGs are comparable in opera-
tion to AWGs (discussed in the next section), but the two types of devices perform
optimally for different sets of functional parameters (number of wavelength chan-
nels, channel spacing, ...) [36].
2.2.5.1 PCG working principles
A PCG is composed of free-propagation slab area in which a grating is etched.
Opposite to the grating are the input and output waveguides. The input waveguide
injects light into the FPR (Free Propagation Region). The light that reaches the
grating will have a different (wavelength dependent) phase delay for every reflect-
ing facet. The light is refocused back towards the output waveguides, but with a
constant, but wavelength dependent, phase delay between the contributions of sub-
sequent facets. As a result, the refocusing point is wavelength dependent, coupling
different wavelength channels into different outputs. Simply etching the reflecting
facets into the FPS gives rise to high losses since the reflection of a single inter-
face is only 35%. This reflection can be improved with metal deposition, but we
use a distributed Bragg grating reflector (DBR) on each facet. This approach is
compatible with the standard silicon photonics fabrication platform, and does not
require extra processing steps. With such technique reflectivity above 80% can be
achieved [37]. One of the most common mounting used in PCG design is the Row-
land configuration [38]. In this mounting technique, the input and output apertures
are placed along a Rowland circle with a fixed radius R. The facets of the grating
are positioned on a circle with radius 2R. Both this circumferences are tangent in
the center of the grating, this is called pole (P). With such configuration, all the
points of the Rowland circle are imaged on the same focal circle with a reflec-
tion angle determined by Eq. 2.21 [37]. In Eq. 2.21 d is the grating period while
Θi Θd are the angles between the grating normal at the pole and the incident and
diffracted beams respectively. m is the diffraction order. Since the coupling from
input to output involves an imaging process, the modeling of the PCG requires a
higher level of complexity.
d(sinΘi + sinΘd) = m
λ
neff,slab
(2.21)
The used approach is a hybrid solution involving scalar diffraction methods
for the FPR propagation and rigorous coupled-wave analysis for the estimation of
the diffraction of the gratings. The simulation procedure can be divided into three
individual parts: the grating incident field calculation, the diffracted field calcula-
tion and the overlap of the diffracted fields at the output apertures. The incident
field at the center of the grating facets is calculated according to the Kirchhoff-
Huygens diffraction formula, assuming the waveguide mode profile to be Gaus-
sian. The diffracted field is calculated in a similar way, considering the incident
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and diffracted angles. The output spectrum is calculated by integrating the contri-
butions of all the grating facets [37]. Fig. 2.10(b) shows the schematic represen-
tation of the simulation diagram and (a) the simulation of a 8 × 3.2nm channel
PCG.
Figure 2.10: Example simulations of an eight channels PCG (a) and the schematic block
diagram used for the simulation (b)
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2.2.6 Arrayed waveguide gratings
AWGs are among the most flexible optical integrated filters: they are extremely
suitable for multiplexing and routing of high counting in/out optical channels de-
vice [39, 40]. The AWG can be considered as a combination of three sub-blocks:
an input star coupler, an array of delay waveguides, and an output star coupler.
The star couplers diffract the light toward the array of waveguides; these add a
wavelength-dependent phase delay, and the contributions are combined in the sec-
ond star coupler. [9].
2.2.6.1 AWGs working principles
The array grating is the basic building block of an AWG. It provides the phase
difference between the optical waves [9]. There are multiple conditions that have
to be simultaneously satisfied. The first design equation is the relation between
the physical delay ∆L and the FSR, given in Eq. 2.3. The ∆L in this case is the
incremental length difference between two consecutive waveguides in the grating.
The group index ng is that of the photonic wires used in the array. If there are
imbalances between the waveguides (e.g. between straight and bent sections) [41],
these have to be corrected. This can be achieved by using the same number of
bends on each photonic wire of the array. The star coupler, as briefly introduced in
the sec. 2.2.1.3, divides the input power among all the waveguides of the array. An
important requirement, in this case, is the phase relation between the light coupled
to the array waveguides: the apertures of the array of waveguides connected to the
FPR are identical and placed on the focal circle, with such design approach we
preserve the phase homogeneity.
m′λ+ neff,wires∆L− neff,slabR∆α(sinΘi + sinΘo) = 0 (2.22)
The input and output waveguides can be mounted confocal or on a Rowland
circle [41]. We define the grating line and the focal line, respectively as the path
where the grating lines are placed and path where the input or output waveguides
are placed. The delay between the waveguides of the array is designed to be an
integer of the unit delay length ∆L. This quantity is combined with the optical de-
lay length introduced by the star couplers to obtained the wavelength of maximum
transmission according to the Eq. 2.22.
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Figure 2.11: Example simulations of a sixteen channels AWG (a) and the schematic block
diagram used for the simulation (b)
In Eq. 2.22 m′ is an integer multiple of ∆L, neff,slab is effective refractive
index of the FPR while neff,wires is the effective index of the photonic wires. The
optical path is calculated using both these effective indices along the respective
lengths in the slab (Rα) and the photonic wires(∆L).
Similar to the PCGs, the simulation of AWGs is carried out with a hybrid
technique. Each of the sub-blocks (star couplers and delay lines) is simulated indi-
vidually and then the transmission matrices are combined to obtain the cumulative
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transmission of the device [42].
The CAMFR eigenmode solver is used to obtain the field profile that will prop-
agate in the FPR. A semi-analytical Fresnel-diffraction scheme is used for the cal-
culation of the FPR propagation. The procedure is repeated for all the in/out aper-
tures and arms apertures. It is then repeated for the in and out star couplers. Each
waveguide of the arrayed grating is modeled with a the model already proposed
since it is a standard single mode waveguide. The three matrices, corresponding to
the FPR, arrayed grating and output FPR, are multiplied to obtain the transmission
of the AWG. Fig. 2.11 represents the building block schematic in (b) and the result
of an AWG 16 channels and 2 nm channels spacing AWG [42].
In the present work the AWG is used in Ch. 4 and Ch. 5. It is used as a
wavelength selective filter. In Ch. 4 the AWG is combined with a ring resonator
of which only a resonance peak is addressed to an AWG channel. In Ch. 5 the
AWG is the only wavelength selective filter used, but using multiple inputs and
time-domain multiplexing the equivalent channel spacing is reduced, thus, higher
resolution is achieved.
2.2.7 Conclusion
In these paragraphs, we introduced four different kinds of optical filters: MZI,
microring resonators, PCGs and AWGs. They can all be described with the same
methodology of zero/poles diagrams, but while AWGs and PCGs are image-based
devices, in ring and MZI no image is involved, and the light never leaves the
photonic wire. Thus, the first two types are intrinsically lossy, while the other
are (in theory) lossless. On the other hand the AWGs and PCGs are more prone to
large channel counting, hence more suitable to be used as spectrometers. The ring
and the MZI can achieve higher resolution and wavelength selective properties.
Moreover, they are more suitable for tuning. In the following part, these devices
will be combined to combine their strengths. In Ch. 3 we use the high wavelength
selectivity of the rings and the modulation capability of ring and MZI to realized
integrated spectrometers. In Ch. 4 the high resolution of the ring is combined
with large channel counting of the AWGs. In Ch. 5 the AWG capability of having
multiple inputs and outputs with custom channel spacing is used to enhance the
wavelength resolution limited by fabrication.
2.3 Performance Metrics for Optical Filters
Depending on the application, different specifications are imposed on an optical
filter. In this section, we introduce a number of common metric to characterize
the performance of wavelength filters. In particular, we introduce the concept of
insertion loss (IL) and cross-talk (CT). We also describe the main mechanisms that
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influence these metric in the different optical filter architectures. Fig. 2.12 gives a
graphical interpretation of the IL and CT for a general filter transmission [43].
Figure 2.12: Graphical representation of the insertion loss and different cross-talks for a
general purpose filter
2.3.1 Insertion loss
The IL is the loss of power when a filter is inserted into the optical path at a
wavelength where maximum transmission is required. IL is usually expressed in
dB. In integrated optical filters the IL is influenced by different mechanisms,
depending on the architecture adopted [44].
2.3.1.1 Waveguide loss
The source of loss that is common to all types of filter is the intrinsic propagation
loss of the photonic wires and slabs [45]. This propagation loss is itself associated
to different mechanisms. The loss in crystalline silicon is, in general, negligible at
1550 nm, but due to the fabrication process, the upper silicon layer of the wafer
is slightly boron-doped to have a reproducible P-concentration, but this doping
introduces some bulk loss [46].
Unsatisfied bonds or other element bonds at the interface Silicon/Oxide or Sil-
icon/Air also introduce absorption as the photons get absorbed [46], and can intro-
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duce surface doping due to band shifting [47]. For submicron photonic wires and
high optical power density, non-linear absorption can also affect the propagation
loss [48]. In general, this effect can be neglected for most of the devices, except
when the device has resonances which induce a hight local power density, such as
in microring resonators [29]. Substrate leakage is also present in SOI waveguides:
When the buried oxide is too close, the evanescent tail of the mode will feel the
high-index silicon of the substrate.
Another contribution to propagation loss is scattering. Rayleigh scattering
arises from sub-wavelength perturbations in the bulk of the waveguide core [49].
Scattering at the sidewall roughness is also present at the waveguide core inter-
faces, and because of the semiconductor processing, it is actually a predominant
contributor to the propagation loss. Improvements in fabrication quality can dra-
matically affect the sidewall scattering loss [50].
All the contributions are dependent on the optical field distribution inside the
waveguide, and, therefore, wavelength dependent and cross-section dependent.
Apart from non-linear loss, all of the phenomena depends linearly on the length of
the waveguide, and are expressed as the specific absorption constant α. What we
obtain is the product of the loss and the length of the photonic wire.
For bends, we can use a loss parameter as a function of the bending angle, for
a fixed bend radius. [51].
2.3.2 Loss in couplers
DCs are affected by non-idealities such as loss and scattering. The losses are
mainly induced by the same cause introducing losses in the waveguides since these
are the main constituent of the DCs. An additional element is the modal conversion
losses caused by the cross-section mismatch between the eigenmodes at the tran-
sition region (bend section of the DCs) and the DC straight section [52]. Another
source of non-ideality in DCs is the scattering at the discontinuity [53].
2.3.2.1 Imaging related loss
In AWGs and PCGs, but also MMIs, an additional source of insertion loss is due to
imaging non-idealities. The FPRs used in both AWGs and PCGs act as an imaging
system, refocusing diffracted light. The first mechanism of loss in FPRs is the
incomplete power capture by the grating array. A portion of the Gaussian-like
field radiated by the input aperture is outside of the collection cone of the array.
There are also losses due to reflection and scattering inside the star coupler.
In the case of the AWG, most of this reflection is caused by the narrow sep-
aration between the grating apertures, which is limited by lithography minimum
feature size. In the case of the PCG scattering and losses are caused by imper-
fect grating reflectors, which at the edges scatter light outside of the collection
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cone of the waveguides [36]. Because both AWGs and PCGs are periodic grating
structures, they will couple some light to different diffraction orders. This effect
is predominant at the central channel. Loss non-uniformity is the loss due to the
far field envelope of the array aperture. This effect is more pronounced in the
outer channels, which can suffer up to 3dB power penalty compared to the center
channel.
2.3.3 Crosstalk
The crosstalk is, in general, the ratio between the target signal and the unwanted
contributions in the same physical channel [54]. In regard to optical filters, there
are few definitions for the crosstalk depending on the application. Crosstalk can
be defined relative to the center channel, or the 3 dB and 10 dB bandwidth: the
reference power is estimated, respectively at the center of the channel, inside the 3
dB bandwidth and inside the 10 dB bandwidth.
2.3.3.1 Crosstalk in optical filters
The crosstalk of optical filters can be a design parameter, as in the case of window
based design [25], or a parasitic effect [55]. In the first case, the cross-talk level is a
specification, which is included in the design algorithm, to which parasitic effects
have to be added. In the second case, the ideal cross-talk is zero, but non-idealities
affect it. An example of design specifics where the crosstalk is a design parameter
is the Chebyshev window approach: the crosstalk level is imposed by properly
selecting zeros and poles. Whether the CT is a design parameter or purely a par-
asitic consequence, it is always an issue to minimize the unwanted effects which
make the CT worse. In filters where no imaging system is used, the crosstalk is
mainly influenced by the phase errors introduced by the waveguide imperfections:
the tolerances affect the local variability of the photonic wire’s effective index,
and, therefore, exact optical length. One of the direct consequences of this effect
is the phase correlation variations between the different light contributions at the
interference sections. For imaging based systems the crosstalk is a function of the
image quality at the output waveguide. The image quality itself is influenced by
the star coupler or facet fabrication tolerances. On top of this, phase errors from
the FPR are also present, but typically less pronounced due to the robustness to
the fabrication of the slab regions. The FPRs are more robust against phase errors
than strip waveguides [56], since no side-wall roughness affects the propagation
constant. When we have multiple channels filters, we can have two definitions of
cross-talk: standard crosstalk and cumulative crosstalk. They are the difference
between the peak power of the passband and respectively the worst case of the
power coupled from other channels and the sum of the power coupled from all the
other channels [41]. For a graphical representation of the cross-talk in the filter
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response refer to Fig. 2.12.
2.3.3.2 IL and CT comparison in optical filters
We perform a simulated comparison of the insertion loss and the crosstalk in differ-
ent types of filters, but limited to feed-forward architecture, i.e. MZI lattice filters,
arrayed waveguide grating and planar concave gratings. To perform such compar-
ison, an equivalent coherence length Lc is attributed to the waveguides and from
this quantity random phase errors are estimated [46] according to the Eq. 2.23 [57],
where L is the physical length of the waveguide. The same model is used for the
waveguide of the array grating and the waveguides of the lattice filters. Differ-
ent approaches are used for the grating of the PCG where coherence length of the
phase error is defined in a different way: the main phase error contribution does
not arise from waveguides, but from the fabrication tolerances of the facets of the
gratings, since the imperfect edges of the facets scatter incoherent light. We have
to mention that a substantial lower contrition to phase non-idealities arise from the
slab region, and thus it is neglected in the following discussion.
< ∆φ(dL)2 >=
2L
Lc
(2.23)
Fig. 2.13 represent the results of the CT and IL trends of different FIR filters
as a function of filter stages and for different phase error variances. In the filters
under test the channel properties are the same, except for the PCG, which has a
channel spacing of 20 nm instead of 8nm. The insertion loss reaches an optimum
point when the number of arms is 3 times the number of outputs; the same as-
sumption is valid for PCGs as well using a number of facets 40 times the number
of outputs. This condition comes from the fact that fewer arms and reflectors, do
not supply enough contributions to create a proper image of the field. The lat-
tice filters instead reach a minimum IL when the number of stages is 2 times the
number of equivalent [25] outputs, since with lower order filters, we do not have
the minimum amount of Fourier contribution for the description of the filter. The
behavior of the crosstalk follows similar trends, giving an optimal value of arms
of twice the number of outputs for the AWG. The PCGs needs a number of facets
60 times the number of outputs. The lattice filters need instead a number of stages
2 times the number of equivalent channels [25].
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(a) IL of AWG 8 nm channels spacing vs
number of arms
(b) XT of AWG 8 nm channels spacing vs
number of arms
(c) IL of PCG 20 nm channels spacing vs
number of facets
(d) XT of PCG 20 nm channels spacing vs
number of facets
(e) IL of lattice filter 8 nm channels
spacing vs number of stages
(f) XT of lattice filter 8 nm channels
spacing vs number of stages
Figure 2.13: The plots represent on the left and on the right respectively the crosstalk and
the insertion loss behaviours when increasing the order of the filters. They are listed in the
order AWGs, PCGs and lattice filters
This is due to the same condition of the IL where few stage filters do not have
enough Fourier components for the description of the filter shape. This experiment
is limited to the simulation models adopted for the waveguides taking into account
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waveguide losses and phase noise. The results are in agreement with experiments
reported in literature [37, 41, 46].
2.4 ARMA filter design framework
Auto-regressive Moving Average (ARMA) optical filters comprise a very useful
class of filters. First of all, they are made of basic photonic sub-blocks, and can be
implemented with just photonic wires and directional couplers. The advantage of
ARMA filters lies in the flexibility of using both auto-regression (AR) and moving
average (MA) mechanisms, and thus leveraging both architectures: lower order
ARMA filters can be used instead of higher order AR or MA filters [4]. Moreover,
as introduced in 2.1.2, the duality between Z-transform and optical ARMA filters
give to the designer a full set of established mathematical and design tools already
developed for electronics. We developed a full framework for ARMA filters design
starting from the general purpose filter simulation [58], as in Fig. 2.14(b). After
the design and simulation of the normalized filter response, we proceed with the
analysis of the zero-pole diagram in Fig. 2.14(a). Levering on these tools and on
the functional parameters of the basic building block we obtain the photonic circuit
simulation in Fig. 2.14(c) using CAPHE [22, 59]. The layout is then obtained with
IPKISS [60].
2.4.1 Generic digital filter tools for ARMA optical filters design
We approach the study of optical filters with methodologies developed for digital
general purpose filters, making use of the duality introduced in Par. 2.1.2. The
reason we do it lies in the fact that a lot of algorithms already developed for dig-
ital filters can be directly adopted for optical filters design. Moreover, if we treat
optical filters like digital/analog LTI (Linear time-invariant) systems, we can in-
crease the level of abstraction compared to the use of electromagnetic theory. A
higher level of abstraction enables efficient and straightforward scalability of the
elementary devices. The result of such fast scalability is proposed in the coming
paragraph where a general purpose design and simulation framework for MA and
AR filters is proposed.
Defining the desired transmission spectrum is the first step in a filter design.
Any known filter window can be used, which include Butterwood, Chebyshev,
ideal box window, elliptical etc [58]. The design of the general purpose filter
starts with the definition of its parameters such as the stop-band, the pass-band
and attenuation.
Since we are working with a general digital filter, the parameters are expressed
as normalized quantities: the frequency(wavelength) range is normalized between
0 and 1, and the cut-off frequency is expressed accordingly. Fig. 2.14(a) represents
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the zero-pole diagram of a fourth order Chebyshev lattice filter.
The transmission T as in Fig. 2.14(b) is specified by the attenuation in the
pass band and the stop band. These specifications are converted into the series
of Fourier components and the relative zero-pole diagram, shown in Fig. 2.14(a).
Most of these filter design windowing have been tested through simulation, but
the focus is on Chebyshev filters. This choice is made since the Chebyshev filter
design procedure minimizes the error between ideal and filter response and provide
steep roll-off and good ripple properties [4].
2.4.2 ARMA filters photonic design and simulation
The filter parameters from such calculations are general purpose. They can be seen
as a theoretical solution for the Z-transform correlated to the zero-pole diagram2.11
or as power coefficients and phase relation to be used for a filter design: it can
be in principle either electronic or photonic. Our particular case is of integrated
photonic filters: the power coefficients and the phases information corresponds to
optical power splitting and optical phase delays. The ARMA filter, in their simpler
configuration, can be realized with only directional couplers and waveguides. For
calculating the length of the directional couplers,we invert Eq. 2.14 evaluated at
the wavelength of interest, which gives us Eq. 2.24.
Lc =
sin−1
√K − k0
k
(2.24)
Another important parameter is the FSR that can be estimated with the Eq. 2.3.
This parameter is not related to the general purpose filter, but it is used to shift
the base transmission spectrum at the wavelength of interest. As for the coupling
coefficients: when a large phase shift (> pi) is needed, one can think of using a
long directional coupler, but a more attractive solution is to manage the phases on
the waveguide of the delay lines by adding a length to the delay stage according to
the Eq. 2.25, where the mentioned ∆Lphase gives a 2pi shift corresponding to one
FSR.
∆Lphase =
λ0
neff
(2.25)
The simulation of ARMA filters is carried out with the CAPHE photonic cir-
cuit simulator in which our elaborate model for directional coupler and waveguide
is implemented. To a very good approximation, we can consider ARMA filters to
be passive and linear components (i.e. for operations where the optical power is
not excessive), and we can limit the simulation of interest to wavelength response.
This approximation is valid if optical power density in resonant structures such as
rings does not lead to non-linear effects. If this condition is not valid, the hypothe-
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sis of passivity is not valid and the simulation will require additional time domain
simulations at different input power levels.
2.4.3 MA devices: lattice filters
Lattice filters belong to a sub-category of ARMA filters, as there is no feedback
(AR), but only feed-forward (MA) [61]. Basically, lattice filters are composed of
cascaded MZIs. They are exclusively composed of n 2× 2 power splitters, in our
case DCs, and n − 1 delay stages, where n represents the order of the filter. In
this case the order n represents the number of the cascaded stages and does not
have to be confused with resonance order defined in Eq. 2.4. The Higher order
adds more Fourier components to the filter and, therefore, corresponds to better
performances. As a consequence, there will be less error in the replication of
the desired response. However, the higher order allows for the accumulation of
more non-idealities and, therefore, requires a much better control on the design
parameters such as the power splitting for each stage. Satisfying the trade-off
between these requirements in correlation with the capabilities of the platform in
use, gives the optimal filter.
Once the design specifications are converted into photonic layout properties,
the photonic circuit simulator tool can solve the equivalent scattering matrix asso-
ciated with the device, taking into account the full models and physical parameters.
In the case of the lattice filters, and for analytical calculation, the directional cou-
pler stage can be modeled as Eq. 2.26 and the delay stage is modeled as Eq. 2.27.
Remember that the 4 × 4 matrix describing the 4 ports sub-blocks is reduced to
a 2 × 2 transmission matrix neglecting the reflections at all the optical ports. We
opt for transmission matrices instead of scattering matrices, since the first can be
directly multiplied for cascaded components.
T icou =
[
τi −jκi
−jκi τi
]
(2.26)
T idel =
[
e−jβ∆L 0
0 1
]
(2.27)
With the previous assumption, the full system can be described by Eq. 2.28,
which analytically solve the scattering matrix of any lattice filter. Of course, we
prefer to use the photonic circuit simulator software, since it allows in a more
straightforward way to define complex models for optical properties of the sub-
block that in the Eq. 2.28 are scalar quantities. Each sub-block used in the photonic
circuit simulator has well established optical properties that the software converts
into a scattering matrix. Moreover, the same block can be re-used for any circuit
that adopts the same sub-device. In our case the software embeds the circuit simu-
lator and the layout edit as well, so during the simulation phase, we also define the
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Figure 2.14: Three different steps of ARMA filter design: (a) is the zero-pole diagram of a
fourth order lattice filter, (b) is the general purpose digital filter simulation and (c) is the
optical equivalent of the digital filter previously simulated
layout of the structure ready for fabrication. The result of such approach is that the
device sent out for fabrication is the same for which we run the simulation.
T = Tn+1c
n∏
i=1
T idelT
i
cou (2.28)
2.4.3.1 Lattice filters design of experiments
Chebyshev windowing filter design approach is used. In order to design them, we
need at least three specification parameters: the order of the filter n, the cut-off
frequency and the attenuation in the stop-band. The extra required parameter is
FSR: this will be used when the general purpose filter becomes an optical filter.We
fix the FSR to 1600 GHz, 12 nm around 1550 nm. The cut-off frequency is set
to 0.250 and 0.125 normalized frequency, this corresponds respectively to 400 and
200 GHz. The specification for the stop-band attenuation is set to 15 dB. Differ-
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ent orders n are designed, from the fourth to the twentieth. This is an aggressive
experiment and is meant to explore the limit of the model and technology.
Figure 2.15: Microscope image of a fourth order lattice filter designed with Chebyshev
window: the sub-blocks contains the directional coupler and the photonic wires as
highlighted
Fig. 2.15 is a microscope image of a fourth order lattice filter, and the sub-
blocks of waveguides and directional coupler can be clearly distinguished. The
layout is realized with IPKISS. For the straight section, the waveguide is tapered
to a wider width to reduce the contribution of sidewall variations the phase errors
[46]. A wider waveguide is much more tolerant to the side wall roughness since
the optical mode is better confined.
2.4.3.2 Lattice filters experimental results
Fig. 2.16 represents the crosstalk and insertion loss for different orders (cascaded
stages) in function of the wavelengths. We see discrete points since the quantities
are measured at the wavelength of the passband and thus where there is construc-
tive interference for the different orders. As expected, the best performance is
only at one wavelength since the DCs are wavelength dependent. The best perfor-
mances should be at the wavelength used as the reference for the design, but due to
processing variations, the point of optimal performances has shifted. Fig. 2.16(a)
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and (b) represent the cross-talk in function of the wavelength, while Fig. 2.16(c)
and (d) represent the insertion loss in function of the wavelength: left images and
right images are respectively for 0.250 and 0.125 normalized cut-off frequency
corresponding to 400 and 200 GHz.
(a) CT of 400 GHz lattice filter in function
of the wavelght for different orders
(b) CT of 200 GHz lattice filter in function
of the wavelght for different orders
(c) IL of 200 GHz lattice filter in function
of the wavelght for different orders
(d) IL of 400 GHz lattice filter in function
of the wavelght for different orders
Figure 2.16: The four plots represent the performance of 4000 and 200 GHz lattice filters
with 1600 GHz FSR: on the left 400 GHz and of the right 200 GHz
Fig. 2.17 shows the cross-talk as a function of the lattice filters stages. Fig. 2.17(a)
regards lattice filters with cut-off frequency of 250Ghz, while Fig. 2.17(b) regards
the lattice filters with cut-off frequency of 125 Ghz; until the 8th stage, the be-
haviours follows the simulation in Fig. 2.12 for the same device, beyond this limit
the measured device suffer from decreasing of performances. The reason lies in
the tolerances of the DC for which we did not account in the simulation analysis.
In Fig. 2.17 we see that after a preliminary improvement from increasing the
number of cascaded stages, very high order filters start to show a decrease in per-
formance due to imperfections in the coupling coefficients of the directional cou-
plers. For high order filters we need control down to a few percent of the power
with high accuracy and due to the cascaded nature of the filter, the error increases
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(a) CT of lattice filters cut-off 250 GHz (b) CT of lattice filters cut-off 125 GHz
Figure 2.17: Cross-talk of lattice filters as a function of the order (number of stages). The
upper plot and the lower plot represent respectively the CT of 0.250 and 0.125 normalized
cut-off frequency. The plots represent the performance evaluated at the different order of
the passband channels
significantly when increasing the order. The 125 GHz normalized frequency re-
quires smaller couplings compared to the 250 GHz, and this is the reason why the
latter still performs better than the first. In the case of a lattice filter, we should also
consider that the crosstalk improvement in ideal conditions saturates to the value
used as the target for the design of the Chebyshev window as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Tab. 2.1 represent the performances summary for the described DOE. Notice that
the ratio of 1/10 dB of such filters is extremely high compared to other kinds of
filters, since with lattice filters we can reach a nice box shape.
IL [dB] CT [dB] 1/10dB BW area[µm2]
4th order 4X400GHz -0.66 15.7 0.33 4280
8X200GHz -1.08 14.6 0.33 4200
8th order 4X400GHz -0.40 17.9 0.33 7744
8X200GHz -0.55 12.1 0.32 7808
12th order 4X400GHz -0.77 5.8 0.57 11172
8X200GHz -2.72 8.9 0.38 11336
Table 2.1: Main outcome of the lattice filters measurements including IL, CT, 1/10dB and
footprint
2.5 Parameter extraction and optimization
In order to reliably design filters, the exact model parameters for the basic blocks
need to be known. While simulation can already give a good estimate, the ac-
tual values need to be extracted from measurements. Classic techniques for the
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characterization and parameter extraction for photonic devices and PICs in gen-
eral include the use of inverse formulas already deployed for the design phase. An
example is the inverse use of Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4. The inverse formulas as follow
in Eq. 2.29 and Eq. 2.30 can be used for extraction of group index and effective
index [3, 62].
ng =
λ20
FSR∆L
(2.29)
neff =
λ0m
∆L
(2.30)
The problem with this inverse formula for the effective index is that the ex-
act interference order m is usually unknown, so other techniques are needed to
accurately extract the index from the measurements. These were developed by
Sarvagya Dwivedi in his Ph.D. [5].
One of the possible way to extract the group index and (when possible) the ef-
fective index is to fit the peaks or dips of the transmission spectrum, through them
we can quantify the ng and the neff according to Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4. With this
methodology, the accuracy is limited by the fitting procedure including only a few
points; indeed, the peaks and dips are limited in number to the resonance orders
of the filter in the measured range. This is only one example of the weakness in
parameter extraction from optical filters, but the concept extends to all PICs and
both to wavelength domain and time domain. Often in the case of complex cir-
cuits, the characterization techniques include the use of testing stand-alone blocks
replicating the device in the PIC. Measuring the test devices, we assume that they
have the same performance of the blocks embedded in the photonic integrated cir-
cuit. In SOI, this assumption is not generally true, since local variations of optical
properties across the die lead to different performances of the same optical device
but in a different position [26, 63].
The perspective changes when more information needs to be extracted such as
wavelength dependencies of the group index and thus the variations of FSR across
the spectrum. Then it is no longer possible to define an inverse formula in closed
form from which the parameters can be directly calculated. In that case, the pa-
rameter extraction becomes a non-trivial inverse problem that requires an iterative
optimization algorithms. We developed an extraction technique that allows us to
use the CAPHE circuit simulation tool to extract the technology parameters from
measured devices.
Fig. 2.18 represents the schematic block diagram flow for the optimization
procedure used for the parameter extraction. The opaque boxes represent the start-
ing point for the procedure: the measured spectrum and the optical technology
parameters used to create the layout. CAPHE is used for the simulation of the
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Figure 2.18: Parameter extraction process: opaque box are the starting steps. Red and
green paths represent respectively the next iteration required and the end of the loop due to
meet on not-meet of the converging parameter. The comparison algorithm represents the
two main convergence conditions:fully simultaneous and fully sequential, or a hybrid
between the two.
device. We used a comparison algorithm to estimate the error between the mea-
surement and the simulation. If the convergence criteria are not met, evolutionary
strategies [64] generate new technology parameters and the resulting simulation is
again compared to the measurements.
2.5.1 Full spectrum fitting
While the traditional method uses only a few data points to calculate the circuit’s
parameters (e.g. the distance between the transmission minima can be used to cal-
culate the FSR, and then the group index), we propose to use the entire measured
spectrum for the extraction of the optical parameters. This should increase the
accuracy and reliability, as the entire spectrum contains much more information
than only a few data points. As an example, we apply our approach to the extrac-
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tion of the FSR and the group index. If we would only consider the separation
of the minima or maxima in the spectrum, the extraction accuracy is limited by
the measurement resolution. The position of an individual peak needs to be cal-
culated, and measurement noise and ripple can easily affect the result of a peak
fitting algorithm:
∆FSRacc = ∆λm,res + ∆λ(m−1),res (2.31)
∆ng,acc =
ng∆λm,res
FSR
(2.32)
The error on the FSR is Eq. 2.31 and its correlation with the extraction of the
group index is Eq. 2.32. With our proposed approach, which fits a complete para-
metric circuit model to the complete measurement spectrum, the error is largely
determined by the fitting error, and the effect of measurement noise is less pro-
nounced. The fitting error can be estimated with a stochastic approach and using a
re-sampling technique [65].
ERMS =
√∑n
t=0(Tt − T (λt))2
n
(2.33)
Eq. 2.33 expresses the RMS error due to fitting, and this quantity can be used
as the standard deviation of a stochastic random Gaussian noise affecting the mea-
surement for a repetitive FSR extraction.
2.5.2 PIC simulator used for parameter extraction
Further improvement can be done to the characterization procedure. Often ana-
lytical models are used for the individual building block composing the PIC. In
our approach, we model the circuit with the specialized CAPHE photonic circuit
simulator in which each node has N bidirectional ports. The block is then reduced
to a N × N scatter matrix made of Si,j elements. The linear, instantaneous re-
sponse can be used for wavelength domain simulation. An advantage connected to
the use of a photonic circuit simulator rather than pseudo-analytical models comes
from the fact that it is straightforward to characterize the sub-blocks without using
testing structures. Each port of the device, for instance, auxiliary ports of 2 × 2
MMIs and DCs or extra auxiliary ports on multiplexing filters such as AWGs and
PCGs is used for full characterization of the scattering matrix element. To avoid an
explosion of the number of model parameters, we do introduce some assumptions:
we only work with reciprocal, linear components, and assume that the known loss
corresponds to Sn,m = Sm,n and I − SH · SH = Lloss. For many devices, we
also assume zero reflections such that the scattering matrix is populated by more
zeros [44].
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2.5.3 Use of global optimization strategies
When using an evolutionary optimization strategy, we can choose to use either lo-
cal or global optimization techniques. We opted for a global technique because
that allows for a more explicit decoupling of the fitting process and the circuit de-
scription. In the case of relatively simple PICs, the optimization algorithm is quite
robust against convergence problems, multiple solutions or non-linearity [66].
An example of a low-complexity circuit for which the fitting technique is very
robust is an MZI with a dispersive model for both waveguides and splitters. The
MZI consists of 4 devices: 2 waveguides and 2 splitters, but we can reduce the
two waveguides to a single device: a differential delay. Because the expected
transmission of an MZI is a cosine-like function, we can use a simple linear least-
square error as the cost function for the optimizer [67]. For more complex PICs
with more pronounced spectral features (e.g. resonance peaks) other cost functions
are needed, that emphasize the importance of the spectral features.
Black-box optimizations are often more effective and robust. The RMS is
basically an indicator of the ”distance” between the measured and the simulated
transmission. Using the RMS (in Eq. 2.33) as the parameter to minimize, cor-
responds to the optimization (extraction) of the scattering parameters of the in-
dividual blocks. More in detail the parameters are the effective index, the group
index for the waveguides while for the DCs we optimize the coupling κ and the
transmission τ . The optimization of these quantities includes their derivatives as
well.
Alternative, we can use the RMS in a logarithmic scale: its meaning is then no
longer physical, but at the same time it is helpful for a better fitting since optical
filters carry important information at the noise floor level, and sharp spectral fea-
tures carry more weight. The noise floor level is better qualified by a logarithmic
fitting, and has a relatively larger impact. To balance the result of the fitting when
different objective functions need to be simultaneously satisfied as in the case of
linear/logarithmic convergence, we explore multi-objective convergence. Both the
criteria have to be minimized simultaneously with the ”weight” decided by the
user: for instance, we can minimize the quantity (Erms,lin + Erms,log).
We test and compare different global optimization techniques. We propose
the results of the algorithm that delivers the best results. The techniques we test
are Differential Evolution (DE) [68], Stable Noisy Optimization by Branch and
Fit (SNOBFIT) [69] and Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) [70] Evolutionary
Strategy(ES) [70].
2.5.3.1 The CMA Evolutionary strategy
According to our experimental results, the best global optimization algorithm for a
black box filter is the covariance matrix adaptation CMA [70]. The CMA method
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allows facing objective functions which are non-linear, non-separable, nonconvex,
noisy and with a high condition number. Moreover, CMA allows overcoming typi-
cal problems faced by other evolutionary algorithms such as bad performance with
small populations and premature convergence. These properties make the method
very suitable for parameter extraction from optical transmission measurements, as
measurement noise and phase errors can complicate the convergence with other
methods. Fig. 2.19 gives an example of the first step CMA evolution on a 2D
variable and 1D target function. A disadvantage of the CMA algorithm is that it
requires a fairly large number of simulations to converge.
Figure 2.19: Covariance Matrix Adaptation evolution: graphical representation of the
evolution between first and second generation in the case of two variable space with real
single dimension target function
The CMA procedure starts with a population of parameters as in Fig. 2.19
left. Multivariate Gaussian distributions are used to generate new individuals. The
starting covariance matrix estimate of the first population is then cumulatively en-
hanced evaluating an evolution path over a number of generations as shown in
Fig. 2.19 right. The same concept of self-adaptation based on the evolution path
and cumulative adaptation is applied to the step size and the overall scale of the
Gaussian distributions. If the scalar product of the selected mutations is positive,
the next generation of the population takes larger steps in the same direction; if
the scalar product of selected mutations is negative, the steps cancel out and the
step-size is reduced [70].
Fig. 2.20 represents the comparison of the performances obtained with the
three optimization algorithms adopted when fitting the measurement of a MZI. As
we see the CMA is the first method to converge and it also results in the smallest
residual RMS, as shown in the detail in Fig. 2.20.
The different methods all include stochastic phenomena, so the number of it-
erations as well as the final extraction are not unique, but will vary between each
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of the three black-box algorithms tested on a single stage MZI:
in th box the zoom on the converging point to underline the converging value
optimization run. Overall, the best performing algorithms remain the CMA for all
the tests performed. In this analysis the algorithm internal calculation time for the
generation of the feed-forward test parameters is neglected. This is because it is
comparable for all the algorithms and negligible compared to the PIC simulation
time.
2.5.4 Parameter extraction for AR and MA optical filters
Our parameter extraction procedure is tested for the characterization of AR and
MA filters fabricated on IMEC’s silicon photonic platform. The model parameters
used for the DCs and waveguides include wavelength dependencies in the second
order of the Taylor series. The effective index is included in the model, but as we
already discussed, the actual response of optical filters is not very dependent on the
exact value of the effective index, but rather on that of the group index. Therefore,
we consider the effective index a ’floating’ parameter and the extracted value as
not reliable nor relevant.
In addition to the functional parameters, we introduce a number of imbalance
factors which express local variation within the device. For instance, the effective
index of the delays can slowly vary across the device because of local fabrication
variations. Similarly, the coupling coefficients of the directional couplers can be
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slightly different between for instance in Fig. 2.15 between the first and third stage,
even though they have been designed to be identical. Due to the symmetry of the
device along the propagation direction, is not possible to extract the direction of
this imbalance. For instance, if there is an imbalance in neff , we cannot know the
larger value of neff corresponds to the first or last stage.
Fig. 2.21 represent the transmission spectrum of the cross ports of a fourth
order lattice filter. The ”cross port sim” curve shows the original spectrum, as sim-
ulated after the design based on our dispersive model of ng , 0 and k. The ”cross
port mea” curve shows the measured result. The insets in Fig. 2.21 represent the
direct consequences of fabrication variations: ng variations cause variations of the
free spectral range, neff variations produce a shift of the resonance peaks. Vari-
ations of coupling coefficient and unbalancing coupling and delay stages produce
cross-talk non-ideality both in absolute value and non-homogeneity.
Figure 2.21: Spectrum of a single 4th order MZI lattice filter: the main non-idealities due
to fabrication tolerances between the simulation before the optimization and the measured
circuit are represented
Fig. 2.22 shows the convergence of the unknown optical parameters. The vari-
ables are normalized to their original design value, so the starting value is 1.0 for
all of them. We see a very rapid convergence for the group index ng within 100
simulations, this is due to the strong linear correlation of group index and free
spectral range. The first order derivatives of the optical parameters are the last to
converge since the starting value have a strong perturbation. The other variables
stabilize after almost 2000 simulations. Fig. 2.22 refers to the first order FIR filter
and thus, there are seven variables to be optimized.
The upper plot in Fig. 2.24 represents the fitting and the measurement of the
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Figure 2.22: Convergence of the 7 most relevant normalized variables in the CMA
algorithm in case of first order FIR filter. The variable are normalized to the first guess
values
of the device in Fig. 2.23(a), thus a single stage MZI with two different coupling
devices: a MMI and a DC. The lower plot in Fig. 2.24 represents the extracted
optical parameters: the group index and the coupling coefficient k of the straight
section of the DC (see Eq. 2.15). Since in this single structure, it is not possible
to uncouple the coupling for the straight and the bent section, the coupling due
to the bends k0 is taken from the simulation. The MMI splitter, which has at
least one order of magnitude of splitting and wavelength dependency stability, is
assumed to be an ideal 3 dB splitter. Since there is only one DC in involved in the
characterization, k and k0 of Eq. 2.14 cannot be uncoupled. The gap between the
waveguide is 200 nm while the length of the straight section is 8.0 um, the radius
of the bend section is 5um. The extracted coupling k is 0.082 [um1], in this case,
we assume the value of the simulation for the coupling due to bending k0.
In Fig. 2.25 we see the same experiment performed on a fourth order lattice
filter: its architecture is represented in Fig. 2.23(c). Fig. 2.25 also collects the
most relevant optical parameters extracted from the analysis of the structure: in
particular the couplings of the bend and straight section, as well as the group index.
All the coupling stages use directional couplers with the same cross section but
different length. A balancing factor is added along the symmetry plane of the
device to capture slow, location dependent parameter variations. The coupling
structures account for the contribution of the two bend sections and the straight
section. The bend radius is the same for all the stages while the straight sections
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Figure 2.23: The images represent the schematic of the different filter used for parameter
extraction (a),(b) and (c) and for parameter optimization (d)
are used to control the splitting factors. The bend radius is 5 um and the gap is
220 nm.
Fig. 2.26 represents the application of the method on a circular silicon micro-
ring resonator. The device was fabricated in another fabrication run, so the ex-
tracted optical parameters are substantially different from the results of the other
experiments. The directional couplers do not have a straight section, so the model
only includes a fixed (but wavelength dependent) contribution. The group index
extracted from this device includes the perturbation introduced by the coupling
section [71]. The topology of this AR filter does not allow to distinguish between
the optical path of the waveguide and the equivalent optical path of the directional
coupler included in the feedback loop of the interfering paths. The ring under test
has both an add and drop ports, so the critical coupling condition is achieved with
asymmetric directional couplers [29]: design-wise, this condition is exploited us-
ing two different gaps of the DCs, this to keep symmetry in the shape of the ring
itself. The radius of the bend section is 5 um, while the gaps are 180 nm for the
pass and 200 nm for the drop port, in both cases the straight section is zero.
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Figure 2.24: Mach-Zehnder filter fitting with multi-objective approach and the most
relevant extracted technological parameters: coupling strength and group index. The
coupling coefficient implies an ideal coupling of the bend section, since the topology does
not allow the uncoupling of bend and straight section couplings
2.5.5 Parameter optimization for ARMA complex optical fil-
ters
We also applied the same approach for design optimization of the complex ARMA
filter, with an ideal band-pass target function. Often computer assisted design al-
gorithms are not possible with complex topologies [72, 73]. We chose the topology
presented in Fig. 2.23(d): a MZI with four rings. Using the same waveguide type
for all the delays, including the rings, the delay of the loading rings can be set
to twice the delay of the main MZI: this corresponds to poles the roll-off region
of the MZI. The target is the pointwise convergence of the simulated photonic
circuit toward an ideal band-pass filter. After choosing the topology, an initial
value of ∆L based on the desired value of the FSR and the known group index
ng are determined. The unknown layout parameter target of the optimization are
the lengths of the DCs, while the optical properties are assumed to be known since
they are extracted from the previous parameter extraction of the other filters. The
optimization procedure is, therefore, the same, but the set of parameters is comple-
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Figure 2.25: Fourth order FIR filter fitting with multi-objective approach and the most
relevant extracted technological parameters: coupling due to straight and bend section
ng κ κ0 die DC gap
1st ord. FIR 4.2178 0.082* n/a a 200 [nm]
4th ord. FIR 4.2134 0.054 0.335 a 220 [nm]
1st ord. IIR n/a n/a 0.395 b 180 [nm]
Table 2.2: Extracted parameters for the filters under test at 1550 nm, some parameters are
not applicable because not present in the topology. Where the k is associated with (*)
expresses that for the extracted value, the assumption of ideal k0 is adopted
mentary to the set used for the extraction from the measurement. Fig. 2.27 shows
the simulated transmission of the two outputs of the PIC with the optimized cou-
pling coefficients, together with the target function. Tab. 2.3 collects the obtained
lengths for the directional coupler of the rings in Fig. 2.23(d) where the arrows
down and up represent respectively the ring up and down in the schematic.
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Figure 2.26: Ring filter fitting with multi-objective approach and the most relevant
extracted parameter: the coupling due to bend section since there is no straight section is
present in the device
2.5.6 Wafer scale parameter extraction
The procedure is also applied to extract wafer scale information. The results of
such extraction can be used to obtain relevant information about processing uni-
formity across the wafer. The device used for this experiment is represented in
Fig. 2.23(c): a fourth order lattice filter with Chebyshev window design. The
fabrication was done through the ePIXfab MPW (multi-project wafer) service in
IMEC, Belgium and the processing is done in a 200mm CMOS pilot line. Our dies
are replicated multiple times across the wafer. The full wafer is measured with an
automated setup that can collect the transmission as a function of wavelength be-
tween different inputs and outputs [66]. The automation without interruption, in
a clean room environment, keeps the measuring conditions stable for all the dies
on the wafer. For each die, a reference structure is measured prior to the lat-
tice filters of interest. The reference structure consists of a straight waveguide of
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Figure 2.27: Design optimization or complex IIR filter. The device is a four ring assisted
MZI interferometer as shown in Fig. 2.23(d). The green dashed line is the target box-like
response.
DC ↑ Lµm DC ↑ Lµm DC ↓ Lµm DC ↓ Lµm
DC lengths 7.64 10.53 12.09 3.63
Table 2.3: Design specifications for the coupling lengths expressed in um of the four rings
in the ring-assisted MZI in Fig. 2.23(d), using a fixed gap for the couplers of 220 nm and
the coupling values obtained with the extraction procedure.
a well-known length connected to two grating couplers. The same vertical cou-
pling device is used for the coupling of the lattice filter. The grating coupler has
a wavelength-dependent response, but we normalize all our measurements to the
response of the reference to eliminate most of the grating coupler effects.
Fig. 2.28 shows the main outcome of the full wafer analysis and statistics. In
detail Fig. 2.28(a) shows the statistical results of the group index extracted from
the filter. Except for the values on the wafer edges, the extracted values come close
to the results of the simulations represented by the red dot. Also for the coupling
coefficients of the straight section k and the coupling due to bending section 0 the
extracted values match the results of the simulation, also in this case represented
by the red dot. Fig. 2.28(b) represents the group index over the whole wafer. The
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obtained results can be correlated with the physical characteristics of the processed
waveguides. Since no full information on linewidth and thickness across the whole
wafer are known, it is not straightforward to reconstruct the correlation between
optical parameters and the cross-section of the photonic wire.
2.6 Passive integrated filters comparison
The filters treated in this chapters can all be used as a spectrometer for various
applications. They all are capable of providing information on the wavelength
content of the input light. However, depending on the functional specification,
it could be better to select MZI lattice filters, rings, or AWGs or PCGs. In this
section, we compare the relative merits of the different filters.
2.6.1 AWG or PCG?
The same working principle of the diffraction is used for PCGs and AWGs. The
direct consequence of this is that while the main parameter influencing the inser-
tion loss of the PCG is the reflectivity of the grating, for the AWG this parameter
is dominated by the transmission loss of the waveguides.
The array of waveguides in the AWGs is the equivalent of the FPR+facets in
the PCG. The consequence of this difference is that the crosstalk is dominated by
the waveguide fabrication variation in the AWGs and by the reflective facets (the
DBR) in the PCGs. Also, the FPR has an influence on the CT of the PCGs, but
this influence is less dominant since the slab regions are more fabrication tolerant.
This is intuitive if we consider that the optical properties of a waveguide depend
on thickness and width, while, in first approximation, for a slab they depend only
on the thickness.
Comparing AWGs and PCGs, we can conclude that since the diffraction hap-
pens in the slab for the PCGs and in the waveguides for the AWGs, the footprint
of the PCGs is larger than the AWGs for the same FSR. The reason for this is the
significantly lower dispersion of the slab compared to waveguides. On the other
hand, PCGs do not suffer from layout limitations in the case of small delay ∆L
(larger FSR). An intrinsic limitation affecting the PCGs is the fabrication imper-
fection of DBRs of the facets: the imperfect edges of the facets creates scattered
light.
In conclusion, PCGs are the best choice for low channels counting and large
FSRs for applications such as CWDM. When smaller FSR and smaller channel
spacing is needed, AWGs are the best option. For AWGs with large channel spac-
ing, other layout strategies can be used: an example is provided by the box-shaped
AWG [36].
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2.6.2 Rings or MZI filters?
Ring and MZI based devices offer better performances in term of insertion loss
since the guided light never leaves the photonic wires, and no imaging mechanism
is needed. This assumption is valid in the case of the use of DCs as the splitting
device, in case MMIs are used, image losses are present. Rings suffer from lay-
out limitations imposed by the minimum bend radius, according to Eq. 2.3, while
MZIs do not have this limitation. Thus, the FSR of the ring has a smaller upper
limit compared to the MZI(cf.Ch. 3). These two filters can be combined and cas-
caded to obtain high order filters. Worth to mention is that in rings since there is
feedback is more likely to have non-linear effects.
Some basic property, valid in general for FIR and IIR filters, can be extended
to ring and MZI based filters: FIR are always stable while IIR can be unstable.
The instability is due to the presence of poles in the case of IIR. FIR filters can
have linear phase.
Rings have a higher wavelength selectivity: fewer order ring based filters can
achieve small FWHM and thus, higher resolution. Rings are also suitable to be
cascaded on the same optical bus and thus, interrogate the input spectrum serially.
In SOI, aligning multiple rings to a wavelength grid is still challenging [74].
MZIs exhibit a sinusoidal response, hence, a single stage MZI does not provide
high wavelength selectivity. However, high order MZI filters can have an arbitrary
optical transmission. Moreover, the sinusoidal response can be used for FT analy-
sis of the input spectrum: this approach requires an array of parallel MIZs [75].
2.6.3 Conclusions: filter comparison
Fig. 2.29 represents a qualitative comparison of WDM filters where some of the
relevant specifics are listed. To each kind of filter is attributed a value from 0 to
1 for the different performance indicator listed. The outcome of such compari-
son is that there is no unique answer to the question: which is the best WDM
filter? When coarse channels are needed the optical choice are the PCGs, in op-
position we find dense division multiplexing application in which AWGs are the
best alternative. This is a rough statement, but between the two extremes, there
are operation requirements in which the selection of the proper image based filter
is not straightforward. If few channels but with narrow-line response are needed,
rings are a viable solution because suitable for cascaded architectures. With few
channels, broad bandwidth and large FSRs, MZI based architectures are the best
solution. They are suitable for very small ∆L, thus, very large FSRs(at the limit
theoretically infinitive). MZIs can be cascaded to realize lattice filters. In the
case of rings and MZI, thanks to the size and relatively simple architecture, active
tuning is possible.
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2.7 Conclusion
The study of WDM filters proposed in this chapter has been carried out for the
purpose of selecting the best devices to be used as spectrometers. Wavelength
selective filters are required to make spectrometers, but the selection of the device
in not always trivial. Moreover, a reliable engineering design flow is needed to be
able to meet the expectations.
We developed an integrated framework capable of simulating and designing
FIR and IIR filters based on microring resonators and MZIs. The measurement
of the device is then used as feedback for the design framework with the purpose
of optimizing the layout parameters to the fabrication platform used. Accurate
optical parameter extraction is performed, such as effective index and coupling
coefficients and their wavelength dependencies. Such analysis is done combining
a photonic circuit simulator for the modeling of the components involved. We
compared the different filter typologies to obtain a clear idea of their pros and cons
and their trade-offs.
In the next chapters, we are going to realize integrated spectrometers using
the filters studied and compared in this chapter. In particular in Ch. 3 we explore
tuning and modulation techniques applied to single stage rings and MZIs. In Ch. 4
we cascade rings and AWGs to make use of their strengths: in particular we lever
on the high wavelength selectivity of the ring and the large FSR of the AWG. In
Ch. 5 we make use of the AWGs capability of allowing multiple inputs and outputs.
The inputs are labeled in the time domain such that they can be multiplexed in the
same outputs, in this way we reduce the channel spacing of the pure passive AWG,
overcoming the intrinsic channel spacing limitations of the device.
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(a) Statistical results on the wafer parameter extraction for group index, coupling of
the straight and the bend section
(b) Wafer map of group index in function of the (X,Y) die position
Figure 2.28: Statistical data and wafer maps of the parameter extracted on wafer scale
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Figure 2.29: The star-plot represents a qualitative comparison of the optical filters treated
in this chapter
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3
Spectrometers based on
actively modulated filters
This chapter introduces the concept of electro-optic tuning to overcome the limi-
tations of passive optical filters used as spectrometers. When a spectrometer with
broadband operative range, high resolution and accuracy is required, passive in-
tegrated SOI optical filters fail to deliver the required results, usually because of
intrinsic limitations of fabrication. SOI integrated spectrometers are therefore lim-
ited by the accuracy and reproducibility of SOI technology. In this chapter, we
use active tuning and modulation techniques to dynamically change the filter’s re-
sponse. The advantage of active optical filters spectrometers is the capability to
change their transmission spectrum dynamically.
First the physical phenomena which are able to change the filter’s response are
introduced: in particular the focus is on the thermo-optic effect and electro-optic
effect. The former is due to the temperature dependence of the silicon refractive
index, while the latter is due to the carrier density dependence of the refractive
index, which requires the silicon to be doped. Basic filter structures such as ring
resonators and MZIs with active modulation capabilities are used as wavelength
interrogation devices. Multiple active driving schemes are tested: in particular
stepped and continuous driving. The first consists of sequentially tuning the fil-
ters with discrete electrical current and time steps. Continuous driving consists of
driving the filters with a time continuous signal (or AC carrier).
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3.1 Passive integrated spectrometers: fabrication vari-
ations
Optical filters realized in SOI suffer from fabrication uncertainty in all the geomet-
rical properties. Most prominent are width, thickness and sidewall angles of the
waveguides and slabs. Fig. 3.1 represents an example of ideal cross-section and
the results of the fabrication. In most simulations, the ideal cross-section is used,
while this does not necessarily correspond with reality. The geometrical aspect
of the waveguide directly influences the optical parameters (in particular effective
index and group index) of the device realized with it [1, 2]. How the group index,
effective index, coupling, etc. influence basic filter transmission has been treated
in Ch. 2.
Figure 3.1: Cross-section and mode profile simulation of three different strip waveguide:
they were designed to have 450, 600 and 800 nm width. They were designed to have
rectangular profiles(from [3]).
3.1.1 Non-idealities compensation for optical filters
There are several practical consequences of the mismatch between ideal and fab-
ricated layout, as shown in Fig. 2.21. First of all, there is a shift of the wavelength
transmission resonance peaks. The shift ∆λ is determined by the variation of ef-
fective index ∆neff . In addition to that, variations of the group index ∆ng lead to
changes in the separation of the resonance orders (or FSR). Post-processing solu-
tions have been used to permanently adjust the filter transmission after fabrication,
such as trimming [4, 5], but this is a non-wafer scalable process, and not CMOS
compatible in the sense that it cannot be applied to devices which have already
been covered by CMOS metallization. In some case, the devices can be calibrated
after a detailed characterization. A relevant example are filters designed to be
cyclic [6]. The compensation can be done rearranging the association between the
physical channel and the wavelength information that it is carrying.
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Passive calibration is not possible when it comes to absolute wavelength con-
trol of a single device or the alignment of multiple devices on the same die to a
wavelength grid. An example is the case of an array of ring filters that need to be
aligned to a certain wavelength grid of communication channels, but only using a
single, common tuner element [7].
3.1.2 Passive optical spectrometers
When we discuss spectrometer applications, the grid corresponds to the resolution
of the spectrometer, or the wavelength ’bins’ in which light can be separated.
A spectrometer using imaging-based filters (AWG or PCG) use a single filter
with multiple outputs that can split the input in its wavelength contributions. The
resolution is defined by the output channel spacing. The minimum channel spacing
that can be designed for most of the WDM filters is limited by the precision of the
fabrication technology, and this is also the case for AWGs and PCGs [8].
The operation range of a spectrometer is governed by a filter’s FSR, i.e. the
spacing with which the filter spectrum repeats itself. In the case of AWGs, the FSR
is limited by the minimum delay length between every two adjacent waveguides
in the array.
The minimum channel spacing is instead limited by the phase on the waveg-
uides, since smaller FSR means longer delay length, thus, larger phase. Moreover,
more output channels (higher resolutions) leads to more waveguides in the array,
thus, a higher average arm length, which again will increase the phase errors.
In the case of PCGs, higher resolution will require a larger number of facets
(DBRs) with a consequent larger FPR. The FPR becomes excessively large with a
consequent increase of the phase errors. Furthermore, a higher number of facets
also leads to more scattered light at their edges.
In the ring, the FSR is limited (upper limit) by the minimum bending radius
that fixes the minimum circumference. The minimum bending radius is limited by
the acceptable loss in the in the bend itself(cf. Par. 3.3.1.3). Furthermore, coupling
and waveguide roughness limit the performances in term of Q-factor and extinction
ratio.
The issues related to MZIs based structures arise mainly when multiple de-
vices need to be cascaded (in lattice filters for example), indeed, in this case the
inhomogeneity between the delays of the stages causes degradation of the device
performances.
Also in this case, the splitting non-idealities affect the extinction ratio. These
are outstanding cases, but not fully exhaustive of the fabrication limits imposed to
WDM optical filters.
The SOI platform is also affected by thermo-optical variations. Environmental
temperature variations can change the response of the entire PIC at the same time,
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but it is also possible to have a temperature gradient across larger circuits [3]. To
compensate for this, there have been several approaches: a full passive compensa-
tion can limit the thermo-optic parasitic drift, but it is not possible for all types of
wavelength filtering devices [9].
On the other hand, the thermo-optic coefficient is not just a source of prob-
lems, but can also be used for active manipulation of the circuit, which we will
use to our advantage in the work described further in this chapter, both to over-
come the limitations of fabrication, but also to improve the functionality of our
spectrometers.
3.2 Tunable optical filters
We can influence waveguide parameters to change the transmission of optical fil-
ters, effectively creating a tunable filter. Tunable filters are an essential compo-
nent for applications in telecommunication [10], sensing [11], microwave photon-
ics [12]. The active tuning can be performed with different mechanisms, such as
temperature, and silicon has a quite high thermo-optic constant. Another mech-
anism is the manipulation of the carrier density in the waveguide core. While
temperature dependence can be considered to be a weakness of the platform, we
use it as a useful a resource in this chapter.
The variation of temperature or carried density affects the effective index of
the guided modes of the waveguide by changing the refractive index of the core
material. The variation of the effective index of the silicon wire is proportional to
the overlap of the integral between the optical mode and the local refractive index
change.
∆neff =
∫∫
s
δn(x, y) | E(x, y) |2 ∆xδy∫∫
s
| E(x, y) |2 ∆xδy (3.1)
The integration surface is the waveguide cross-section. |E(x, y)| is the electric
field and δn(x, y) is the local effective index variation of the material [13]. In the
waveguide core this is silicon, which typically has a large change, while outside it
is oxide, which usually has a much lower change.
Since we are working with filters, it is worth to talk about the shift of the
resonances of the device itself and how it changes with an external agent (temper-
ature, carrier concentration, etc.).In SOI, the dispersion of the photonic wire has
to be taken into account. Eq. 3.2 represents the wavelength shift of an interference
based filter, when an external agent causes an effective index variation [14, 15].
dλres
deex
= (neffαsub +
dneff
deex
)
λres
ng
(3.2)
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In Eq. 3.2 λres is the resonant wavelength, while eex is the external agent;
αsub is the substrate expansion coefficient. The formula keeps its validity in case
of different external agents such as temperature or carrier concentration variations.
This general information on effective index tuning properties apply to different
types of optical filters, for tuning and modulation purposes. We will focus on TO
and EO effect. The first make use of the thermo-optic coefficient of the silicon
dn/dT , while the second make use of the electro-optic coefficient of the silicon
dn/dncarrier. The following paragraphs provide more detail on the individual
tuning mechanism.
3.2.1 Thermo-optic effect for tuning silicon waveguides
The thermo-optic offers a simple and well-controlled modulation and tuning mech-
anism for photonic components. The refractive index change of Silicon induced
by temperature is:
δn
δT
= 1.86 · 10−4K−1 (3.3)
In this work, we use the TO effect to tune the response of filters and devices
and to modulate optical signals. The modulation using TO effect is slow [16], so
it is suitable only if the required modulation speed is < 1KHz.
Fig. 3.2 shows the bode diagram of a symmetric thermo-optic MZI modulator
and a microring resonator. There is a good matching of the performances since
the same thermo-optic strategy is used. The mismatch arises from the intrinsic
response of the devices. The exponential thermal rise/fall behavior is, in this case,
modulated by the transmission response of the devices. Thus, a Lorentzian and a
sinusoidal for the ring and the MZI, respectively.
The most common use of the TO effect is the tuning of optical filters, and the
slow speed of tuning is in the suitable frequency range for many applications.
The variation of the refractive index in Eq. 3.3 produces a variation in the ef-
fective index of the photonic wires. As we discussed in the previous section, the
thermal tuning efficiency will be dependent on the cross-section [16]. Simulation
tools such as COMSOL can be used to calculate the temperature distribution in-
duced by a heater, and the corresponding neff distribution [3]. Since the refractive
index varies linearly with temperature, also the waveguide mode’s effective index
variation will be linear, at least within a certain ∆T . Moreover, according to
∆T = Q ·Rtherm (3.4)
The general relation between thermal power flow and temperature change is
also linear. Eq. 3.4 estimates the temperature variation when the thermal power
flow Q is flowing through the thermal resistance Rtherm. In our case ∆T needs to
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Figure 3.2: The plot shows the bode diagram of the MZI and ring resonator presented in
Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.12. The output is the voltage level of the output photodiode used as
electro-optic transducer for the optical devices.
be integrated across the length of the device. As there is a different thermal path
between the heater and the waveguide (heating up) and the waveguide and the
substrate (cooling down), there is a different time constant for heating and cooling
[16]. This double time constant is qualitatively depicted in Fig. 3.4. A simple way
of injecting heat into the structure is to dissipate electric power in the proximity of
the photonic wire. The efficiency of the heater as a tuning element can be described
as the power needed to induce a pi phase shift in a waveguide. This figure of merit
is independent of the waveguide length. A certain ∆neff corresponds a phase shift
∆φ over the waveguide length. The same power can generate a larger temperature
rise, while in a longer waveguide the power will result in a lower temperature
rise. But as long as all processes are linear, the accumulated phase shift will be
the same, irrespective of the waveguide’s length. The power required to reach
the ∆neff corresponding to ∆φ = pi is called Ppi [17]. This figure of merit is
largely dependent on the thermal environment of the heaters. A lower value of Ppi
indicated a more efficient heater.
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First, the electrical power needs to be driven into the heater, which can be a
resistor positioned close to a photonic wire. In some cases, the resistor can be
the photonic wire itself. Different approaches and optimizations are available in
CMOS technology to implement these heaters [16, 18]. In this work, we imple-
mented two different heater strategies and tested and used them for wavelength
interrogation purpose: a metallic heater on top of the silicon waveguide and a
doped silicon heater at the side of the waveguide. The first type is added at the
back end of the wafer processing. The second is fabricated in the front end of
the line, in the same layer as the waveguides themselves. Both heater types were
fabricated through the MPW of IMEC.
3.2.1.1 Metal heater on top of the waveguides
We use metal heaters to add tuning functionality to standard passive silicon cir-
cuits. These chips are made on a simple process that only defines the passive sil-
icon waveguides and covers them with an oxide cladding. We then process metal
heaters in the Ghent University clean room.
The heater consists of metal tracks deposited on the oxide cladding. Standard
strip waveguide has a silicon oxide cladding of about 1 um. We use different
lithographic masks to define multiple levels of metal for the heater resistor and the
contacting wires. First of all the pattern of the heater is realized by image reversal
lithography and sputtering. The metal stack consists of 100 nm of titanium and 20
nm of gold represented in Fig. 3.3 with red. A lift-off step removes the unwanted
metal. With the same technique, a second layer of gold, represented in Fig. 3.3
with blue is realized on the wires and pads.
Figure 3.3: Mask layers and schematic representation of metal heater on top of the
waveguide: on the top image we see the layout, in the bottom image an electrical
schematic of the circuit
When using gold wires, the thickness is about 600 nm. This guarantees the
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resistance of the wires to be negligible compared to the resistance of the heaters, so
the electrical power is dissipated only in the actual heater on top of the waveguide.
Fig. 3.3 shows the top view (top) and the electrical equivalent circuit (bottom) of
the top metal heater. The value of Rwire is kept in the range of∼20 Ω/mm, while
the value ofRheater is in the order of∼10 kΩ/mm, thus, in general, the resistance
of the wire is neglected.
Figure 3.4: The images represent the standard cross-section used for the heaters
architectures adopted in this work: left image is the cross-section for side doped heaters,
while right image is the cross-section for top metal heaters
Fig. 3.4(right) represents the standard cross-section adopted for metal top heater.
With the top metal heaters, the resistivity of the device is experimentally extracted
and quantified as 10 Ω . The value of the resistance is obtained by multiplying the
resistivity and the serially connected boxes of the heater.
In Ch. 4 the top metal heaters are used to modulate in time domain mirror-
ing resonators, such that a well-defined correlation between electrical driving and
wavelength position of the resonance peak is established. The top metal heaters are
used in Ch. 5 where we drive an array of MZI symmetric switches. We use them
for TDM, and only an ON/OFF switching operation is carried out. The speed used
for the switching is compatible with the limitation of the device.
3.2.1.2 Side doped waveguides
When fabricating optical circuits in a CMOS fab such as IMEC, there is also the
possibility of a ’full platform’. This process starts from the same passive waveg-
uide devices but adds multiple levels of doping, silicidation, tungsten contacts and
a CMOS-like copper metallization. In this process, there are different ways to de-
fine a heater, using doped silicon lines, silicides and also metal heaters on top of
the waveguide [16].
For this work, we made used of doped silicon strips traveling on both sides of
the photonic waveguide. The fabrication was realized with ePIXfab MPW service
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in IMEC, Belgium. The resistivity of the bulk silicon is high enough to have
acceptable resistance values and acceptable geometrical proportions at the same
time. Highly doped silicon will provide a much lower resistance. Because the
heaters are placed close to the waveguide, an important design specification is
how to avoid any optical coupling between the optical waveguides and the heater.
This is done by properly designing the gap between the waveguide and the heater
and using different cross-sections to avoid any phase matching [19]. The resistivity
for the doped waveguide is fixed by the technology and it has a typical value of
160 Ω . The resistivity of these heaters is, in general, higher than the resistivity of
the metal heater, so a single heater line is often split into multiple sections with
parallel interdigitated electrical contacts. By playing with the lengths and number
of the sections we can tailor the electrical properties to the operating range of
the measurement equipment. Interdigitated contacting requires lower voltages and
higher current for the same heater absolute length. Remember that rearranging the
contacts only adjusts the voltage and current range, but not the heater efficiency:
the same amount of power is needed to obtain a pi phase shift.
The doped silicon heaters and the waveguides share the same layer of the sil-
icon, thus they are covered by an oxide cladding. The heaters are connected to
the copper wires with tungsten vias. Silicide is present at the silicon-tungsten in-
terfaces. The copper, in turn, is connected to the aluminum used for the pads.
Fig. 3.4(b) shows an example cross-section.
Fig. 3.5(top) shows the lateral cross-section of the side doped heaters. Fig. 3.5(bottom)
shows the equivalent circuit for the used layout, the lumped net of resistances that
we find at the connection point is considered as an equivalent resistanceRcontact.
The side doped heaters are used in this chapter, at Par. 3.3 where a thermo-optic
ring modulator is used to scan the wavelengths included its FSR. Such device is
used as a spectrometer. The heaters are realized on both sides of the ring.
3.2.1.3 Thermo-optic symmetric MZI modulator
A representative example of a thermo-optic filter can be a symmetric MZI mod-
ulator. It consists of two 3 dB splitter connected by two waveguides of the same
physical length. The power splitters are MMIs while the arms are simple strip
waveguide with a width of 450 nm. The length of the arms is designed such that
the required temperature to achieve pi shift is below the safe working region of the
heater itself. The length is 200 um, assuming 50 um as the safe threshold.
The heaters are realized with side doped waveguides on both sides of both
arms. Fig. 3.6(a) shows a microscope image of the device. Each section of the
heater is contacted multiple times in such way that an interdigitated electrical con-
nection is realized. The base material resistivity is higher than metal, requiring
higher voltages for its driving. With the interdigitated architecture, the overall re-
sistance becomes smaller, requiring lower driving voltage to drive the same power.
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Figure 3.5: Transversely cross-section of the side doped heaters in the top image. The
bottom image shows the equivalent electrical circuit.
This is achieved at the expense of a higher driving current. More important is that
the electrical properties are compatible with our measurement infrastructure.
Fig. 3.6(b) shows the electro-optic characteristic of the MZI when the voltage
is swept, while Fig. 3.6(c) shows the electrical characteristic: IV and RI curves.
The figure of merit Ppi is ∼ 40 mW . An extinction ratio (difference of intensity
of constructive and destructive interference) of >25 dB is measured. This simple
but good result is is also an indication of the quality of the passive optical devices.
In Fig. 3.6(c) the strong non-linear coefficient of the resistance as a function
of the voltage. The actual dependency of the resistance comes from the relation
between the mobility and the temperature. More in detail, we apply a voltage,
which causes the conversion of electrical power into thermal power. The increase
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Figure 3.6: The images show the microscope image of a symmetric MZI thermo-optic
modulator with side doped heaters: the plots represent the electro-optic and electric
characteristic of the device
of the temperature produces our desired optical transmission variation as well as a
reduction of the carriers mobility µ. The standard relation between the increment
of resistance and the temperature is expressed in Eq. 3.5, a second order Taylor
relation is most common model used to model the resistance itself as in Eq. 3.6
[20].
∆R(T )
R(T0)
=
∆ρ(T )
ρ(T0)
=
∆µ(ND, T )
µ(T0)
(3.5)
R(T ) = R(T0) = [1α(T − T0) + β(T − T0)2] (3.6)
The non-linearity is represented by the linear slope of the resistance as a func-
tion of the voltage. This effect is much more relevant in the doped heaters com-
pared to metal heaters, since the dR/dT is much larger in the doped silicon than
in metals [21].
3.2.2 Carrier dispersion effect for modulation in silicon waveg-
uides
A faster, but less efficient tuning mechanism is the modulation of the carrier den-
sity in the silicon waveguide. The refractive index of silicon is dependent on the
actual concentration of free carriers [13]. The metal contacting the surface of
the waveguides induces absorption losses, hence, to apply a voltage to the doped
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waveguide we adopt a rib cross-section for the waveguide. The partially etched
(150 nm) trench is heavily doped since we want it to be a low resistance section,
on the other hand, we need the contact of the metal vias and the trench as far as
possible from the waveguide core, and thus, the optical mode.
An efficient way of generating carrier accumulation or depletion is to use a PN
junction [22]. The PN junction, also known as diode, is a well-known electronic
component [21]. At the PN junction, a depletion region is formed due to the differ-
ent potential of the Fermi levels. The carrier density and the width of the depletion
region can be modulated by biasing the diode with forward of reverse bias. In the
case of forward bias, there will be carrier injection and the depletion region will
shrink. In the case of reverse bias, the junction is even further depleted of carriers
and the depletion region becomes larger [21].
Eq. 3.7 describes the behavior of the diode for the three working regimes:
direct, reverse and break-down.
J = J0(e
qV
NkT − 1) (3.7)
Eq. 3.7 represents the model of a PN junction current density. The working
condition for a PN junction as an optical modulator is in reverse bias, since carrier
depletion is a faster and more electrically efficient phenomenon. The interest is
mainly in the second term that is relevant since it gives information on the break-
down voltage. The breakdown voltage is the maximum voltage with which the
device can be driven. The breakdown voltage also fixes the maximum phase shift
achievable with the phase shifter using this PN junction. The current is extremely
small when in reverse bias condition [21], and for our devices under test it is in the
order of ∼ 0.6 A/m. The effective index of the waveguide can be modulated by
creating an overlap between the depletion region and the optical field. The relation
between the carrier density and the voltage is quite linear when used in reverse bias
at low voltages. This assumption is valid in first approximation since it is strongly
non-linear for bias reverse bias > 3V . The drawback of the carrier dispersion
effect is the efficiency. The effect is much weaker than the TO effect, and the re-
quired footprint to have pi shift is, at least, one order of magnitude higher. Another
unwanted phenomenon induced by the doping is the increased loss, which is, in
general, one order of magnitude higher compared to the undoped strip waveguide.
In the first case 2.5 dB/cm are expected, while for doped silicon the loss is in the
order of 25.0 dB/cm. Also, the change in carrier concentration for modulating
the neff will also induce a modulation in the waveguide loss.
For our devices, the doping concentration and profile are fixed by the fab. They
are optimized for the reverse bias conditions. There is a trade-off condition to
choose the right doping concentration: on one hand the ∆neff is proportional
to the square root of the doping concentration while the depletion region on the
other hand shrinks with doping concentration. A reduced depletion region implies
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a reduction of the overlap of the optical mode with the depletion region [22].
Different layouts can be used to realize the PN junction overlap with the op-
tical mode. In this work two of the most common are used: lateral and interdigi-
tated(longitudinal) PN junctions.
The interdigitated junction is realized with P-type and N-type fingers which
alternate along the waveguide direction. In this case, the PN junction sections are
orthogonal to the waveguide direction. The lateral junction consists of two op-
posite sides of the optical waveguide doped with P-type and N-type and so the
interface of the doping is parallel to the waveguide direction. While the lateral
junction architecture shows less IL and is faster, on the other hand, the interdig-
itated architecture exhibits a higher efficiency expressed regarding the figure of
merit VpiLpi . Respectively the VpiLpi for interdigitated and lateral junction are 0.8
and 0.95 V cm at 0 V bias. VpiLpi is the parameter that is usually adopted to de-
sign the required length to reach a given ∆neff with a specified operating voltage
(smaller than breakdown voltage). The breakdown voltage for these structures is
usually 9 V , due to the small size of the junction itself.
An Ohmic channel is created after the PN junction on the P and N sides. These
Ohmic channels are contacted through tungsten vias to the first level of metal (cop-
per) traces. Silicide is present at the interface of the Ohmic contacts and the vias.
Aluminum is then used for the electrical pads. Fig. 3.7 represent the cross-section
used for interdigitated (a) and lateral doping patterns (b). The main parameters
used for the design also are represented.
Figure 3.7: The images represent the standard cross-section used for interdigitated and
lateral doping patters used for carried depletion based phase shifters, from [23]
The carried depletion phase shifters and thus, modulators are used in Par. 3.3.2
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where an asymmetric carrier depletion base MZI modulator is used as a wave-
length meter. In Ch. 4 the same device but in symmetric configuration is used as a
carrier depletion broadband modulator: it is used in an array of four MZM to label
four individual input channel of an AWG.
3.2.2.1 Carrier depletion microring resonator
A peculiar example of a tunable filter based on carrier depletion effect is the mi-
croring resonator modulator [24]. The waveguide used is a rib: it is formed by
a slab of 70 nm thickness and a strip waveguide of 220 nm thickness. The mi-
croring modulator has two directional couplers, thus, both add and drop port are
present. In order to achieve critical coupling [25], the directional couplers are de-
signed with different gaps: on the output directional coupler 200 nm and on the
input directional coupler 215 nm.
Figure 3.8: The image on the right shows the microscope image of a microring modulator
based on carrier depletion effect and lateral junction. The image on the left shows the
transmission spectra of a resonance dip for different reverse voltage biases.
Fig. 3.8(b) shows the microscope image of the carrier depletion ring modula-
tor and (a) shows the ring the peak shift in function of the applied voltage. The
measured modulation efficiency is of 0.25 pm/V . The radius of the ring is 9.65
um. When this device is designed for high-speed applications, the drop port (the
second directional coupler) is not present, while in this case the introduction of the
drop port implies the design of another directional coupler. This introduces more
inhomogeneity in the doping profiles surrounding the ring. The consequence of
this action is a lower modulation efficiency and speed.
3.2.3 Tuning and modulation techniques comparison
In the previous paragraphs, we introduced the different modulation techniques
based on the thermo-optic and carrier dispersion effect. For the experiments dis-
cussed further, we have used metal on top of the waveguides and doped silicon
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wires on the side of the waveguides for thermal tuning. We also use the carrier
effect in lateral and interdigitated PN junctions.
In this section we briefly compare these techniques, to motivate our choices of
tuning mechanisms when we discuss the applications in this and following chap-
ters.
Length of pi Electrical eff.* Cut-off freq. Loss
Top metal >100um >40 mW/pi <1 kHz none
Side waveguide >50um >30 mW/pi <1 kHz none
Interdigitated PN >1.5 mm >10 uW/pi >1 GHz ∼ 25 dBcm
Lateral PN >1.5 mm >10 uW/pi >1 GHz ∼ 25 dBcm
Table 3.1: The table collects the main performance indicator of the modulation techniques
that are used in this chapter. * The electrical efficiency refers to our particular experiments
Figure 3.9: The star plot represents a qualitative comparison of the phase shifting
techniques used
In Tab. 3.1 a summary comparison of modulation speed, footprint and effi-
ciency are reported. This table is then graphically depicted in Fig. 3.9, where a
value from 0 to 1 has been attributed to the different properties of each modula-
tion technique. The main distinction is between the TO and carrier-based devices.
TO based devices are more compact, but slow and power hungry. Carrier-based
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devices are much faster (several orders of magnitude) and much less power hun-
gry. On the other hand, they require a larger footprint. The first choice is always
between heaters and PN-junctions. Then, after the selection of the modulation
technique, the sub-category of device can be selected and tailored according to the
requirements.
3.3 Spectrometers based on a single modulated filter
Active tuning of an optical filter gives us a known correlation between the wave-
length transmission and the electrical drive signal. We can use that correlation to
improve the interrogation of filters in a spectrometer. In this paragraph, we con-
struct the relation between the external drive signal (e.g. electrical voltage, current
or power) and the transmission spectrum of the filter. When we inject a modulated
signal, the resulting time-signal at the output(s) of the filter can then be used to
reconstruct the wavelength content of the source. This way, the modulation can
give us additional information compared to a static filter.
We demonstrate both TO and carrier modulation effects are used to enhance
the wavelength interrogation properties of ring resonators and MZI filters. The
drawback of such approach is, of course, the power consumption, but it is paid
back by the flexibility and performances. As we will see in following chapters, it
can also be used to multiplex read-out signals, which can dramatically reduce the
complexity of the read-out electronics (e.g. requiring fewer photodetectors for the
same spectrometer resolution).
3.3.1 Ring based spectrometers
The first filter in which we applied modulation is the ring resonator. As mentioned
in Ch. 2 Eq. 2.26 the response of the drop port of a microring resonators is a
Lorentzian-like curve. The resolution of an individual ring resonator is assumed
to be equal or smaller than the FWHM:
λres ≤ FWHM = λ
2
0(1− ra)
pinrL
√
ra
(3.8)
Assuming an array of rings aligned to a spectrometer grid as shown in Fig. 3.10,
the resolution of the total spectrometer depends on the FSR of the single rings, and
the number of rings:
λres =
FSR
Nring
(3.9)
The operation range is equal to the FSR of the rings.
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Figure 3.10: Ring array based spectrometer: the wavelengths are sequentially dropped
from the main bus by individual rings with regularly spaced wavelength resonance peaks
Each of the rings provides information about the wavelength at which the res-
onance is centered. In SOI, there is an intrinsic limitation to this approach, as the
processing tolerances do not allow to design the ring resonance with arbitrarily
high accuracy. The effective index accuracy mismatch translates in the resonance
wavelength mismatch. The result is a series of peaks from the array of rings, but
not exactly aligned with a wavelength grid, and therefore, the spectrometer is not
guaranteed to provide the proper ∆λres.
If we add TO tuning capability to our design, the grid misalignment can be
compensated with electrical tuning. The amount of electrical power required to
align the ring to the grid is
Ptun =
Ppi ·Nring · |(λgrid − λring)|
FSR
(3.10)
As the TO effect can only increase the effective index, and, therefore, can
only redshift the spectrum of the filter, Eq. 3.10 is valid only under the condition
that λgrid > λring . It is worth to mention that the electrical power is in DC
condition. Moreover, overall thermal monitoring is required, because the ambient
thermal environment variation can change the boundary conditions of the system,
and affect the optical response of the entire circuit.
3.3.1.1 Stepped driven ring spectrometer
A single ring with TO tuning can work as an array of rings aligned to the grid.
Depending on the geometrical specifications of the ring, it is possible to span the
full FSR using a heater integrated with the ring [26]. The same ring can then
sequentially interrogate the wavelengths of the grid. The driving conditions for
the stepped microring resonator spectrometer are given by
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Pn =
Ppi ·∆λsteps
FSR
=
Ppi
Nsteps
(3.11)
where the operation range is equal to the FSR of the ring, and λsteps andNsteps
are respectively the wavelength resolution and sampling points. Since the sam-
pling is performed in the time domain, the readout of the wavelength channels is
performed sequentially. The stepping is calculated in power since the TO response
is linear with the electrical (and thus thermal) power dissipated.
Fig. 3.11 shows the measurement of the drop output port of a single ring res-
onator, driven with ∆P such that the wavelength step is ∼ 1nm. The heaters are
placed both inside and outside of the ring as shown in Fig. 3.12(b). This particular
ring has an FSR ∼ 10.0nm. The accuracy, in this case, is related mainly to the
thermo-optic linearity of the PIC. The overall PIC is kept at a stable temperature
of 25 ◦C ± 0.1 using a temperature-controlled measurement stage. This temper-
ature variation corresponds to ∼ 0.01nm assuming dλ/dT = 0.1[nm/K]. The
dynamic range is limited by the crossing point n and (n + 1) steps of the ring, in
this particular case it is ∼ 15dB. Reducing the constraints of the dynamic range,
higher accuracy can be achieved. Indeed using the boundary conditions of Eq. 3.8,
the accuracy can be increased by one order of magnitude.
3.3.1.2 Continuous ring spectrometer
The active driving of the ring can also be done in a continuous way instead of
the stepping approach: this improves the resolution and the speed of acquisition.
Continuous driving can overcome some of the limitations of stepped driving: the
stepped driving approach (in theory) requires calibration for each individual step.
It also offers no information of the spectrum in the gap of two neighbor steps,
unless a post-measurements data analysis is performed [27].
With continuous driving, this calibration step can be avoided; the tuning is
needed only at the beginning of the scanning cycle. Continuous modulation in-
creases the complexity of the electronics and data analysis. For low speed TO
tuning, it is possible to work with relatively simple electronics and perform real-
time analysis in software.
With continuous driving, we can use a direct correlation between the time do-
main readout and the wavelength. We know that the narrow line of the ring spans
its FSR with a certain time domain relation, and by monitoring the output sig-
nal, cross-correlated with the driving signal, we can extract the optical power as a
continuous function of wavelength.
In a first approximation, we can assume the response of the ring to be very
narrow (at the limit a Dirac pulse). For simplicity, let us also use a constant scan-
ning speed. If these two assumptions are valid, the system can be described by a
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Figure 3.11: Spectrometer response based on a ring with doped side heaters. ∼ 1nm
steps are provided for the wavelength interrogation
straightforward analytical model. The transmission of the system is the convolu-
tion of ring Lorentzian and the unknown spectrum, of course limited to a single
FSR of the ring.
To obtain a constant scanning speed, we need to apply a linear signal in electri-
cal power, as the wavelength shift is linear with temperature. However, electrical
driving is performed either by applying a voltage or a current. We compensate
for this mismatch by using the square root of the voltage carrier. In particular, a
sawtooth-like and sinusoidal-like voltage carrier are used. The first offers linearity
of time domain vs. wavelength under test. The second offers a sinusoidal relation
between the spanned wavelength and the driving carrier.
Iout(t) =
∫ λ(n+1)(t0)
λn(t0)
Sin(λ)Lring(λ, t)dλ (3.12)
Eq. 3.12 represent analytically the response of the system as described: Sin(λ)
is the unknown spectrum. The response of the ring is represented by Lring(λ(t):
the peak position is a function of time, and, therefore, the output intensity has the
same time-wavelength correlation. The extremes of the integration interval are
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limited to the instants where the peak of the ring is at the edges of its FSR. These
limits are respectively the nth and the (nth + 1) resonance orders. The integral
limits are fixed by use of optical tunable passband filters.
The device used for the experimental demonstration is a strip waveguide ring
with pass and drop ports and it is shown in Fig 3.12.
The thermo-optic shift is achieved with P-doped silicon heaters realized on the
sides of the ring waveguide.
The chip is fabricated through ePIXfab MPW ISIPP25G+ service in IMEC,
Belgium. The typical nominal resistivity of the used technology of 160 Ω/.
The FSR of the ring is ∼ 10nm and the circumference is ∼ 57um. The optical
coupling between the optical waveguide and electrical wire is negligible. This con-
dition has been verified with Lumerical FDTD simulation, during the design phase
of the device [28] and by measurements. The gap between the strip waveguide of
the ring and the external and internal heaters are respectively 1.2 and 0.9 um while
the width of the heaters is 2.2 um.
Fig. 3.12 shows the microscope image of a thermo-optic shifted ring. The tung-
sten vias have a nominal current limit of 0.7 mA each @ 100 ◦C. The number of
vias is over-dimensioned to take into account possible overheating issue. Keeping
in mind that the silicon is a thermal conductor, the area of the DCs is kept as far as
possible from the heaters region, in order to reduce thermal coupling variation.
Figure 3.12: Thermo-optic test of ring modulator of different voltage bias. On the left a
microscope image of the device.
The resonance peaks are centered around ∼1546 nm and ∼1556 nm for the n
and (n+1) orders. The position of the peaks is evaluated when no electrical power
is applied, and the chip is kept at a constant temperature of 25 ◦C. We measure
the resolution of the spectrometer using two tunable lasers: one of them constantly
centered at 1550 nm, the other one is shifted with steps of ∆λ of ±100 pm. The
read-out is performed with an oscilloscope, monitoring both the driving and driven
signals. The optical signal comes from the analog output of an optical powermeter,
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set to have fixed dynamic range. By using two tunable lasers, we can calibrate the
correspondence between the time scale and the wavelength. This test gives us an
accurate characterization of the resolution of the device. Fig. 3.13 represents two
wavelengths spaced of three different ∆λres.
(a) carrier and output with tuned lasers (b) carrier and output with tuned lasers:
detail
(c) carrier and output with 100 pm
separation
(d) carrier and output with 100 pm
separation:detail
(e) carrier and output with 300 pm
separation
(f) carrier and output with 300 pm
separation:detail
Figure 3.13: The time response of the output of the ring (in green) and the carrier signal
(in red): on the right there is the zoom-in at the position of the peaks. From the top: there
are three case with tuned peak , 100 pm and 3000 pm apart
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The plots represent the response of the ring in the time domain when the carrier
signal is the square root of a sinusoidal carrier at a frequency of 10Hz. The driving
speed is low since thermal transient can limit the resolution of the device. The
thermo-optic transient can mask the different wavelength contributions. If driven
with signals faster than the thermal response, the circuit acts as a low pass filter,
thus masking the fast variations. To avoid this effect, we choose the carrier at least
ten times slower than 3τ of the heater response. The cut-off frequency of these
structures is ∼ 1 KHz.
The device is characterized with the setup shown in Par. A.3: an arbitrary signal
generator is combined with an oscilloscope. The time domain trace is recorded by
the oscilloscope.
Fig. 3.13(a),(c) and (e) show the case of two lines with different separation
between them. Two periods of the carrier signal used for the electrical driving are
plotted. Fig. 3.13(b),(d) and (f) show a close-up of the peaks position in the time
domain. Fig. 3.13(a) and (b) show the electrical carrier signal (in red) and the
electrical output (in green) when the two lasers linewidth have no gap, thus, both
of them at 1550 nm. Fig. 3.13(c) and (d) show the case of 100 pm of separation
between the two wavelengths of the lasers; the peak separation is visible but is not
sufficient to distinguish between the two lines. Fig. 3.13(e) and (f) show the case
of 300 pm of separation between the two wavelengths of the lasers; in this case
there are 3 dB of extinction. Hence, we can conclude that the resolution of this
spectrometer is 300 pm, with an FSR of ∼ 10 nm. The last characterization we
perform with the ring scanning spectrometer is the recovery of a random spectrum
obtained with a broadband source (an SLED) and a tunable optical filter capable
of generating random spectrum. In this particular case we generate a triangular
passband transmission with a dip and a peak on the rising and fall side, both the
bandwidth of dip and peak is on 1 nm. Fig. ‘3.14 shows the comparison of the
input spectrum recovery in linear scale. The green curve is obtained with a com-
mercial optical spectrum analyzer, while the blue spectrum is obtained with the
scanning ring spectrometer.
3.3.1.3 Ring spectrometers conclusions
The thermo-optic effect is used to modulate the output signal of a ring resonator
spectrometer. The heaters are realized on both sides of the optical waveguide with
high doped silicon. We test two different driving strategies have. The stepped
driving creates a discrete correlation between the nth step and the λn interrogated.
The resolution of 1 nm is experimentally demonstrated, but better performances
can be achievable using the stepped driving. The continuous driving creates a
correlation between the time domain the interrogated spectrum. A more appealing
driving procedure has been tested: continuous time domain driving a resolution of
300 pm has been measured across the full FSR.
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Figure 3.14: Random spectrum reconstruction: comparison of a commercial OSA and of
the ring scanning spectrometer
The main limitation that affects such approach is the limited operative range
achievable. The FSR is inversely proportional to the round trip length of the ring.
Thus, the minimum length of the ring is limited by the reasonable bending radius
of a strip waveguide without having too many optical losses [29]. For instance
assuming 5 um bending radius as an acceptable design for a strip waveguide, the
FSR of the ring is in about 18 nm. Moreover, such a small ring does not suit the
thermo-optic requirements for the full FSR coverage. Assuming the same thermo-
optic efficiency, the same Ppi is required for an FSR shift. Thus for a smaller ring
and same Ppi , higher thermal power density is required: thus a local higher ∆T is
reached. This requirement compromises the integrity of the heaters. The design
under test with 7 um bending radius and a total straight section of∼ 15 um proved
to be thermally stable and to achieve more than one FSR shift.
3.3.2 MZI based wavelength meter
An asymmetric MZM (Mach-Zehnder modulator) is used to measure an unknown
input wavelength. This is achieved by monitoring the electrical phase delay of the
optical output while modulating one MZI arm. An MZI in a stand-alone configu-
ration does not provide sufficient information on the wavelength content. This is
due to the slow sinusoidal-like transmission spectrum (cf. Ch. 2). The output of
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the device is assumed to be the integral of the sinus-like transmission and the input
spectrum. This hypothesis is valid considering that the optical output is connected
to a photodiode. The PD does not provide any information about the wavelength
content of the collected light; it just converts incident photons into electrical cur-
rent. However, we can translate the wavelength content of the input by actively
driving the modulator with a time-dependent signal. A simple asymmetric MZI
with phase shifters on both arms combined with a sinusoidal driving voltage is
used to extract the input optical wavelength with high accuracy across the whole
FSR of the MZI. The information about the input wavelength is contained in the
electrical phase delay between the driving and the driven electrical signal.
3.3.2.1 MZI based wavelength meter
The sinusoidal transmission response of a passive asymmetric MZI can already
give information of a single input wavelength. This can be done only under strin-
gent requirements. There is a unique relation between input wavelength and the
output intensity if the input wavelength is limited to half of the FSR of the MZI
transmission spectrum. For this assumption to be valid, the input optical power
needs to be known and constant in time and over the wavelengths. The operating
wavelength range is limited to half of the FSR ( cf. Ch. 2 Eq. 2.17) since the trans-
mission characteristic is injective [30] in this interval. The accuracy of such mea-
surement is also limited by the response stability of the filter, the constant power
of the input and the accuracy of the readout of the photocurrent. Moreover, since
the sensitivity is defined by Eq. 3.13 the accuracy of the measurement depends
on the particular region of the spectrum. The derivative operation in Eq. 3.13 is
allowed since we are working not with the theoretical response, but with the actual
measured curve corresponding to the transmission of the filter.
S =
d
∫ λmax
λmin
Ioutdλ
dλ
(3.13)
The sensitivity is proportional to the derivative of the sensor output to the wave-
length. The output spectrum Iout is assumed to be the integral of the source spec-
trum and the transmission associated to the MZI. In the case of a single wavelength,
the integral degenerates to the transmission sampled at the input wavelength λin.
As this is a sinusoidal curve, the derivative becomes zero close to the minimum
and maximum, and near those points, it becomes difficult to extract the exact wave-
length.
We overcome the problems of absolute power references and wavelength-dependent
sensitivity by modulating the MZI using phase shifters on the arms. In this case,
the phase shifters use reverse-biased PN-junction modulators, but they could also
be implemented with heaters. We drive only one arm at a time, but both arms
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have a modulator to balance the losses, which increases the extinction ratio and,
therefore, the sensitivity of the measurement [31].
3.3.2.2 Working principle
The phase-shift principle is applied to the MZM to detect wavelengths. Phase-
shift techniques are widely used for communication and metrology [32]. The same
concept is adapted on the active asymmetric MZI. The transmission Tλ of a passive
MZI is given by Eq. 3.14, where the phase term takes into account the resonance
order o the filter.
T (λ) = sin(
pi∆L
λ
neff (λ) + 2pi(m− neff |λ0 ∆L
λ0
))2 (3.14)
The period of the wavelength transmission (FSR) is proportional to the group
index ng while the phase depends on the resonance order and the neff . This
means that the FSR of a filter depends on group index and other derivatives of this
quantities. The position of the individual interferences depends on the effective
index at that particular wavelength and the resonance order.
Each single input wavelength is considered as a tone. The optical output is
coupled to a germanium photodiode: thus the optical signal is converted into an
electrical one. The transmission of an MZI when the input is a pure tone is given
by Eq. 3.15.
Tλin =
1
2
+
1
2
sin(2pineff (λin, t)
∆L
λin
) (3.15)
Basically, with a single wavelength input, the spectrum is sampled at a partic-
ular position. Eq. 3.15 proposes the response of the PIC under a new prospect: the
output ceases to depend on the wavelength and now depends on the variable time
t. This is because the phase shifters on the arms introduce a relation between the
neff , and thus the peak position, and the time, and thus to the driving signal. The
value of neff fixes the MZI transmission at a particular position of the spectrum.
The range limitation of the device is the FSR of the passive filter Outside this
range, due to the periodical transmission of the device, aliasing arises and thus,
there is no longer a unique solution for the Eq. 3.15.
When we modulate the phase shifter, the spectral transmission response of the
MZI shifts in wavelength. The neff , and thus the phase delay, depends linearly
on the reverse bias applied (in first approximation). This assumption can easily be
extended to non-linear relations. A schematic example of the working principle is
given in Fig. 3.15, where the blue curve represents the passive response of the MZ.
The transmission spectrum is shifted over time according to the green curve. The
red arrow represents the unknown and constant input wavelength. The intrinsic
limitation of the working range imposed by the FSR of the asymmetric MZI can
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be visualized considering the case of the input peak either in the nth or (nth + 1)
resonance order of the MZI response. Under this condition, the response will be
identical.
Figure 3.15: Schematic representation of the MZM wavelength meter: on the left there is
the schematic of the device, optical and electrical driving respectively in wavelength and
time domain, while on the right its wavelength response correlation.
3.3.2.3 Description of the PIC
The PIC is an asymmetric MZI modulator with carrier depletion phase shifters.
The 3dB splitting and combining operation are performed with MMIs. The choice
of the MMI over other splitting/combining devices is made for the bandwidth and
fabrication tolerances (cf. Ch. 2). On the other hand, MMIs are both optically
and electrically connected since silicon connects both the arms of the MZI. When
the phase shifter of the arm is reverse biased, the reverse potential also affects
the other arm, applying potential to one side of the PN junction, while its second
contact is floating. This unwanted polarization is overcome by grounding to the
electrodes of the unused phase shifter. This is possible since we only use one phase
shifter at a time. The optical outputs of the MZI are connected to two germanium
photodiodes, which perform the optoelectrical conversion for the read-out. The
germanium photodiodes are symmetric devices, and they include two optical ports.
One is used for the MZI output; the other ports is connected to an auxiliary grating
coupler. The benefit of using auxiliary grating couplers is multiple. First they can
be used as residual power output since the light not absorbed by the photodiode
is forwarded to the grating couplers. Secondly, the output waveguide reduces the
abrupt index change due to the discontinuity at the edge of the germanium device.
Finally, the auxiliary grating coupler connected to the photodiode can be used for
the characterization of the photodiode itself. Fig. 3.16 represents the microscope
image of the device: in the green box a detail of the folded MZM is shown, while
the red box is the microscope feature of the germanium photodiode. The blue box
is the equivalent schematic of the circuit.
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Figure 3.16: Microscope image and schematic of the spectrometer: the images in the blue
square are respectively the microscope image and the relative schematic, the detail in the
green square is the main folded modulation stage, while the detail in the red square is the
Germanium photodiode.
3.3.2.4 Carrier depletion phase shifter
The phase shifters in both arms have a folded design, to reduce the footprint of the
phase shifter. The full 1.5 mm length is divided into three sections of 0.5 mm,
and each straight waveguide embeds an interdigitated PN junction. Electrically
there are three PN junctions in parallel, biased with the same voltage, using an
interdigitated metal line architecture. Optically speaking the three sections of the
phase shifter are in series on the same optical path. Fig. 3.17(b) shows the phase
shifter architecture qualitatively.
Figure 3.17: (a) Voltage light characteristic of a MZI in symmetric configuration, (b)
schematic representation of the phase shifter present on each arm
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To perform a measurement of the wavelength, we used low-speed driving
equipment, and thus the performance of the MZM is significantly faster than our
requirements. The circuit is driven by a carrier in the order of kHz and thus,
at least, three orders of magnitude below the usual operation frequencies of the
MZM. In series with the 1.5 mm, an extra mm of phase shifter is provided; in
case a larger phase shift is required.
The performance metrics of the phase shifter are VpiLpi and the IL. The effi-
ciency VpiLpi is extracted with a reverse bias sweep on a test MZI modulator, and
is ∼ 1.05V · cm. The insertion loss of the actual modulator is difficult to estimate
since the PIC always include the photodiode, and thus, one can only estimate the
cumulative insertion loss of the cascaded elements: however the expected loss is
∼ 25 dB/cm [23].
3.3.2.5 Germanium Photodetectors
Germanium photodetectors are monolithically integrated into our PIC [33]. The
devices are based on a lateral p-i-n structure with ”inverted rib” cross-section. The
parameters of interest, in this case, are the responsivity R and the dark current
Idark. We used these specifications of the photodiodes for the design of the TIA,
which we actually designed before the characterization of the optical circuit. We
used the nominal value provided by the fab for the design of the amplifiers. We can
also tune the gain of the TIAs, to avoid saturation or below-threshold conditions.
The TIAs are interposed between the PD and the multichannel voltage reading.
3.3.2.6 Characterization of the device
The outcome of the characterization is a relation between the input wavelength
and the measured wavelength. The setup used to characterize the PIC includes
different configurations to accommodate the requirements of each of the charac-
terization steps. The PIC is always kept at a constant temperature of 25◦C with a
Peltier element. The temperature stabilization is required since every thermal vari-
ation of temperature produces an unwanted shift in the MZI characterization. The
direct consequence of this is a systematic offset in the device response. The first
measurement is a passive characterization of the MZI. For this purpose, a tunable
laser and a power meter are used for transmission measurement. The tunable laser
triggers the data acquisition either from the powermeter or the voltage acquisition
card. The two options for the acquisition depend on the reading out device: the
auxiliary grating coupler or the photodiode. In case the auxiliary grating coupler is
used, the measured transmission (not absorbed by the photodiode) is 40dB. This
measurement is used to extract the FSR of the device and the position of construc-
tive and destructive interference. They correspond respectively to peaks and dips
of the transmission.
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After the passive characterization of the asymmetric MZI, a different measure-
ment setup is used to evaluate the performance of the wavelength meter. The mea-
surement setup used for this purpose includes an external tunable laser, a signal
generator, and multiple channel oscilloscope. The tunable laser is used to emulate
the unknown input wavelength. The CW signal is fed to the photonic integrated
circuit input through the input grating coupler. The optical output power is moni-
tored with the germanium photodiode responsible for the optoelectric conversion.
Electrical probes are used to drive the modulators present on the arm of the MZI
modulator, and to fix the potential to ground of the components not in used. A car-
rier frequency of 1.0 KHz is chosen and used for the phase shifter driving. The
carrier is generated with an analog arbitrary signal generator. The experiment is
iterated over the wavelength domain of interest. Fig. 3.18 represents on the right
axis the driving signal, while on the left axis are represented both the electrical
output signal and the relative fitting. The fitting is performed using a model for the
ideal response of an asymmetric MZI modulator as target function and a non-linear
least square algorithm as a fitting algorithm. The device is characterized with the
setup shown in Par. A.7.
Figure 3.18: Time domain driving, measurement and fitting when the input is the laser line
tuned at 1540 nm
3.3.2.7 Wavelength detection
The experimental characterization of our device is performed with a sinusoidal
carrier signal. This choice is made considering the response of the MZI modulator
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and the reading out perspective. The MZI modulator is carrier depletion based,
thus in a first approximation the phase to voltage response can be assumed to be
linear. The unknown input wavelength is represented by the optical source: in this
case a continuous wave tunable laser. The characterization is performed from dip
to dip. If the complementary output is used for the measurement(as the MMI is
a 2 × 2 coupler), the characterization takes place from peak to peak, as there is a
phase relation of pi between the two outputs of the device. The fitting procedure
is performed off-line after the full characterization. The least square optimization
fitting algorithm is used to extract the phase of the electrical output signal. The
target function for the fitting is
V (t) = Vdc + Vac sin(sin(ωt) + ∆φ) (3.16)
and it is obtained from Eq. 3.15 when the carrier is sinusoidal. This fitting
procedure, combined with the straightforward analytical model of the output sig-
nal, gives reliable fitting as represented in 3.18. The phase information δφ is then
correlated with the input wavelength according to the 3.17. This expression is the
theoretical relation between the electrical phase and the input wavelength. We can
now determine an unknown wavelength by extracting the electronic phase delay φ
from a time signal. The full FSR corresponds to pi while the φ is linearly corre-
lated to the in λin. A noticeable example is the case of φ0 = 0 which corresponds
to λin equal to the wavelength of the dip of the MZI response. The proper wave-
length recovery requires the peak transmission of the passive MZI to be known:
any uncertainty in this quantity is transferred to wavelength recovery as an offset.
Iterating the fitting procedure for all the wavelength of interest, we obtain the
characteristic response of the wavelength meter. It consists of measured electrical
phase delay in function of the input wavelength. Fig. 3.19 represents the phase
response. The ideal phase delay is represented in green while the measured is
represented in blue. The x-axe represents the input wavelength generated by the
CW laser. It is worth to mention that the solutions satisfying the analytical fitting
formula are not univocal, and thus boundaries to the allowed solution are required.
Referring to the Eq. 3.16 the amplitude of the argument sine has to be strictly
positive or negative, this to avoid the redundant solution of the fitting procedure.
Normalizing the characteristic with the ideal response, we calculate the local
accuracy. The local error is represented in Fig. 3.20 with the green dots. The result
of the wavelength recovery shows a systematic error due to the non-linearity of
the MZI response. This error reaches the maximum at the phase changing points.
Namely where the MZI has the constructive and destructive interferences peaks
and dips. The non-ideality under analysis is systematic, and thus it is possible to
compensate it. Different approaches are possible to contain this systematic error.
One solution is to use a more accurate model for the fitting. However, this can
lead to a less robust convergence of the fitting. Another solution is to adopt a more
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Figure 3.19: The plot represents the correlation that persists between the input wavelength
and the extracted phase argument of Eq. 3.16
accurate driving carrier instead of the simple sinusoid, but this adds significant the
complexity to the driving procedure. Instead, a Fourier-based normalization tech-
nique is used. As Fig. 3.19 shows the measured wavelength (blue dots), and the
ideal curve (green line). Fig. 3.20 shows the difference between the measured and
input wavelength. Fig. 3.20 (green dots) underlines the behavior of the accuracy
error: it has a periodic triangular shape, larger at the resonance points. Since this
curve is injective, it is possible to calibrate for it. We developed in Fourier terms
the difference between the ideal and measured wavelength. Subsequently, we used
this curve to normalize the response of the device. The result of such procedure
is an accuracy response cleaned by strong systematic errors. The final result is
shown in Fig. 3.20 (red dots). The measurement noise is still present.
It requires a one-time calibration (as the nonidealities are intrinsic to the cir-
cuit ) and it is easy to apply this calibration to the measurements. The result of
this normalization is represented by Fig. 3.20 with the red dots: the wavelength
recovery error is substantially reduced, and the remaining error is due to fitting
and measurement.
∆φ =
(λres − λin)
FSR
(3.17)
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Figure 3.20: The accuracy relative to Fig. 3.19. The left axis represents the accuracy on
the phase measurement , while the right axis represents the conversion of the phase
accuracy in wavelength accuracy. The green and red dots are respectively the raw
extraction and the calibrated results
3.3.2.8 MIZ wavelength meter: conclusions
An elegant way to use an asymmetric MZI modulator as a wavelength meter has
been proposed, overcoming the intrinsic limitation of the same device in passive
approach. The method is suitable for high-speed monitoring and low power con-
sumption thanks to the high-speed depletion base modulator and the photodiode.
The proposed approach shows a worst case and an average accuracy of 1.3 and 0.4
nm over the FSR that in this case is ∼ 30nm, the maximum of the error are sys-
tematically situated at the constructive and destructive interference regions. With a
simple calibration technique the worst case and average error is reduced to ∼ 200
and ∼ 64 pm. Future implementations can include homodyne detection and lock-
in amplification. These electrical measurement techniques are very well suited for
sinusoidal carriers and allow the use of relatively simple read-out electronics.
3.3.3 Conclusions
In this chapter active tuning and modulation techniques have been applied to opti-
cal filters to enhance their performance for wavelength interrogation purpose.
We introduced the modulation strategies and their working principles, together
with some relevant examples. Using modulation and tuning techniques for rings,
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we were able to simplify the structure of a ring based spectrometers significantly;
one single thermo-optic tunable ring acted as an array of rings. Moreover, fabri-
cation related misalignment where not anymore an issue since the ring was tuned
dynamically. This device showed a resolution of 300 pm on an FSR of ∼ 10 nm.
Active modulation techniques have also been applied to an MZI asymmetric
modulator based on carrier depletion effect. By itself, this device is not sufficient
to interrogate its input spectrum, but we developed a phase shift technique to used
this device as an accurate wavelength meter. We achieved that by monitoring an
electrical phase delay between the driving and the output signal. We measured
an average accuracy of 64 pm on the FSR of ∼ 30 nm measured for the passive
device.
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4
Spectrometers based on actively
modulated cascaded filters
In this chapter, we combine different kinds of spectral filters to overcome their
individual limitations and enhance their performance when used as spectrometers.
We propose architectures based on ring resonators and AWGs. Each of the optical
filters introduced in Ch. 2 and Ch. 3 has its technical strengths and weaknesses.
Relying on more complex architectures, we target to make the most use of the
strengths and mitigate the weaknesses of the stand-alone optical filters. For exam-
ple, rings have a high resolution properties thanks to the small FWHM achievable
on SOI [1], and AWGs are suitable to use in a large wavelength range [2]. The
work in this chapter focuses on these two devices and several architectures for
different applications are explored.
The first proposed approach includes an array of AWGs, each of which is op-
tically fed by the drop port of a microring resonator. This work is part of the
European FP7 project SmartFiber [3] and it has been carried out in collaboration
with Dr. Andrea Trita. The purpose of this project was to realize an integrated in-
terrogator for FBG sensors [4]. The ring pre-filters the comb-like linewidths. The
optical specifications of the rings and the AWGs are chosen in such way that the
operation range of the spectrometer is equal to the FSR of the AWGs. The channel
resolution is equal to the product of the number of AWG output channels and the
number of rings/AWGs. The physical resolution is limited by the FWHM of the
ring. Each resonance of the ring is fed to an individual AWG channel. The peak
position of the rings is designed such that none of the rings have the same peak
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position, but they are spaced by ∆λres, thus, the resolution as shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
The second approach can be considered as both an advancement and a simpli-
fication of the previous approach. We cascade an AWG to a single ring resonator.
Each resonance order of the ring falls into one channel of the AWG. The ring is
used to select dynamically one wavelength in the range contained in a single AWG
channel. First we demonstrate the device as a readout circuit for a ring-based sen-
sor. We define the ratio of the ring FSR and the AWG channel spacing according
to a Vernier scaling. The design approach overcomes the limitations imposed by
the minimum measurable ∆λ valid for a single ring sensor. The gain factor in-
duced by the resonance shift of the ring is proportional to the number of AWG
output channels. This project has been carried out within a master thesis program
in collaboration with Mr. Jose´ Juan Cola´s.
The same concept of cascading a single ring and an AWG is also experimen-
tally demonstrated as a scanning spectrometer. The FSR of the spectrometer also,
in this case, coincides with the FSR of the AWG. The resolution is limited by the
transmission characteristic of the ring. Each resonance order of the ring is ad-
dressed to an AWG channel. The ring filters individual wavelengths and the AWG
filters the resonance orders of the ring. The ring can be thermally tuned. The driv-
ing schemes adopted are both stepped and continuous, as already proposed of the
single ring spectrometer of Ch. 3 as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).
4.1 Combining AWGs and rings
Rings and AWGs are individually powerful wavelength interrogation devices, but
with limitations. In this chapter, we combine these two kind of filters, to real-
ized large FSR and high-resolution spectrometers. Rings are extremely suitable
devices for spectrometers. Indeed, a single ring resonator can provide a very small
FWHM, and thus a high resolution. Thanks to the cross-talk properties of such a
device, also the noise from other wavelength contributions is well suppressed with
suppression ratio in the order of at least 20 dB [5]. On the other hand, one of
the limiting factors of microring resonators is their relatively small FSR. Indeed,
considering a strip waveguide and a bending radius of 5 um, the corresponding
FSR is still at most λ20/ng2pir = 15nm.
Another issue arises when thermo-optic tuning is required. Driving the same
Ppi for an FSR shift of a smaller ring leads to a larger required ∆T [6]. For small
rings, this effect can lead to physical damage to the heater that is not able to sustain
anymore the thermal power density needed.
AWGs, on the other hand, offer large FSR capability depending on other de-
sign parameters, with FSRs of 50 nm or more with overall good performances of
crosstalk and insertion loss. For even larger FSR values, other layout approaches
are available: instead of a classic U-shape AWG, an S-shape allows the designer
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(a) Schematic representation of the multiple rings and AWGs cascaded system
(b) Schematic representation of the single ring and AWG cascaded system
Figure 4.1: The schematic represents the basic block diagram of the photonic integrated
circuits subject of this chapter
to overcome the minimum ∆L limit imposed by the U-shape layout [7]. For some
applications in which a large FSR and a small channel count are required, PCGs
will also be suitable. The limiting factor for AWGs is the channel spacing. The
delay is inversely proportional to the channel spacing while the number of arms
is proportional to the FSR/λch, thus, a larger FSR with more channel spacing
means more arms, but also a smaller ∆L. Hence, longer arms, as well as more
arms, leads to more phase errors. Also, because more arms usually mean longer
average length of the waveguides.
A larger footprint leads to a higher phase errors with consequent phase match-
ing issues at the focusing output plane and a thus degradation of the crosstalk.
The main purpose of cascading AWGs and rings is to combine their individual
strength, thus, use the high wavelength selectivity of the rings, and the large FSR
capability of the AWGs. Such that we can have a large FSR and high-resolution
spectrometer.
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4.1.1 Multiple parallel AWGs and rings
The architecture of the spectrometer we discuss in this section consists of an array
of sub-blocks. Each sub-block contains a ring and an AWG.
The FSR of the ring is designed to be identical to the channel spacing of the
AWG, but with a different wavelength offset ∆λres for each subblock. The idea is
to fill the empty wavelength gap between the n peaks of the ring.
4.1.1.1 Working principle
Figure 4.2: Microscope images of the PIC. The relevant sub-blocks are indicated: inputs,
AWGs and rings
To understand how the device works, one can make the assumption that all
of the sub-block behave according to the design specifications. In a second step
non-idealities and the methodologies to compensate for them can be introduced.
First of all the rings are assumed to have the designed FSR and wavelength peak
position. Moreover, the rings are assumed to offer the required FWHM needed
to provide the proper wavelength window selection. The FSRs of the rings in the
array are designed to be the same and equal to the AWG channels spacing. Summa-
rizing the FSR of the rings is equal to the AWG channel spacing, the wavelength of
the rings resonances are the same of the AWG channels. Each of the sub-systems
ring+AWG has a slightly shifted central wavelength, and they are equally spaced
according to Eq. 4.1. If all of this conditions are satisfied, the PIC works as follow.
λc,N+1 = λc,N +
∆λAWG,ch
Nrings
(4.1)
The resolution is determined by the total number of channels, so NAWG ∗
Nout/FSRAWG. Every channel of each AWG selects one resonance peak of the
connected ring. This means that a Lorentzian window is applied to the spectrum
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(a) Individual ring-AWG block working principle: only two channels are taken into
account
(b) Cascaded ring-AWG blocks: two consecutive blocks are taken into account
Figure 4.3: The images represent the simulation of one ring-AWG sub-block and of two
consecutive ring-AWG sub-block. This to introduce the working principle of the circuit and
how the individual sub-block contributes to the full PIC.
before it is sent to the AWG. For each AWG channel, the other ring resonance
peaks are suppressed to the cross-talk level of the AWG. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the
response of two neighboring AWG channels of the same ring-AWG sub-block.
This plot also represents the suppression of the other ring peaks. As a result, only
one of the ring resonance orders is transmitted.
Fig. 4.3(b) represents two consecutive ring-AWG blocks, and it gives a graph-
ical interpretation of how two cascaded ring-AWG blocks are capable of filtering
different wavelengths. The sequential shift in Eq. 4.1 of the sub-block increases the
equivalent resolution, filling the wavelength gap between the peaks in Fig. 4.3(a).
Non-idealities, of course, affect the photonic integrated circuit. A global vari-
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ation of the effective index and group index produces a shift of peaks resonances
and variation of the expected channel spacing and FSR. But since it is a global
variation, we can consider that the whole die has the same optical properties and
thus compensation is possible. It can be realized by re-mapping (calibrating) the
relation between physical output and measured wavelengths as introduced in Ch. 2.
More complicated is the case of intra-die variations. Each ring and AWG can have
wavelength grid misalignment of the peak and channel positions, respectively. Lo-
cal variation causes fluctuations of the optical performance of the N subblocks on
the same die. Compensation for this fluctuation is more complicated since it re-
quires individual calibration for each of the rings and AWGs in the circuit. The
tuning has to follow a proper passive characterization of the circuit.
4.1.1.2 Specifications and description of the PIC
The overall specifications of the final spectrometer are 48 nm of operation range
and a 90 pm resolution. The FSR of the AWG is set to be 48 nm; it is equal to
the operation range of the spectrometer. The AWGs have 20 output channels with
a wavelength spacing of 2.4 nm. For proper channel roll-off, the AWGs have 60
arms, i.e. three times the number of output channels. The selected number of arms
also guarantees a sufficiently low CT and a roll-off larger than what is required for
communications purposes [8]. The center wavelengths of the AWGs are designed
to be shifted by ∆λAWG,chNrings . Eq. 4.1 expresses the center wavelength shift of the
(N th + 1) compared to the N th. The same design approach is used for the rings,
such that every ring resonance is aligned with its AWG channels.
Fig. 4.4 shows the schematic representation of the photonic integrated circuit.
The fiber-to-chip coupling is realized with an inverted taper [9]. To make testing
easier, we also added grating couplers, combined using a 2 × 2 MMI that adds an
intrinsic 3 dB loss. The bus channel of the MMI distributes the optical signal to the
rings. Each of the rings has the drop port connected to the input of their respective
AWG. The 20 output channels of the AWGs are arranged in a single row. The final
target is to use an ROIC (Readout integrated circuit) with an integrated array of
photodiodes. Fig. 4.2 represents the overall layout and the close-up microscope
images of the circuit. The inverted tapers are realized with a SU8 3× 3 µm box
cross-section [10]. The cross section used for the waveguides of the rings is a rib
waveguide with 150 nm etch. This cross-section offers the advantage of being
more robust against waveguide roughness [11, 12].
The reason for the better performance of rib compared to strip photonic wires
lays in the optical mode shape. In the rib waveguide, the optical mode is more con-
fined in the silicon and less intense at the interface, compared to strip waveguides.
Since thermo-optic tuning will be required, heaters are processed on the rings with
the fabrication process described in Par. 3.2.1.1. Titanium heaters with gold wiring
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Figure 4.4: Schematic diagram of the spectrometer based on rings and AWGs array: the
inputs are labeled according to the different use of the circuit.
and pads are deposited on top of the oxide cladding.
4.1.1.3 Characterization of the Cascaded system
The complexity of the PIC requires multiple characterization steps: the objective
is to map the wavelength position of the AWGs channels and rings. Through ac-
tive tuning, the rings have to be aligned to the spectrometer grid and the respective
AWG channels. The first step toward the full characterization of the circuit is the
individual sub-block measurements. For this purpose, the AWGs also have indi-
vidual input test ports so they can be passively characterized without the presence
of the ring. The auxiliary input port used for the characterisation is designed to
have the same peak channel wavelengths but shifted with one or two channel spac-
ings.
Fig. 4.5 represents the normalized response of the central AWG, measured
through the test port. The normalization consists in the rescaling of the measure-
ment taking into account the intrinsic losses of the coupling structures, in this case,
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Figure 4.5: Transmission spectrum of the central AWG normalized with the test grating
coupler. Three diffraction orders are in the range
grating couplers [13].
The target orders m and (m±1) are clearly distinguishable. Only the range of
the center diffraction order is of interest. The AWG is designed to be centered at
1550 nm, while in the fabricated device it is clearly centered around ∼ 1525 nm.
To compensate for this, the operation range of the device needs to be blueshifted to
the center wavelength of the AWGs. The re-shift is required since the device does
not utilize the entire FSR (the AWG is not cyclic), and thus, there is a gap in the
wavelength transmission. In the gap, no wavelength analysis can be performed.
Fig. 4.6 shows the center channel wavelength in function of the AWG number
(for a total of 26), while the different curves represent the output number of the
different AWG (thus a total of 20). Analyzing the slope of one individual channel
for each of the AWGs in the array, information about the wavelength shift can be
obtained and compared with the design expectations. The plot in Fig. 4.7 shows
the central channel wavelength of all the AWGs. The slope is quantified as 0.1
dλ/dNawg . The slope is in line with the expected results. The scatter shown in the
plot are partially due to die based variability, since the design is realatively large.
The rings have no auxiliary test port, so they have to be characterized through
the main input of the circuit. Fig. 4.8 represents an example measurement of the
system using the main input (in blue) and a comparison with the same ring/AWG
sub-block measured with the auxiliary port (in green). Using the same optical
input, we measure the array of output grating couplers sequentially with a semiau-
tomatic setup. Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.8(b) represents two representative measure-
ments: the first AWG and the third AWG at one of their outputs. When we use
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Figure 4.6: Central wavelengths of the 26 cascaded AWGs: the different curves represent
the 20 outputs channels
Figure 4.7: Channel wavelength position for the central output of the 26 AWGs. This is
used to characterize the slope and thus the shift of the λout,n in function of the AWG
number
the auxiliary input, the measurement is adjusted to the different input wavelength
shift. In these plots, the misalignment of AWG channel and ring peak is already
evident and quantifiable. Compensation for this is possible since we provide the
thermo-optic capability to each ring.
In Fig. 4.8(a) and Fig. 4.8(b) an overall power degradation between the first
and third AWG is measured when we used the main input. The green curves
represent the transmission the 1st and 3rd AWGs measured through the test ports,
thus without using the main bus with the cascaded rings. The blue curves represent
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(a) First AWG and first ring cascaded with
the AWG at the output port number 8
(b) Third AWG and Third ring cascaded
with the AWG at the output port number 1
Figure 4.8: Example measurement of AWG through test ports and cascaded with the ring:
The case of the auxiliary port the transmission is rescaled according to the input channel
spacing
the same output ports of the same AWGs (1st and 3rd) when the main input is used,
thus with the cascaded rings. The estimation of the loss is done comparing the peak
power in the case of 1st and 3rd ring-AWG sub-blocks.
Fig. 4.9 represents the same outputs of four consecutive AWGs. Also, in this
case, a misalignment from the expected grid can be noticed, but this is not the
main issue. A power degradation in the order of ∼4 dB in each consecutive ring
is measured. Furthermore, the FWHM is not sufficient for the required resolution
of 90 pm. Due to the cascaded nature of the circuit, the ring transmission at the
nth stage will influence the Lorentzian of the following nth + 1 and so on.
4.1.1.4 Array of rings and AWG: conclusion
After the demonstration of this device, work on this architecture in the Smartfiber
project was discontinued. The low quality factor of the rings could not easily be
overcome without increasing the bend radius beyond 15 µm, and thus decreasing
the FSR. The rib waveguide would need a larger bending radius of at least 25 um.
The current design intruded between 3 and 5 dB of additional loss each stage.
When all the rings are cascaded the cumulative loss thus makes any stages beyond
the 6th practically unusable. Moreover a more fundamental problem regarding the
matching the FSRring and the ∆λAWG is affecting this approach. However, the
basic concept of the subblock with a cascaded ring and AWG is one we further
explore in the next section.
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Figure 4.9: The plot represents the characteristic of the first four stages measured at the
same output number
4.2 Combining a single ring and single AWG
In this section, we look deeper into the cascade of a single ring and a single AWG.
We demonstrate the system as a ring sensing device with the AWG as a read-out
spectrometer. We also demonstrate the same architecture as an actively driven
scanning spectrometer. This configuration draws on the same strengths as the par-
allel array of AWGs and rings, but by choosing design parameters based on the
Vernier principle, it becomes much more efficient. The ring can be tuned, and its
wavelength interrogation property can be changed accordingly to the requirements
in term of modulation speed and full FSR shift(cf. Ch. 3).
.
The fact that the device becomes actively modulated and thus consumes power
is irrelevant compared when we consider that also the passive device in the previ-
ous section required active tuning to align the rings to the AWGs. In the case of
driving with a sinusoidal carrier the ring, we need an RMS power of Ppi/
√
2. If
the previous design exhibits an average misalignment of the 26 ring of the 10%,
we are going to need a DC power of Ppi · (26/10), thus, the power needed in the
previous case is much larger that the design under test.
Fig. 4.10(b) shows the schematic of the of the basic structure. Fig. 4.10(a)
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Figure 4.10: The image represents the microscope image of the PIC. In the blue box a
particular of the microring resonator. In the red box a schematic of the PIC
shows a microscope image of the PIC: in the blue box there is a detail of the
microring resonator while in the red box there is the AWG. The AWG has 16
output channels with 3.0 nm channel spacing. The FSR of the AWG covers the 48
nm. As the behavior of the AWG is not affected by adding more input ports (as
long as they are not used simultaneously) we have added additional ring sensors
with different FSR, as well as an input port for direct characterization. Multiple
input rings are useful for several reasons. First of all the cross-section used for
the AWG waveguides and the rings waveguides are different: the AWG uses strip
waveguides while the second use rib waveguides [12].
The rings are connected to grating couplers in such a way that the optical port
going to the AWG can be either the drop-port or the pass-port, by injecting light
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into either port 1 or port 2 in Fig. 4.10(b). For operation as a spectrometer, we only
send the drop port of the ring to the AWG. However, using the ring in ’pass’ con-
figuration is helpful to quantify precisely the channel responses of the AWG. The
heater for tuning and modulation of the ring resonator is processed as explained in
Par. 3.2.1.1: a titanium heater of 100 nm thick with gold wiring and pads.
4.2.1 AWG and ring: sensing interrogation
In a first experiment, we use the AWG and the ring as an effective index sensor
system: the ring responds to local effective index changes, and the AWG operates
as the integrated spectrometer. The FSR of the ring and the channel spacing of
the AWG are scaled according to a Vernier factor. The cumulative envelope output
shift have a large gain factor compare to the shift of the ring sensor in a stand-alone
configuration.
We explore the capability of this architecture as an effective index variation
ring sensor. The comb-like transmission spectrum response of the microring res-
onator exhibits peaks at the resonance wavelengths. They are spaced proportion-
ally to the optical group roundtrip delay of the device, but the absolute position
depends on the effective index and the resonance order. Anything that affects the
effective index of the ring waveguide will affect the envelope of the resonances
wavelengths. The change in the effective index can be induced by a change in
the overcladding (like a fluid) or the binding of biological molecules [14]. To test
the behavior of the interrogation system, we simply use the thermo-optic effect,
instead of using a fluid overcladding. As the only effect of the heater is to induce a
change in effective index, all conclusions also apply to index changes induced by
other sensing methods.
The measurements performed with the tunable laser are always centered at
1510 nm, while all the broadband measurements are centered at 1550 nm, since
this is the center wavelength of the SLED. This choice is made since the best
performing wavelength range of the device is around 1510 nm(best ratio of ring
FSR and AWG channel spacing), but the broadband source is centered at 1550
nm. This concept will be better exposed in the future sections.
The measurements are carried out with a tunable laser and a powermeter. Such
measurement configuration guarantees high accuracy and reliability of measure-
ment but is not extremely practical in case of real ”field” application. This is
because of the bulky aspect of the equipment and to the costs. Indeed, a broad-
band source is advisable [15], since we can build a photonic integrated circuit with
integrated source and photo-detector.
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4.2.1.1 System working principle
The AWG works as a spectrometer while the ring is the effective index variation
sensor. Each output channel of the AWG exhibits a Gaussian-like wavelength
transmission. Because the FSR of the ring is slightly larger than the channel spac-
ing of the AWG, at most one resonance peak falls into the wavelength range of
each AWG channel. The envelope output shows a Gaussian-like shape interpo-
lated at the wavelength of the rings resonance peaks. The intensity of these points
depends on the transmission of the AWG channel at the resonance wavelength.
The relation between the channel spacing of the AWG ∆λawg,ch and the FSR
of the ring FSRring is designed using a Vernier scale:
FSRring = ∆λch
Nawg
NAWG −mver (4.2)
The factor Nawg/NAWG−mver results in a Vernier effect in the transmission
spectrum: for an Nawg channel AWG we get nAWG − mver ring resonances.
As a result, the resonance peaks of the ring and the output channels of the AWG
establish the envelope since the output is represented by the product of their trans-
mission. The output power of each AWG channel can be written as
T =
M∑
m=0
(
N∑
n=0
Lring(λ− λn))GAWG(λ− λm) (4.3)
where L is the Lorentzian-like response of the ring and G the Gaussian-like
response of the AWG channel.
Referring to Fig. 4.11, when the FSR of the ring is equal to the AWG channel
spacing, the output power collected at the AWG output channels will be the same
for all channels. Shifting the ring peaks by a certain ∆λn,ring will also change
the output intensity of all channels in the same way. But when a Vernier factor
is introduced, a well-defined envelope over the channels of the AWG [16] will be
obtained. A Vernier factor of mver = 1 is used. Different Vernier factors will give
envelopes with multiple maximums. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 4.11 in the
case of 0 and 1 Vernier factors.
4.2.1.2 Vernier sensor system characterization
We characterize the PIC in several steps to establish a relation between the electri-
cal power driven in the heater and the envelope shift, which we can compare with
the shift of the ring in a stand-alone configuration. The measurement is divided
into different steps for passive, active and full system characterization. Finally, the
system is tested with a broadband source.
The passive measurement of the PIC is carried out with a semiautomatic mea-
surement setup [17].
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Figure 4.11: The image represents the working principle of the device: in particular it
compares the mver = 0 and mver = 1 Vernier factor, thus zero envelope in black and one
envelope in red
First the pass port and later the drop port output of the ring are used for the
passive characterization. Fig. 4.12 represents the normalized spectrum of the full
system when the ring is injected such that the pass port couples to the AWG (in
Fig. 4.10(b) port 2). From this measurement, we can extract the AWG channels
specifications, such as wavelength positions and cross-talk. To quantify the relative
position of AWG center channel and ring peak wavelengths, we can monitor the
transmission dip of the ring, which is superimposed on the AWG spectrum. As the
dips and peaks are complementary, we also know the positions of the transmission
peaks.
Moreover, we can use this measurement to calibrate the intensities when the
drop port of the ring is fed to the AWG, hence, when port 1 on Fig. 4.10(b) is used.
For the experiment, we designed the FSR of the ring and the channel spacing
of the AWG with a Vernier coefficient equal to 1. The dips of the ring are located
in different relative positions compared to the center AWG channel wavelength.
Fig. 4.13 is the measurement of the same device but now with the light injected
such that the drop port of the ring is connected to the AWG (in Fig. 4.10(b) port 1).
The ring peaks’ intensities are rescaled according to the maxima of the previous
measurement. The envelope of the cumulative transmission spectrum is visible in
Fig. 4.13: it has only one lobe since the Vernier coefficient chosen for this ring is
m/m− 1.
Under these conditions, one FSR shift of the ring corresponds to a shift of
Eq. 4.4 and so equal to the FSR of the AWG. This assumption is valid in ideal con-
ditions and corresponds in our case to a gain factor of ∼16. The next step is the
characterization of the thermo-optic tuner to exert the neff shift and thus the peaks
shift. We stepwise increase the electrical power steps to the heater on top of the
ring. For each power step, the CW laser is swept over the operation wavelength
range. Fig. 4.14 represents three AWG channels while the heater is driven se-
quentially with three electrical powers. From this measurement, the thermo-optic
efficiency is also extracted as Ppi , which is found to be ∼ 30 mW .
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Figure 4.12: The transmission spectrum of the AWG when the pass port of the input ring is
used: this configuration is used for test purpose
∆λshift = FSRring +AWGch,sp ·Nout,ch (4.4)
The characterization performed with a tunable laser is used as a calibration
for the actual measurements with a broadband source. The spectra obtained from
the tunable laser scans are used by the data analysis software to extract the actual
sensor shift, and the wavelength positions of the AWG channels are a fundamental
input for the final device usage.
The characterization using the broadband source of the device as a sensing
tool is demonstrated using a SLED centered around 1550 nm. The source has an
emission spectrum of 100 nm and an integral power of 18 mW . The photonic
integrated circuit is designed to work around 1550 nm, but due to fabrication
variations, the wavelength range where the Vernier relation in Eq. 4.2 is properly
respected has been shifted to ∼1510 nm: this condition is visible in Fig. 4.13
and in Fig. 4.12. This large shift in operation wavelength is because of the design
choice of using two different waveguide types (rib and strip) for the ring and the
AWG.
The consequences of working away from the best performing Vernier point is
a smaller gain factor. Indeed, while in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.12 a single envelope for
the full FSR is present, this will not be the case in the experiment where we use
the SLED centered at 1550.
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Figure 4.13: The transmission spectrum of the AWG when the drop port of the input ring is
used: this configuration is the actual measurement of the circuit. In this case a tunable
laser is used as source
We measure the device with an automated setup. It is capable of managing
the optical and electrical measurements with programmable workflow. For the
characterization of the circuit, first the electrical power is set, and then the PIC is
optically characterized. This approach reduces the errors due to mechanical posi-
tioning variations. The alignments are actuated by automated mechanical stages.
With a broadband source, the output power is integrated over the entire wave-
length domain. Thus, all the diffraction orders of the AWG will contribute to the
integral output power. Unwanted diffraction orders of the AWG can cause differ-
ent wavelength contribution to be collected by the powermeter. To limit the input
to a single FSR, we apply a tunable filter and suppress the mth± 1 orders to avoid
multiple order collection. The filter window is centered around 1560 with a span
of 48 nm. The final obtained correlation is between the electrical power biasing
the heater (i.e. the change in neff ) and the integral optical power collected in each
of the N th AWG outputs.
The device is characterized with the setup shown in Par. A.8, where the pas-
sive semi-automatic measurement setup is combined with an analog source and a
broadband optical source.
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Figure 4.14: Three neighboring output channels when the pass port of the ring is coupled
to the AWG input ;three electrical power steps are included to show the behaviour of the
PIC.
4.2.1.3 Sensing system results
We compare the shift of the envelope vs. the electrical power with the shift of the
ring sensor without the integrated spectrometer. Fig. 4.15 shows the wavelength
shift of a single peak of the ring on the left. The right plot shows the same ring
with the same electrical power applied, but when it is cascade with the Integrated
AWG spectrometer and measured with the broadband source. The dots are the
integral output power collected of the AWG outputs. They represent only a part of
the outputs since one output channel in the red part of the spectrum are out of the
filter window, and nine channels in the blue part of the spectrum are not usable for
the envelope measurement. The shift of the envelope is 8.85 times larger than the
shift of the ring in the stand-alone configuration. The measured gain shift factor
is expressed in Eq. 4.5 as G, assuming the same equipment limitations. The gain
factor is directly translated into level of detection (LOD) improvement. The LOD
is defined as
LOD =
∆λmin
G dλdRIU
(4.5)
when the gain factor G is equal to 1. The LOD is the minimum measurable
lambda shift λmin divided by the variation of the wavelength as a function of the
change in RIU (Refractive index unit) [1].
Eq. 4.5 expresses the LOD for the characterized device [18]. The envelope plot
is obtained normalizing the spectrum to the wavelengths of the AWG channels.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the stand alone ring shift and the shift of the system under
test: the same electrical power steps are applied. On the left there is the ring shift, while
on the right there is the shift of the envelope of the ring+AWG sstem when a broadband
source is used.
These wavelengths are obtained during the characterization phase. The normaliza-
tion is required since we used a broadband source and no wavelength information
is available when we measure the output power. The gain factor in smaller than
what expected due to processing related variations of ring and AWG, and we op-
erate away from the optimal Vernier configuration. Referring to the Fig. 4.13 the
single Gaussian envelope is evident, while, in the case of the characterization with
a broadband source, the slope has more than one peak, but only one is taken into
account. The number of envelopes expressed in Eq. 4.2 as mver is not an integer
and is smaller than one.
Worth to mention is that the noise that is affecting the measurement also has
the same gain. However, the fitting error can be reduced with an optimization
of the numerical fitting techniques( as a reference we can consider the approach
proposed in Par. 2.5). Moreover, we can significantly improve on the design by
using the same type of waveguide for both the ring and the AWG: this will make
the device much less sensitive to fabrication variations, and will keep the device
near the optimal Vernier regimen. Also, the gain can be boosted by increasing the
number of channels on the AWG.
4.2.2 Ring-AWG scanning spectrometer
We also demonstrated the architecture proposed in Par. 4.2.1 as a spectrometer
[19]. For this, we use the thermal tuner to scan the ring peak over a single AWG
channel. The scanning concept applied can be considered as an extension of the
scanning concept applied to a single ring in section 3.3.1.2, but hen cascaded with
an AWG the operation range is no longer limited to a single FSR of the ring. And
as the resolution is limited by the FWHM, and the FWHM itself is correlated to
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Figure 4.16: The plot compare the relative shift of the stand alone filter and the shift of the
envelope associated to the ring-AWG system
the FSR [1], these two parameters have to be considered as trade-off features. In
the case of the ring-AWG system, the ring has a smaller FSR (slightly larger than
the AWG channel spacing) assuming the same critical coupling conditions as for
the single ring, and therefore the ring can also have a smaller FWHM. Therefore,
the resolution can be higher with the cascaded system.
For the experiment, we use the same chip as for the sensor configuration, so the
measurement performed with the tunable laser are always centered at 1510 nm,
while all the broadband measurements are centered at 1550 nm, since this is the
center wavelength of the SLED.
4.2.2.1 Scanning spectrometer working principle
The main concept behind the scanning ring-AWG spectrometer is the capability
of an AWG channel to isolate a single resonance peak of the ring, which is used
to measure the wavelength range within a single AWG channel. The scanning
procedure simultaneously affects all resonance peaks, and therefore all the output
AWG channels. Fig. 4.18 shows the working principle on how a single resonance
order of the ring scans the AWG channel.
The FRS of the ring needs to be larger than the bandwidth of the AWG chan-
nels, to avoid more than one peak in the same physical output channel. Two ring
peaks into the same AWG channel wavelength would contribute to the same power
integral (for instance if a photodiode is coupled to the optical output). If the FSR
of the ring is larger than the AWG channel bandwidth, only one peak at the time
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can contribute to the optical output in a significant way. The other ring peaks are
suppressed down to the cross-talk level of the AWG, thus ∼ 20dB. The ring is
tuned with thermo-optic effect, and it is realized with titanium layer on top of the
oxide cladding overlying the waveguide.
The spectrometer is experimentally demonstrated for stepped and continuous
electrical driving. The procedure is similar as for the sensor, described in para-
graph 3.3.1.2: first the FSR of the ring is stepped. The second experiment is
realized modulating continuously in time domain scanning of the range of interest.
4.2.2.2 Stepped spectrometer characterization
We first characterize the passive optical circuit and the electrical circuit separately.
This is because the performances of the spectrometer, in particular, the accuracy
and repeatability, are strongly affected by the characteristic of the thermo-optic
tuned ring and its stability. Each power driving step of the ring corresponds to
the interrogation of a particular set of wavelengths, i.e. one wavelength per AWG
channel.
The stability of the electrical circuit is essential for the reliable operation of the
PIC as a spectrometer. If the thermo-optic characteristic changes over time, the
uniqueness between the electrical power and the wavelength will be lost. There-
fore, we have constructed an adaptive electrical driving scheme, which we use
during the measurements. The measurement is managed both electrically and op-
tically by the semi-automated measurement setup. For each scanning step, we first
set the electrical power, and then the laser is swept over each one of the AWG
output channels. In a first approximation, the thermo-optic efficiency (i.e. the
conversion of electrical power to a change in neff ) is assumed to be constant. Un-
der this condition, the Ppi is the only needed parameter for the proper driving of
the heater [20]. For simplicity, we can also assume no second-order wavelength
dispersion (ng is constant), so the wavelength shift due to the thermo-optic ef-
fect is assumed to be constant ∆λshift/∆Pheater = c as well (this can easily be
changed with an additional calibration measurement). If ∆λshift/∆Pheater 6= c
each power step does not correspond to a constant ∆λ. After a full heater char-
acterization, two approaches are planned. The first requires the full heater perfor-
mances characterization. A second order polynomial fitting of the resistance vs.
voltage characteristic is used to linearized the heater response.
A second approach is a sequential driving. In this we control each voltage step
with the following procedure:
VN+1 =
√
(PN + ∆P ) · VN
IN
(4.6)
We set the (N th+1) step, knowing the resistance from the driving voltage and
current in the previous N th step. This approach is missing the initial voltage step
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since the resistance can not be calculated dynamically for the first step. Instead, we
use the static value calculated in the previous iteration for the first step of Eq. 4.6.
This driving scheme provides a linear shift ∆λshift for each voltage driving step.
Worth to mention that with titanium heaters, the non-linearity of the resistance
with the voltage is in most of the cases negligible.
Fig. 4.17 shows the zoom of a particular channel, the 11th and the 12th. From
this plot, the achieved resolution can be estimated. Each single peak is spaced
50 pm from the neighboring peaks. Thanks to the low FWHM of the rings, even
higher resolution sampling is feasible with this design. Particular attention has
to be paid at the crossing point of the AWG channels. Indeed, the intensities of
the two different contributions corresponding to the same wavelength have to be
evaluated. The best performing peak in term of the signal to crosstalk ratio has
to be used for that particular wavelength interrogation. The multiple choice in
the crossing region of the AWG channels comes respectively from the N th and
N th + 1 channel of the AWG combined with the N th and N th + 1 resonance
order of the ring resonator.
The device is characterized with the setup shown in Par. A.9, where the pas-
sive semi-automatic measurement setup is combined with an analog source and a
tunable laser.
Figure 4.17: The plot represents one AWG output and the side neighboring channels. The
closeup puts in evidence the resolution steps achieved
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4.2.3 Time domain scanning and continuous driving
As in paragraph 3.3.1.2 for the individual ring, also this configuration can be driven
with a continuous electrical carrier instead of a stepped driving. The operative
range of the spectrometer is the same as in the case of the stepped driving. The
ring is driven with a continuous time domain carrier. The output powers of the
AWG are read out in the time domain. From these signals, an arbitrary spectrum
can be reconstructed. Due to different initial conditions in term of ring peak and
AWG channel wavelengths, a mapping of ring order and AWG channels needs
to be performed. The resolution is correlated with the electrical driving carrier
and the particular part of the spectrum. In particular, the resolution has worse
performances at the AWG channels crossing regions. Noteworthy is the intrinsic
advantage coming from the cascading of the ring and the AWG: in a case of the
single ring, the FSR is ∼ 10 nm, and the resolution is limited to 300 pm, in this
case, a smaller FSR is needed. Assuming for both rings the same finesse, the
resolution of the present approach will be higher because of the higher FWHM of
the ring combined with the smaller FSR.
4.2.3.1 Time domain scanning characterization
In this case, the measurement is carried out using of a broadband source combined
with a waveshaper to construct arbitrary input spectra. The unknown spectrum
generated with the waveshaper is then reconstructed with from the time signal of
the AWG outputs. We also measured the resolution of the device is measured us-
ing two tunable lasers, as we did with the single ring in 3.3.1.2. The broadband
source is a SLED with center wavelength at 1550 nm, a bandwidth of 100 nm
and an output power of 18 mW . The wavelength range under test matches the
central wavelength of the AWG passive response. A programmable wavelength
filter is used to prevent influence from the neighboring diffraction orders of the
AWG, but it is also used to define an unknown shape to reconstruct. The mod-
ulation scheme is a square-root sawtooth-like curve, such that for each period, a
linear sweep of the scanned wavelength can be taken into account: each AWG
output channel is scanned by a resonance order of the ring. We perform continu-
ous electrical driving and acquisition: this allows us to collect with same trigger
both the driving carrier and the electrical output voltage of the powermeter. The
same optical reference level is used. The fixed reference level of the powermeter
is set according to the maximum output signal. The requirement for the reference
level is the non-saturation condition tested at the maximum transmission of the
PIC. Since the reference level is set, also the dynamic range of the measurement is
fixed. The dynamic range affects the AWG channel crossing region, limiting the
resolution.
Fig. 4.18 shows the scanning operation of a single AWG channel graphically.
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Figure 4.18: A graphic representation of the ring scanning operation required to cover the
whole AWG channel of interest.
The scanning offset in the time domain depends on the default ring peak position
with respect to the AWG channel center. One of the requirements to cover the
entire spectrum of interest is that the full AWG channel needs to be covered by
the wavelength scan. This is the case if λring > (λch − ∆λAWG/2), where
∆λAWG represents the bandwidth of the AWG channel calculated at the near
channel crossing points, hence if the position of the ring is not at the blue bor-
der of the AWG channel. The part of the AWG channel that is not covered by
resonance n will be covered by the (nth − 1) resonance order when it reaches the
wavelength (λch −∆λAWG/2).
We scanned the ring with a scanning frequency as low as 100 Hz. The ’un-
known’ spectrum under test is a passband filter with center at 1550 nm and 30
nm bandwidth. The transmission is 0 dB in the passband and -40 dB elsewhere.
Fig. 4.19 represents the coherent time-domain signals collected at the AWG out-
puts. The AWG channels are scanned by one of the resonance order of the ring at
the time. In the plot, each mth is the resonance order relative to the AWG channel.
The circular zooms represent the beginning and the end of the passband filter. In-
deed, as expected, since the channel spacing is 3 nm, for a 30 nm pass band filter,
∼10 channels show the Gaussian transmission. Since the FSR of the ring is larger
than the AWG channel spacing, the different orders take part into the spectrum
reconstruction. The starting point of the passband spectrum(λ1 = 1535[nm] in
Fig. 4.19) is on the edge of a channel of the AWG. For this reason, the beginning
of the window is not clearly visible. This is due to the fixed dynamic range.
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Figure 4.19: The simultaneous outputs of the 16 AWG channels when the ring is driven
with a sawtooth-like carrier. The unknown spectrum is a passband filter centered at 1550:
thus the side channel are not transmitting since they describe the stop-band part of the
spectrum
Next, we characterize the resolution of this spectrometer. We monitor two
tunable lasers which are tuned apart with a variable ∆λ and the time domain signal.
When the two peaks are far enough apart to have 3 dB of extinction ratio, the
relative peak distance is assumed to be the resolution. An exception is made for
the resolution in the crossing range of two AWG channels where a more empirical
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characterization is adopted.
(a) Double laser line 50 pm apart centered
around 1550 nm
(b) Double laser line 50 pm apart centered
around 1550 nm: detail
(c) Double laser line 500 pm apart
centered at the crossing point of two AWG
channels
(d) Double laser line 500 pm apart
centered at the crossing point of two AWG
channels: detail
Figure 4.20: The plot represents the resolution mesued with the device at the center of the
AWG channel in (a) and (b) and at the crossing point of two neighboring AWG channels in
(c) and (d)
Fig. 4.20(a) and (b) show the time domain driving and read-out signals respec-
tively in red and green. The measured resolution is 50 pm when the two laser
lines are centered around 1549 nm. This quantity is in good agreement with the
resolution measured with the stepped driving. Fig. 4.20(c) and (d) show the same
experiment of the two laser lines but now close to the crossing point of two AWG
channels and thus where the AWG insertion losses affect the measurement. The
laser lines are centered around 1550 nm, at the crossing point of the 7th and the
8th AWG channels.
The IL and the crossing point require a lower reference setting of the power-
meter. To be consistent with the previous experiments, the sensitivity of the pow-
ermeter is kept the same as the previous measurement. This forces the instruments
to work near the limit of the measurable threshold: thus electrical parasitics and
transients are affecting the quality of the signal reconstruction. The measurement
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shows two laser lines 500 pm apart.
The final characterization we perform with this device is the full spectrum
reconstruction. The unknown spectrum is generated with a broadband source and
a tunable optical filter. We generate a triangle shape and two consecutive peaks of
2 nm bandwidth and separated by a dip of 1 nm. Fig. ‘4.21 shows the comparison
of the input spectrum recovery in linear scale. The green curve is obtained with
a commercial optical spectrum analyzer. The multicolor curve is obtained from
the ouptus of the ring+AWG system, after the proper sectioning of the not needed
time traces parts.
Figure 4.21: Random spectrum reconstruction: comparison of a commercial OSA and of
the ring+AWG scanning spectrometer
The poor performance at the crossing point can be overcome by an improved
design: it is possible for example to reduce the next channel cross-talk (i.e. make
the roll-off less steep) such that the IL in this region is lower. This will limit the
intrinsic dynamic range of the spectrometer. Fig. 4.22 shows the comparison of
extinction between the center of the channel and the next channel crossing point.
The dash lines represent the simulation of an AWG using an input MMI to flatted
the channel shape [21]. In this case instead of ∼ 18 dB dynamic range, we are
going to need only∼ 8 dB of dynamic range. The drawback of this approach is the
larger FSR required for the ring, since the bandwidth of the channel is larger, and
thus we need a larger λFSR of the ring. This to make sure that only one resonance
peak contributed to the wavelength sampling. This flat-top device is intrinsically
lossier at the center of the channel, while on one side this is a drawback, on the
other hand, it help to reduce the dynamic range needed since we measure it as
the difference between the center channel and the crossing point of the neighbor
channel.
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Figure 4.22: The plots show the comparison of classic AWG design (solid lines) used for
this demonstrator and the simulation of a flat-top AWG (dash lines): the different dynamic
range and ring FSR are represented.
The device is characterized with the setup shown in Par. A.3, using two tunable
lasers for the resolution characterization and a broadband source combined with
a tunable optical filter for the spectrum reconstruction. Furthermore, an external
powermeter is used for the conversion of the time domain optical power to an
electrical signal.
4.2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, several approaches based on cascaded optical filters have been pro-
posed and investigated. Combining filters with different properties significantly
enhance the performance compared to their individual use. We combined AWGs
and actively modulated rings demonstrating that the strength of the AWG and the
ring can be combined. Even if the photonics level of complexity increased, the
electronic readout does not become a bottleneck. The first architecture was based
on many parallel cascades of AWGs and rings, but we discarded this concept be-
cause of a number of technical issues. Rather, we focused on improving the per-
formance of a single ring and AWG cell, which we demonstrated for use in a ring
sensor with an integrated interrogator. We found an experimental gain of∼ 9 in the
LOD. The same architecture was then demonstrated as a spectrometer and tested
with stepped driving and with continuous driving. In both cases, a resolution of 50
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pm over 48 nm has been experimentally measured. Exception for the resolution is
the crossing wavelength range of neighboring channels. Still further investigations
are needed to overcome design limits such as the IL in the crossing point of the
AWG channels. We proposed an alternative design strategy to overcome the limi-
tation imposed my the crossing point insertion loss. We suggested using a flat-top
AWG with an MMI at the input, such that the dynamic range needed to monitor
the whole spectrum is smaller. To support this methodology, we implemented a
comparison simulation.
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5
Time domain multiplexed
spectrometers
In this chapter, the concept of multi-domain multiplexing is introduced and applied
to an AWG used as a spectrometer. Using multiple inputs of the AWG, we multi-
plex in the time domain different output wavelength channels on the same physical
output waveguide of the AWG. The star coupler allows the AWGs to have multi-
ple inputs and multiple outputs. We have already used this technique in Par. 4.1
and Par. 4.2, where we added additional inputs for testing and connecting multi-
ple rings sensor devices. However, in that context, we only used one input during
the normal operation of the device. Now we show how these inputs can be used
simultaneously to improve the resolution of the AWG as a spectrometer.
AWGs and, in general, image based filters are among the most suitable de-
multiplexers for high channel counts. That’s why we also use them as passive
spectrometers. However, the resolution is still limited by the line-width of the fil-
tering window (i.e. the ratio between the channel width and the FSR) [1]. For
larger values of the FSR, the channels spacing is still larger than 1 nm, while for
many spectroscopy applications a resolution on the picometer scale is required.
We overcome the resolution limit of a single AWG by combining multiple in-
puts and outputs. When the positions of the input and the output channels are
properly designed, we can avoid the cyclic behavior of the AWG-based multiplex-
ers. Instead, we use a Vernier scaling between the input and the output channel
spacing. The principle is demonstrated with an AWG with five outputs and four
inputs, each of which is connected to an MZI modulator. The concept is realized
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on two different technology platforms: first the concept is tested on a passive chip
with simple heaters added. We measured a resolution of 12 pm experimentally
over the 20 nm FSR of the AWG. Then, to demonstrate the technology potential,
a similar design was implemented on the active platform, using carrier depletion
modulators, as well as germanium integrated photodiodes.
5.1 Vernier input multiplexed spectrometer: work-
ing principle
When the AWGs are used as multiplexer/demultiplexer or wavelength router, the
input waveguides and output waveguides are symmetrically positioned on the input
and output star coupler, respectively [2, 3].
Figure 5.1: Vernier scaled AWG working principle: the transmission of the outputs shift in
wavelength domain according to the insertion angle of the input waveguide
Because of that, the different input/output combinations will have the same set
of channel center wavelengths, but shifted of a whole number of channel spacings.
The set of allowed output wavelengths for all inputs are, in this condition, equal to
the set of output wavelengths for a single input: Nλch = N = M .
A well define correlation persists between the input or output waveguides con-
nection angle. The working principle is shown in Fig. 5.1. The image shows the
correlation of angular waveguide connection in the input star coupler and spectrum
shift. This principle is valid also for the output insertion angle.
However, if the symmetry between input and output star coupler is broken
by repositioning the input waveguides, the output channels for each input will no
longer peak at the same set of wavelengths. In this case, Nλch > M 6= N . We
can use Vernier scaling of the input and output channels to maximize the number
of different peak wavelengths.
Te concept just described is graphically represented in Fig. 5.2: in Fig. 5.2(a)
we see two symmetric star couplers, thus, shifting one of the inputs will pro-
duce a symmetric shift of the output spectrum of λin = λout. In Fig. 5.2(b) we
shows a different condition in which the input and output waveguides have differ-
ent physical distance, thus, the shift f the output spectrum, using another input, is
λin 6= λout.
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(a) The image correlates the input and output angular channel insertion of an AWG
designed to have the same in/out spacing
(b) The image correlates the input and output angular channel insetion of an AWG
designed to have a Vernier in/out channel scaling
Figure 5.2: The drawings represent the input and output star coupler designs in case of
router with same in and out channel spacing and in case of Vernier scaled AWG with
different in out channel spacing
When we use a Vernier scaling, the number of inputs is chosen to be N =
M − m, with usually m = 1. Fig. 5.2(b) describes the graphically the working
principle of our device. When we proportionally position the input waveguides and
the output waveguides, we will get a number of distinct channel peak wavelengths
Nλch = N.M/m. As a result, the Vernier scaling gives an effective channel
spacing smaller than the input or output channel spacing on their own. This design
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strategy not only multiplies the resolution of the device, but it also removes the
dead zones at the crossings between two adjacent AWG output channels.
However, if we use the different inputs together, contributions from the indi-
vidual inputs will end up in the same output waveguides. A photodetector or power
meter cannot distinguish between the contributions of the different inputs. There-
fore, each input is equipped with a MachZehnder modulator to label the input in a
unique way.
A schematic of the PIC is shown in 5.3. The full PIC has a single common
optical input, from which the light is split into four waveguides and sent to a
modulator for the labeling operation. The modulators are symmetric MZI inter-
ferometers with phase shifters on both arms (for balance), but we use only one at
the time. Then the modulated optical signals are sent to individual AWG inputs.
At the other end of the AWG, each output carries the combined modulated input
contributions. The signals are recorded using a photodetector and then unraveled
using signal processing techniques.
Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the photonic integrated circuit
5.1.1 Description of the circuit
This optical circuit is realized in passive SOI technology of IMEC, in a CMOS-
compatible pilot line [4].
The circuit contains a single AWG, and four symmetric MZIs, one for each
input channel of the AWG. The 200mm SOI wafer substrates have a 2 µm buried
oxide, and a 220nm silicon layer that is used for the waveguide patterning. On
top, an additional 2 µm of oxide cladding is deposited. We used a curved grat-
ing coupler for the optical inputs and outputs [5]. The input light is divided into
four branches using a binary splitter tree with standard 1 × 2 MMI (Multi-mode
interferometer) splitters. Each branch has its MZI switch, with one input and out-
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Figure 5.4: Microscope image of the photonic integrated circuit: the main sub-blocks and
the footprint
put, using the same compact 1 × 2 MMI as a splitter and combiner. We deposit
metallic heaters on the oxide cladding layers on top of the MZI arms waveguides,
to make a set of 4 thermo-optic modulators or switches. The heaters are processed
as in Par. 3.2.1.1. The output light from the AWG is extracted with an array of
five grating couplers. Fig. 5.4 shows a microscope image of the PIC, and the sub-
parts are indicated with colored boxes. The spectrometer part of the chip measures
700× 250µm2, not counting the area occupied by the electrical pads and the grat-
ing couplers.
5.1.1.1 The arrayed waveguide grating
The AWG consists of two FPRs (Free Propagation Region) and an array of waveg-
uides, with an equal path length difference between them. The longer the path
length difference, the smaller the free spectral range (FSR) of the AWG. For a
given number of waveguides in the array, a smaller FSR means a higher spectral
resolution of the passive spectrometer and a better accuracy in wavelength detec-
tion. However, this is limited by the increase in phase errors induced by longer
arms. With the current state of technology, this limits the channel spacing of the
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silicon AWGs to around 1 nm or higher. For smaller channel spaces, the crosstalk
will increase rapidly. Our AWG uses an input channel spacing of 5 nm and an
output channel spacing of 4 nm. The inputs and the outputs channels are respec-
tively 4 and 5. This satisfies the optimal Vernier condition of N = M − 1 and
N.∆λin = M.∆λout.
The number of arms in the array is deliberately lower than in the case of WDM
communication [6]. For a communication mux/demux design, the standard num-
ber of waveguides in the array is almost 3.5-4 times the number of wavelength
channels: a number that ensures a sharp roll-off and sufficiently low crosstalk lev-
els. The number of waveguides is fixed to 3 times the number of the output chan-
nels. The smaller number of arms reduces the crosstalk floor due to random phase
errors, but also widens the channel transmission spectrum (less steep roll-off) and
thus enlarges the overlap between neighboring channels. This design approach is
useful for finding wavelength peaks that are located in the middle of two channels,
but not a strict requirement in this case since the gap between channel is filled
with the channel responses of the other inputs. The star couplers are laid out in
a Rowland mounting, and the transition between the waveguides and the FPR is
done using a deep and shallow etch, to reduce unwanted reflections. Fig. 5.5 shows
how the inputs and outputs are configured in the two star couplers. Considering
the spectral position of the AWG channels, the different combinations ofM inputs
and N outputs can be expressed as an M ×N matrix (5.1).
Ppos =

. . . . .
. λn−1,m−1 λn−1,m λn−1,m+1 .
. λn,m−1 λn,m λn,m+1 .
. λn+1,m−1 λn+1,m λn+1,m+1 .
. . . . .
 (5.1)
Each element in Eq. (5.1) represents the central wavelength of an input/output
channels combination. Every row and column represent an input and an output,
and the matrix elements are the peak wavelengths in the response from a given
input to a given output. For a wavelength (de)multiplexer, this matrix would be a
1×N matrix. For a wavelength router, it would be an N ×N matrix, where every
element satisfies the condition
λi,j = λ(i,j)±1 (5.2)
Using the design approach introduce in Par. 5.1 for a Vernier scaled AWG
much more spectral information can be obtained if we can read all these matrix
elements individually. We can choose the input channels such that they are evenly
spaced, and to have the same FSR as the output channels. As the FSR remains
constant, the device has a cyclic behavior, similar to a wavelength router. The ratio
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Figure 5.5: Input and output starcouplers of the Vernier scaled AWG: waveguide
positioning.
between M and N is called the Vernier factor nvernier Eq. (5.3). The relation
between the input and output channel spacing is obtained through the Eq. (5.4).
M
N
= nvernier (5.3)
The Vernier scaling can be used to maximize the spectral information that can
be extracted from an N-channel device. Fixing the Vernier factor nvernier (as the
ratio of integer numbers) and the number of output channels N , the number of
input channels M and the input channels spacing Ichsp can be calculated accord-
ing to Eq. 5.4 where Ichsp and Ochsp are respectively input and output channel
spacing.
Ichsp =
Ochsp
nvernier
(5.4)
5.1.1.2 Mach-Zehnder switch design
When using multiple inputs in an AWG at the same time, the intensities will add up
incoherently in the photodetectors, and the additional spectral information will be
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lost. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to disentangle the contributions of the dif-
ferent inputs. The disentanglement can be done by multiplexing: by electronically
’labeling’ the different input signals, they can be separated with signal processing
on the photodetector electrical output [7]. The simplest form of multiplexing that
we can use here is time-domain multiplexing (TDM) [8]. By selectively switching
on one input at a time, a sequential read out the signals from the different inputs is
performed. For this, we can drive the heaters on one arm of the symmetric MZIs.
All the heaters have a common ground, its contact pad is spaced from the arrays
of signal pads, but aligned to the same grid for practical contacting reasons: both
probe card and individual DC probes can be used. The MZI is symmetric: both
arms have the same length of 200 um, chosen to guarantee a safe range of thermal
driving power of the metallic heaters: the safe distance is assumed to be at least
50 um for the used metal width. Under these conditions, the passive response of
each modulator is an all-pass device: all the inputs are in the ON state simulta-
neously: the ON state is valid in a range of ±five%. The thermo-optic effect is
used to induce a pi phase change in one of the arms, to drive the individual MZIs
into destructive interference for the OFF state. The drawback of the thermo-optic
effect is the low driving speed that is limited to few hundred µs. But compared to
silicon modulators, the thermo-optic devices have a low insertion loss (cf. 3).
5.1.2 Use of the Device for Wavelength Peak Detection
A first application we want to use this device for is peak wavelength detection. This
is useful for monitoring laser diodes, but also for sensing readouts of ring sensors
or fiber-bragg gratings. The position of a wavelength peak can be estimated from
the ratio of the channel outputs [9]. The limitation of accuracy and range for
such a device is similar to the trade-off between channel spacing, the number of
channels and FSR of WDM demultiplexer components. The wavelength range of
the device is limited to the FSR of the AWG, in this case 20 nm. In the following
algorithm, the wavelength response envelope of the channels is assumed to be
Gaussian, but the reasoning holds for other spectral response shapes. Let us call
the photodetector signal Sn,m the integral (over all wavelengths) of the light that
passes from input m to output n (assuming an ideal quantum efficiency of the
photodetector), and an input signal that consists of a single wavelength peak δ(λ).
Sn,m =
∫
λ
Gn,m(λ)δpeak(λ)dλ, (5.5)
Where the kernel function Gn,m(λ) represents the pseudo-Gaussian response
curve of each wavelength channel of the AWG. Of course, the actual signal Sn in
the photodetector of output n consists of the multiplexed contributions from all M
inputs:
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Sn =
M∑
n=0
∫
λ
Gˆn(λ, t)δpeak(λ)dλ (5.6)
The useful signals Sn,m is extracted from the measured signals Sn by electron-
ically disentangling them. When using time-domain multiplexing, Sn is a time-
dependent signal 5.6, and so is the kernel function Gˆn(λ, t). At any given time, the
measured value of Sn corresponds to one of the M signals Sn,m. For other mul-
tiplexing methods (e.g. frequency division multiplexing - FDM or code division
multiple access - CDMA), the signals can be disentangled in a similar way. With
time disentanglement, the extraction of M ×N signals from the N photodetectors
is done. This technique can now be used to estimate the wavelength position of
the peak δ(λ). In a single input AWG wavelength detector, measurable signals
for peak extraction are usually collected from only two neighboring channels. Us-
ing the Vernier scaling, more densely spaced spectral channels are available. A
CoG (Center of Gravity) algorithm can be used to increase the accuracy of the
device [10]. We assign an equivalent mass value to each channel intensity: the
equivalent mass value is higher when the position of the peak is closer to the cen-
ter of the channel. We take into account only the signal beyond a certain threshold:
this selection is applied to filter out the noise. This approach gives an equivalence
between the standard use of CoG and the wavelength detection used here. Con-
sidering the disentangled signals Sn,m coming from the photodiodes, the CoG
algorithm can be expressed as Eq. 5.7. The average accuracy of the spectrometer
is evaluated according to the eq. 5.8.
λmeas =
1∑N,M
n,m=1 Sn,m
M∑
m=1
N∑
n=1
λn,mSn,m (5.7)
Sacc =
∑N,M
n,m=1
√
(λin − λmeas)2
N +M
, (5.8)
λcalibrated = λmeas − Fcalibration(λ) (5.9)
In Eq. 5.7 λn,m is the peak position of the channel of interest and Sn,m in
Eq. 5.5 the signal proportional to the photocurrent collected by the photodiode
n. With this procedure the only calibration data used is a matrix containing the
positions of the maxima belonging to each input/output channel combination of
the AWG, in this particular case 20 elements. The error characteristic curve of
the spectrometer shows that the CoG method generates a sawtooth-like error be-
havior. The stepping is due to each introduction of a new AWG channel and the
removal of the previous one in the wavelength sweep. The channel introduction
and removal is due to the threshold. The linear characteristic is due to the sym-
metric wavelength density of channels. Such stepped slope corresponds to a linear
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Figure 5.6: Spectral simulation of the spectrometer: all the in/out combination are
delabeled with time domain demultiplexing techniques
behavior in the CoG algorithm. The slope mismatch is due to thresholding of
the accepted signals and AWG non-idealities. If the function is injective [11], a
complete calibration can be performed to take into account the intrinsic error of
the device. With this approach, only the random part affects the measurement. Be-
cause of its sawtooth-like characteristic, the systematic error using the simple CoG
algorithm can be analyzed and modeled. The resulting components of the Fourier
series relative to the systematic error are used for a fine calibration of the device
according to the Eq. 5.9, where a calibration function Fcalibration is used. This
calibration leads to a ”weighted” CoG algorithm. The wavelength peak we want
to detect is assumed to be ideal as well. The ideality of the peak is a reasonable
assumption as long as the 3dB bandwidth of the wavelength peak is, at least, 10×
narrower than the 3dB bandwidth of the AWG channel. The CoG algorithm can’t
be reliably used in a configuration with single-input AWG because each peak is
collected with significant power by only one channel. In our configuration, this
limitation is overcome because in every part of the spectrum there are multiple
channels active. The wavelength positions for the calibration data are obtained by
full characterization of the device. The approach used is valid only if the tem-
perature is kept constant: with different temperatures the position of the channels
and consequently the sawtooth-like curve change according to the new conditions
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induced by the new thermal equilibrium. Indeed, in all of the used expressions
temperature is a variable (the wavelength shift in the function of the temperature
is around 0.1nm/◦C). Since the temperature is kept constant at 25 ◦C (< 0.5◦C)
using a TEC(Thermoelectric Cooler), it is not considered further in the analysis.
5.1.3 Simulation of the PIC
The simulation of the device is carried out with CAPHE circuit simulator by
Luceda Photonics [12, 13]. For this, a circuit model for the individual building
blocks is needed. For the waveguides (with heaters), splitters and combiners, an S-
matrix model is defined. For the AWG, the model is calculated by breaking up the
device into its separate parts and simulating those parts independently [14]. The
coordination of these simulations is done with the IPKISS design framework [15].
Fig. 5.6 shows the results of the simulation of our photonic integrated circuit: each
plot shows the M signals Sn,m coming from all the M inputs, collected and de-
labelled on one of the N outputs. In Fig. 5.6 the input channel spacing, the output
channel spacing and the Vernier shifting of the relative channel position are also
indicated. The simulated MZI switches include losses and 20-30dB ON/OFF sup-
pression ratio.
5.1.4 Device characterization
The full characterization of the PIC is divided into two parts: for such purpose
we use different setups. First we characterize the MZI modulators, finding the
driving points to obtain full ON/OFF switching. Knowing the ON/OFF driving
specifications, the wavelength domain response is estimated, and from that the
optical crosstalk. The second part of the measurement performs the full TDM
measurements and the wavelength recovery. For this purpose, free space optics
and an IR camera are used for the simultaneous reading-out of the grating couplers
array. This because without simultaneous reading of the output the experiment
loose of relevance.
5.1.4.1 Device characterization: modulators specifications
The characterization of the four thermo-optic switches is done to determine the
voltage required for full ON/OFF switching. The OFF Voltage corresponds to the
first minimum in Fig. 5.7, marked with ×. In these points, with a single input
channel in the OFF state, there is an integral power drop of approximately 25%
(-1.5dB) that corresponds to one channel out of four in OFF state. However, some
non-uniformity in the switching voltages for the four MZMs is found and listed in
table 5.1. For this characterization, a broadband SLED (Superluminescent LED)
centered at 1550nm is used, and the output light is collected from a single output
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Figure 5.7: Optical output power sweeping the MZI voltage: this plot is used for the
driving conditions of the modulators. At the zero derivative point a pi shift is required
grating coupler through a fiber vertical coupling and redirected to an OSA. We
used the OSA as a power meter of the integrated power in Fig. 5.7 and as a spec-
trum analyzer in Fig. 5.8, measuring the power spectral density. Fig. 5.8 shows the
spectrum with the input channels switched alternatively off using the voltage val-
ues obtained in Fig. 5.7. A suppression ratio of 13-18dB is measured. The spectra
in Fig. 5.8 also explain the non-uniformity in Fig. 5.7: as the AWG has a cyclic
behavior, for some channels an additional AWG order is captured within the band-
width of the SLED+grating coupler. The presence or absence of this additional
spectral lobe will give a relatively larger or smaller change in the total power when
that input is switched on or off.
To eliminate the effect of inter-channel crosstalk, a threshold filter method is
applied before we use the CoG: we use a threshold of -10dB, which is above the
worst extinction ratio of the switches (-13dB). By discarding all measurements
below the threshold, non-idealities introduces by the switches will not affect the
measurement. If some unwanted signal is for some reason higher than the thresh-
old, its contribution will create an equivalent mass in the CoG in a wrong position
(wavelength domain) shifting the estimated wavelength away from the actual po-
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Figure 5.8: Individual suppression ratio of the four input channels when the modulators
are sequentially switched off
sition. This part of the characterization is carried out with the setup shown in
Par. A.4.
5.1.4.2 Device characterization and peak detection
For the full characterization of the spectrometer, a combination of optical and elec-
trical instruments is used: thus another setup is built using optical transmission
measurements and electrical multi-source driving. The optical outputs are read out
with an IR camera: all the outputs can be measured simultaneously. We drive the
array of thermo-optic switches with four independent voltage sources. All electri-
cal grounds are connected to the common ground on our chip. The optical source
used is a tunable laser, which can be considered the equivalent of a wavelength
peak to be detected. In one camera frame, the intensity in different areas cor-
responding to the different grating couplers can be monitored. Fig. 5.9 shows a
captured frame. The rectangles in it are the light spots coming out of the grating
couplers. We perform an integration operation inside the selected areas, and thus a
readout proportional to the power coming out of the grating couplers is obtained.
The characterization is performed using a time division multiplexing scheme on
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Figure 5.9: Frame captured by the IR camera showing the five output grating couplers and
their transmissions
the switches: the MZIs are switched ON one at the time. Under this condition,
only one of the inputs is optically connected to the AWG. A wavelength sweep
with the laser is then performed. The IR collects frames at the output grating cou-
pler for each wavelength and input driving combination. With a camera read-out,
the signals from all outputs are collected simultaneously, instead of using a single
fiber to read sequentially out theN outputs. Fig. 5.10 shows the result of the TDM
measurement with all the input-to-output spectra disentangled. This corresponds
well with the simulation result in Fig. 5.6. Due to deviations in the SOI fabrication
process, the spectrum of the fabricated device is somewhat shifted compared to
the design specifications. However, because the response is cyclic, the device can
be calibrated in advance. This part of the characterization is carried out with the
setup shown in Par. A.5, thus, an IR camera provides frames of the grating cou-
plers, from which the optical output power is calculated integrating the signal of
the pixel in the grating coupler area.
Input 1 Input 2 Input 3 Input 4
Heater driving voltage 3.8 3.9 3.2 2.9
ON/OFF suppression ration 13dBm 18dbm 16dbm 18dBm
Table 5.1: MZMs characterization results
5.1.5 Experimental results
From the measured spectra an estimation of the position of the wavelength using
the procedure described earlier can be performed. The resulting measured wave-
length is plotted in Fig. 5.11 against the actual input wavelength as set on the
tunable laser. The ideal response of the device would be a straight line where the
measured wavelength is equal to the input wavelength. Fig. 5.12 shows the dif-
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Figure 5.10: Spectral measurement of the spectrometer: all the in/out combination are
delabeled with time domain demultiplexing techniques
ference between the measurement value and the straight line, which gives us the
accuracy of the wavelength detection according to eq. 5.8. The raw measured ac-
curacy of the CoG method is of the order of ± 0.5 nm while average accuracy is
180 pm and is evaluated according to Eq. 5.8. If the sawtooth-like behavior of the
characteristic curve is taken into account (cf. Fig. 5.11 (zoom detail) and eq. 5.9)
the worst case accuracy of the device is of the order of ± 0.2 nm, but the RMS
accuracy is improved to 12 pm. Moreover, looking at Fig. 5.12 we see that few
spikes have a low accuracy, most likely due to the thresholding procedure for the
selection of the channel contributions.
The estimated dynamic range is approximately 20 dB, limited by the IR cam-
era saturation level (between 10 and 13 dBm) and the threshold used for data selec-
tion (between -10 and -12 dBm). Fig. 5.11 (red curve), shows the local error using
the ”weight” CoG. It points out that the error is mainly caused by fast derivatives
in the characteristic curve (cf. error zoom in Fig. 5.12), in other areas the average
error is in the order of pm. More advanced fitting and calibration techniques can
further improve the performance. Since the present work is a proof of concept,
both peak accuracy, and average accuracy are mentioned. This because the spikes
in the red curve of Fig. 5.12 can be eliminated.
To conclude, by using the Vernier effect and time-domain multiplexed mul-
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Figure 5.11: Absolute accuracy measured and simulated: in the particular there is the
stepped behaviour of the characteristic curve
tiple inputs in our AWG, the peak detection accuracy is improved by a factor of
10× compared to single input devices and 100× if fine calibration procedure is
performed. Moreover, such configuration offers more flexibility of use. Indeed,
the PIC developed can detect peaks over its entire FSR with no unusable windows.
The experimental performance demonstrated an average accuracy of 180 pm with
standard CoG algorithm and 12 pm with the ”weighed” CoG algorithm, across the
FSR of the WDM device (20 nm).
5.2 Vernier input multiplexed spectrometer: active
silicon and germanium on silicon design
The previous approach uses free space optics for the read-out of multiple output
grating couplers and is not very appealing for practical use. Moreover, the thermo-
optic switches limit the sampling rate of the final circuit to speed <∼ 1KHz. The
first issue can be overcome using an on-chip optoelectronic converter such as a
photosensor. The second problem can be solved opting for a faster modulating
principle. The proposed solutions consist of using a CMOS fabrication process
that includes doped silicon and germanium. The modulation technique has been
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Figure 5.12: Measured local accuracy:comparison of simulation, measurement and
measurement after the fine characterization
discussed in Ch. 3.
Thanks to the doped silicon, fast carrier depletion electro-optic modulators can
be implemented [16]. While realizing doped germanium on the same SOI sub-
strate, high efficiency and speed photodiodes can be obtained [17]. The photonic
integrated circuit is fabricated with ePIXfab MPW ISIPP25G+ service in IMEC,
Belgium. Integrated photodiodes give the advantage of reading out electrical sig-
nal on-chip instead of using grating coupler: We only need a single optical port to
inject the spectrum of the light source.
5.2.1 Description of the circuit
The schematic block diagram of this design is similar to the previous in Fig. 5.3.
The differences are mainly in the blocks used to perform the individual operations.
Starting from the beginning: a curved grating coupler is used for the optical input
driving, and then a more efficient splitter tree is used. Longer MMIs replaced the
previous design; they guarantee better splitting ratio performances, within 5 %
of tolerance both in amplitude and phase match between the outputs. With these
MMIs, excitation ratio of the passive MZI > 25dB have been measured, thus
performances, in general, better than the values reported by the fab. Following the
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power splitter tree, there is the array of modulators. Depletion effect PN junction
modulators are implemented on each of the four channels.
Figure 5.13: Microscope image of the fully integrated Vernier spectrometer after the
wirebonding
Fig. 5.13 is a microscope image of the PIC after the wire bonding and custom
packaging. Phase shifters are present on both arms, in the case of push-pull driving
requirement. We use only one of them at the time since the phase shifters on one
single arm reach pi shift with ∼ 7 V . The carrier-mode interaction is achieved
through transverse PN junction in interdigitated configuration. The length of the
phase shifters is 1.5 mm, but to optimize the footprint of the MZMs, the same
architecture used in Ch. 3 is adopted. The driving speed is limited by the speed
of the measurement setup limit that is this case is 45 kS/s/ch peak sampling
rate of the electrical multi-channel signal generation and acquisition. The AWG
is designed with similar in/out channels specifications as in the previous section.
However, we used a larger number of arms to increase the roll-off, such that we
can achieve a higher sensitivity. The design specifications are depicted in Fig. 5.14
where all the outputs using the same input and all the inputs using the same output
are represented. In this case, the array of waveguides contains 40 elements. The
output optical ports are connected to germanium photodiodes.
5.2.2 Characterization of the device
The photonic integrated circuit is characterized using the external optical source,
a tunable CW laser. While for the electrical driving and reading a multi-channel
electrical arbitrary signal generation and acquisition devices is used: the arbitrary
signals generator drives the modulators, and the acquisition card collects the sig-
nals from the photodiodes. The germanium photodiodes generate a photocurrent
proportional to the optical light absorbed in the intrinsic photodiode region. The
responsivity is measured in the A/W and is the index of the efficiency of the de-
vice. For the photodiodes used in the present work, the fab declares a nominal
responsivity of 0.7 A/W at -1 V . Since this quantity is a current, while with
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Figure 5.14: Working principle of the passive AWG: it represents the 5 outputs and the the
channel space reached using all the inputs (one representative gap)
the setup in use we can sample only voltages, we design an array of tunable gain
TIAs with an electrical cut-off of 3.6 KHz. We dimension the max speed at the
minimum gain.
The main difference between the previous experiments is the electrical driving
scheme. Thanks to the more advanced measurement setup and the use of much
faster modulators, more sophisticated and efficient modulation schemes can be
used. Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) [18] and code division multiple
access (CDMA) [19] orthogonal function sets are tested. In the case of FDM,
different carrier frequencies for each modulator are used, making sure that also
higher order harmonics do not share spectral components. On the other hands, the
maximum frequency in the electrical of the output needs to be below the electrical
cut-off frequency of the analog TIA. The acquisition rate does not represent a bot-
tleneck, since the generation-acquisition system, even if it communicates through
an external clock(from the signal generator), has more stringent specifications for
the generation. In this particular case, the speed bottleneck is the arbitrary multi-
channel signal generator 45 kS/s/ch. According to this quantity, the working
frequency and the working condition and the electronics have been defined.
Since there is, in theory, no negative voltage generated by the TIA pure CMDA
is not realizable: two solutions are possible. The DC component can be subtracted
from the driving and driven signals. The CDMA can be realized since we can
create the orthogonal set of function. The second hypothesis is to find a set of
orthogonal functions without negative values. Since the CDMA is less suitable
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for amplitude detection, the following experiment is carried out with only use of
FDM.
5.2.3 FDM modulation results
The experimental test of the device is carried out using an FDM modulation scheme.
The driving clock is set by the multi-channel signal generator: in this case 45
kS/s/ch. Knowing this, four frequencies are selected such that there is no beat-
ing of spurious harmonics between them. In a real case, these quantities should
be traded-off with the system speed requirements. Since this measurement is in
an experimental phase, the driving speed is much lower than the integrated circuit
capabilities.
We can write a generic expression for the modulating frequencies:
Fch(n) = Fbase +
Nin∑
0
∆Fspacing ∗ n (5.10)
Fbase is the starting frequency for the first channel while δFspacing is the incre-
mental electrical frequency shift to add to the input channels. For testing purpose,
the selected base frequency is 0.5 KHz and the increment is 0.05KHz.
Figure 5.15: Spectral measurement of the spectrometer. IN his case FDM techniques is
used for the labeling
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Fig. 5.15 shows the reconstruction of theNxM input/output combination, thus
a total of 20 channels. They are plotted in the level of signal Ls dB since what is
measured is the voltage coming from the bank of transimpedance amplifiers. The
inhomogeneity comes mainly from the photodiodes responses and the gain of the
TIAs. Compensation for these is possible in software, once individual characteri-
zation of both PDs and TIAs has been carried out.
Figure 5.16: FFT spectrum of the outputs when the input wavelength is 1550 nm: these
are the first, second and third harmonics
Fig. 5.16 shows the FFT domain of the collected signals coming from the five
outputs of the AWG when the input laser is centered at 1550 nm. The discarded
spectral contributions are not represented in the plot. The three groups of dots in
the plot are the first, second and third order harmonics of the four carriers used for
the modulators. These contributions are used to obtain the plot in Fig. 5.15 and in
the following wavelength extraction.
This characterization is carried out with the setup in Par. A.6, where multi-
ple analog sources for the modulators and multiple analog acquisition channels
are sued simultaneously and synchronized by an external trigger generated by the
arbitrary sources.
5.2.4 Gaussian fitting technique
We elaborate a more accurate wavelength extraction method, based on a Gaus-
sian fitting. Center of gravity algorithm (CoG) is a robust technique to be used
for wavelength recovery but is suffer from non-idealities related to the different
application in gravitational fields and peak detection.
Indeed, when it is used for the calculation of masses center of gravity, it relies
on the linearity relation between the actual mass and the distance from the origin.
In the case of the wavelength recovery, the mass is associated with the power
intensity of the output, while the distance is associated with the center wavelength
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of the channel. Hence, since the intensity (transmission of the AWG channels) is
not in a linear quantity (it has a Gaussian shape), the CoG does not perform ideally.
We can extract a more accurate wavelength recovery technique based on the actual
response of the system.
The transmission of the AWG can be written as
TAWG = Gch(λ) ∗
N∑
n=0
δ(λ− λn) =
N∑
n=0
Gch((λ− λn)) (5.11)
The base Gaussian of the AWG channel is convolved with a train of Dirac
centered at the AWG channel wavelengths. We assume GAWG to describe all the
channels of the AWG ideally. Assuming the input a pure wavelength,
Tsystem =
N∑
n=0
Gch((λ− λn)) · δ(λ− λin) =
N∑
n=0
Gch((λin − λn)) (5.12)
This demonstrates that the output of the system is again a Gaussian centered at
the input wavelength and sampled at the wavelengths of the AWG channels.
Figure 5.17: Gaussian advanced fitting for the wavelength recovery
Fig. 5.17 shows an example of this method applied to a wavelength measure-
ment. The Gaussian fitting algorithm requires starting guessing value: to improve
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the performances, we use a starting value equal to the wavelength of the AWG
channel with the maximum intensity. The input wavelength, in this case, is 1550
nm. The standard CoG algorithm measured a wavelength of 1550.51 nm while
the Gaussian fitting measured a wavelength of 1550.074 nm. Thus, a factor of ten
improvement in accuracy compared to the raw CoG algorithm.
5.2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we used multi-domain multiplexing to enhance the performance of
AWG-based spectrometers. This technique drastically improves the accuracy of
an AWG-based spectrometer. The enhanced accuracy comes from the multiplex-
ing of a larger and denser number of AWG channels, without the practical need of
designing an AWG with dense channel spacing. With a relatively course channel
spacing (4 nm), the accuracy obtained is in the order of tens of picometers (12
pm) on the whole FSR (20 nm). Passive photonics platform and active platform
implementations (carried depletion modulators and integrated germanium photo-
diodes) have been tested. This last approach needs to be further investigated. In
particular the fitting techniques, either CoG of a more advanced method such as
the pseudo-inverse matrix method [20] or the generalized Gaussian method pro-
posed in this works, can be optimized. Moreover, these methods have the property
of the linearity, thus, multiple linewidths of the spectrum can be fit with a linear
sum of the elementary function used for the fitting. A problem we faced with the
fully integrated Vernier spectrometer was the low output power when broadband
sources used.
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6
Conclusion and perspectives
6.1 Conclusion
Active and passive optical filters were used individually and in combinations to de-
velop spectrometers and wavelength meters of high resolution, small footprint and
with no movable parts. Despite we chose to work in the telecom range (1.550 nm),
the proposed architectures are flexible enough to work in any other range where
optical waveguides and modulation techniques are available. Indeed, our approach
avoided targeting a particular application, but focus on the methodologies to tackle
a wide variety of problems.
Several demonstrators based on active modulation/tuning techniques applied
to optical filters were reported. We used thermo-optic and electro-optic effects to
modulate rings and MZIs found in our PICs. Such filters were also combined with
AWGs. The outcome is a set of several different approaches capable of interrogat-
ing an unknown spectrum/wavelength.
Single stage filter active spectrometers
We applied modulation to a microring resonator and an asymmetric MZI. When a
saw-tooth like carrier is applied to the ring, the wavelength range in between two
resonance peaks (FSR) is scanned. Through the electro-optical characterization,
we were able to reconstruct the correlation between the time scale and wavelength
domain. In this case the resolution is only limited by the FWHM of the ring res-
onator, for our demonstrator a resolution of 300 pm has been measured within an
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operation range of ∼10 nm.
Here a simple carrier depletion asymmetric MZI modulator has been demon-
strated as a wavelength meter. The voltage signal applied to the modulator is a
sinusoidal wave. Thanks to sinusoidal passive transmission of the device, we built
a correlation between the electrical phase delay of driving and driven electrical
signal. We achieved an average accuracy of ∼ 64 pm on the FSR of the passive
MZI transmission of ∼ 30 nm.
Multi optical filters spectrometers
The level of complexity of our systems was increased by cascading different kinds
of optical filters. This was realized by combining rings and AWGs to enhance their
individual wavelength interrogation performances. In particular, an architecture
base on a ring resonator feeding an AWG has been demonstrated as ring-based
sensing device with an improvement of LOD of ∼ 9×.
Furthermore, the same architecture based on the ring-AWG system has been
demonstrated as time-domain scanning spectrometer. Following our approach,
each resonance peak of the ring scanned an individual AWG channel and showed
a resolution of 50 pm over the FSR of the AWG of 48 nm.
Multi domain multiplexing spectrometers
Another concept explored was the multi-domain multiplexing. Together with wave-
length division multiplexing, we combined time/frequency division multiplexing.
An array of MZM labels in time domain its optical signal that was then fed to
different inputs of the AWG. Different modulation techniques have been imple-
mented. Electrical de-labeling was performed on the outputs, coherently with the
electrical modulation techniques used for the labeling.
The design has been implemented in passive SOI photonics as well as in ac-
tive SOI photonics platforms. The active design included integrated germanium
photodiodes and carrier depletion based modulators. An accuracy of 12 pm was
achieved on the 20 nm FSR of the AWG.
Future perspectives
The proposed architectures represent a viable solution to many of the current wave-
length interrogation problems. Since no particular application has been targeted,
the results remain of general purpose, but were obtained by taking into account
the necessary trade-off between the operative range and the resolution/accuracy.
Some of the proposed architectures targets a specific application. Indeed the de-
vice proposed in Par. 4.1.1 and Par. 5.1, are multi-peak oriented spectrometers,
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thus, highly suitable for sensing application such as FBGs of ring sensors. The
performances are not yet at the levels of commercial non-integrated products, but
the improvement compared to integrated passive spectrometers is significant. The
device proposed in Par. 4.2.1 is instead ring sensing oriented. The full system is
an interrogator that integrates the sensor and the spectrometer. The LOD improve-
ment is impressive compared to the use of the only ring sensor.
The performances in term of resolution and accuracy can readily applied to a
large number of photonic applications, such as biosensing, environmental sensing,
optical interconnects, etc.
From an experimental point of view, a second generation of devices using the
feedback of the first fabricated chips remains however to be implemented in order
to push to their limits the concepts explored in our work. Instead of a general
purpose implementation, a much more custom approach can be adopted: knowing
a particular application, the best solution proposed in this work can be selected and
tailored to the requirements.
Practical examples of real applications for our architectures range over differ-
ent fields. First of all sensing: extremely compact and reliable sensors for biologi-
cal and environmental application can be integrated with our spectrometers on the
same chip. The result would be a cheap, extremely compact and reliable integrated
interrogation system. Space applications can also benefit from our results since no
movable part are used. Hence, the susceptibility to gravity variation is reduced.
The new frontiers of photonic communication could also make advantage of in-
tegrated spectrometers and wavelength meters integrated on the same chip: our
device can indeed be used for laser or filters monitoring on-chip.
In conclusion, we proposed, implemented and tested a range of possible en-
gineering solution to the most common wavelength interrogation requirements,
ranging from sensing to optical networking. The implementation is carried out on
a CMOS-compatible platform, enabling mass production of compact, low power
consumption, integrated spectrometers. We provided a solution to the long-standing
problem of mismatch in term of costs, footprint and complexity between the actual
DUT (sensor, networking, etc.) and the interrogating device.

A
Measurement setups
A.1 Introduction
This appendix presents the schematic block diagram of the measurement setups
used for this work. Besides the optical sources and readers, several electrical
sources and readers are used, depending on the particular requirement in term of
speed and counting of electrical channels. The optical sources used are divided into
mainly two categories, basing on the characteristic of the generated light: namely
tunable lasers and SLEDs. The first are narrowband while the others are broadband
(∼ 100 nm in out case). The optical reading out can be realized with powerme-
ters or optical spectrum analyzers (OSAs). While the powermeter gives integral
the optical power, the OSAs gives the optical power information in function of the
wavelengths.
The software framework we used is an in-house developed library based on
Python that is compatible with different communication protocols to synchronize
and manage the measurements. The synchronization can take place software via
(slower) of hardware via (faster) with an external clock wich synchronizes the
instruments.
A.1.0.1 Common communication protocols
Here a brief introduction of the communication protocol is presented. The in-
struments use the GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus) communication protocol.
This standard is based on an 8-bit, electrically parallel bus and allows 15 devices
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Figure A.1: Legend used for the representation of the measurement setup
to share a single physical bus. Another protocol used is the PXI(e) used of the
multi-IO electrical chassis. PXI stands for PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation; it
is based on the PCI technology.
The measurement can be automatized using motion controlled XYZ stages to
manage the position of the fiber and using the optical output power as a feedback
for the optimization of the position. The alignment starts with the manual position-
ing of the fibers in the proximity of a testing structure such as a straight waveguide.
The position optimization is then obtained maximizing the transmission.
A.2 Passive optical transmission measurement
The passive optical transmission measurement is realize coupling light into the
PIC with the source and reading the output: if the source is a laser, the reading
out is realized with a powermeter.The two arrays of generated wavelength and
read output powers are combined to build the transmission spectrum of the device
under test.
If the source is broadband such as a SLED, the output spectrum is read with an
OSA capable of measuring the correlation between wavelength and transmission.
A.2.1 Transmission measurement with arbitrary electrical car-
rier generation
The first setup explored in this appendix is used when an electrical modulation is
required. The signal generator is used both to drive the electro-optic modulator and
to start the acquisition trigger for the oscilloscope. A coaxial splitter is connected
to the output channel of the arbitrary signal generator: one of the connector goes
to the electrical connection of the DUT while the other goes to the oscilloscope
reference channel. The optical source used in a tunable laser. The PC sets the
parameters of the laser through GPIB and starts the oscilloscope acquisition. The
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Figure A.2: Passive optical transmission setup
procedure is iterated over the spectrum of interest. Often, in this case, the electrical
reading out is performed with the integrated photodiode, but when no on-chip
photodiode is present, a grating coupler collects the output light and an external
powermeter converts the optical power into a voltage signal.
A.2.2 Transmission measurement with electrical driving and
broadband source
The setup described in this section is used when a broadband optical source and
a multi-source electrical driver needs to be combined. Since a broadband source
is used, the optical read-out is performed with an OSA. The triggering operation
is needed for the electrical source and the OSA spectrum read-out. The process
flow starts with the setting of the electrical driver: in this particular case, multiple
channels are set at the user defined voltages. Each different voltage drives an
individual active device. The OSA is then set up with the required settings such as
bandwidth and resolution. Interrogation of the OSA is the conclusive step of the
individual iteration. The procedure is repeated for the different voltages required.
A.2.3 Transmission measurement with electrical driving and
tunable laser and IR camera
The setup described in this section is used when a combination of multi-source
electrical driving and a tunable laser source is required. Moreover, the capability
of simultaneous output grating coupler reading is provided through an IR camera.
The IR camera collects the frames containing the image of the grating couplers.
The diagram flow is organized as follow: the multi-electrical source is set to the
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Figure A.3: Electro-optic measurement setup with synchronous analog electrical signal
generation and collection
used defined voltages. Following the tunable laser is set at the required wavelength.
The final step of this procedure is the collection of the IR camera frame associated
with the input wavelength and voltage driving settings. This steps flow is iterated
over the wavelengths of interest.
A.2.4 Transmission measurement with integrated modulators
and photodiodes: electrical driving
This setup is used for electro-optic characterization of PIC with integrated modu-
lators and photodiodes. The tunable laser is set through GPIB port to the required
wavelength. The multi-IO analog device is set through PXIe port. The synchro-
nization of electrical IN/OUT is realized with a hardware clock trigger generated
and followed by the same hardware. The germanium photodiodes integrated on-
chip use the TIAs (Transimpedance amplifier); this is because the analog sampling
card reads-out the voltages and not the currents. The procedure is iterated over the
wavelength domain of interest.
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Figure A.4: Electro-optic measurement setup with multiple input DC voltages: reading out
with OSA
A.2.5 Transmission measurement with integrated modulators
and photodiodes: optical sweep
The setup exposed in this paragraph is used for the characterization of PICs with
integrated photodiodes, when the main target of the measurement is a sweep in the
wavelength domain. A PXIe trigger sets the analog read-out in ”listening mode”.
The GPIB port is used to start the sweep of the tunable laser. The hardware trigger
of the laser synchronizes the acquisition of the analog read-out. The outcome of
the measurements is the transmission of the PIC represented as wavelength versus
voltages.
A.2.6 Electro-optic semi-automatic measurement with broad-
band source
This setup differs from the previous because the optical fiber to grating coupler
is managed with automated micrometer stages. The analog output of an auxiliary
powermeter is used to provide a correlation between the optical output in the op-
tical fiber and the position. The hardware communication between the auxiliary
powermeter and the motion controller is independent of the PC. The measurement
proceeds as follow: the (x,y) coordinates of the in/out grating coupler are the start-
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Figure A.5: Electro-optic measurement setup with multiple input DC voltages: IR camera
free space optical reading-out
ing point for the alignment. The motion controller follows predefined path around
the (x,y) of the grating coupler, first for the input and then for the output. The mo-
tion controller records the correlation between the coordinates and voltages. Once
the maximum is found, the fiber is shifted accordingly.
At this point, the electrical source performs the sweep as required for the
measurement and synchronously the optical powers are recorded. The proce-
dure is iterated for all the inputs. Instead of sweeping the electrical source, it
would be possible to set the electrical power and measure all the optical out-
puts. This process flow has been avoided to reduce the optical alignment inho-
mogeneity, since less optical alignment are required (Nal = AWGout,ch, instead
of Nal = Nel,steps ∗AWGout,ch).
A.2.7 Electro-optic semi-automatic measurement with tunable
laser
This measurement setup follows the same procedure of the previous, but a tunable
laser is used as the optical source. The alignment procedure is similar to the pre-
vious setup configuration. One difference persists: since the tunable laser emits
a single wavelength, it can happen that this wavelength is in the stopband of the
device under test. To overcome this limitation, a rough alignment at 1550 nm
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Figure A.6: Electro-optic measurement setup with synchronous multi analog electrical
signal generation and collection
is followed by a laser sweep. This step returns the wavelength with maximum
transmission. The maximum transmission wavelength is used for a fine alignment.
When in and out fiber are aligned, the electrical source is set to the desired value.
A tunable laser measures the transmission of the device in function of the wave-
lengths and for the defined input voltage. The laser sweep is repeated for each
voltage value to be tested. The procedure is iterated on all the optical inputs and
outputs.
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Figure A.7: Electro-optic measurement setup with synchronous multi analog electrical
signal collection
Figure A.8: Semi-automatic electro-optic measurement setup with analog DC electrical
driving and broadband source
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Figure A.9: Semi-automatic electro-optic measurement setup with analog DC electrical
driving and tunable laser

B
Electronics and packaging
B.1 Introduction
In this appendix, the design of the TIAs used for the germanium photodiodes is
briefly introduced. The individual TIA is replicated 8 times on the same custom
PCB. The same hardware is used for multiple photodiodes of the same photonic
chip. The second part of the appendix describes the design of the PCB used for the
wirebonding and packaging of the photonics integrated circuits.
B.1.1 Transimpedance amplifiers
The germanium integrated photodiodes used in the present work are photocurrent
generators. In most of the cases, as well as in our case, the lab instruments sample
voltages. Thus, a transimpedance amplifier is required. The easier example of
such device with a the I to V conversion property is a resistance. However, using
a load as transimpedance amplifier has the drawback of offering a non-zero input
impedance.
We designed and implemented a bank of transimpedance amplifiers based on
operational amplifiers. Fig. B.1(a) represents the schematic of the basic TIA with
the main components specifics. The basic TIA building is replicated eight times
on the same PCB.
An IC containing four operational amplifiers is used to replicate four times
the basic TIA. Moreover, the macro cell is replicated twice on the PCB. The IC
used is the Texas Instruments TLV2474 [1], which is a quad low-power rail-to-rail
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(a) Schematic of the TIA element (b) Schematic of the TIAs PCB
Figure B.1: Schematic of the TIA element and the Double metal layer PCB
operational amplifiers included in the same package. Fig. B.1(b) shows the PCB
board sent for fabrication.
Figure B.2: Photo of the TIAs boards ready to use
We work at low frequency compared to the IC TLV2474 cut-off limits, thus,
we assume that the loop gain VOLβ in much larger than 1. In this condition, the
gain of the device is represented in Eq. B.1. The cut-off frequency is calculated
according to Eq. B.2 where we assumed negligible the equivalent capacitance of
the photodiode [2].
Vout = − IpRF
1 + 1AOLβ
' −IpRF (B.1)
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fcut−off =
1
2piCFRF
(B.2)
Fig. B.2 is a photo of the final TIAs board. Clearly visible a couple of ICs
containing the operation amplifiers and the array of variable feedback resistances
for the tuning of the gain.
B.1.2 Packaging and wirebonding
The number of contacts in our PIC under test became large. Thus, we designed an
affordable low-speed packaging solution. We designed a PCB capable of accom-
modate 72 wires on the four sides of the photonic chip. Of the four sides, only
two were simultaneously wirebonded. Fig. B.4(b) shows the PCB board sent for
fabrication.
Figure B.3: Cross-section of the thermal channels connecting the two sides of the PCB
(a) Photo of the photonic integrated circuit
after the wirebonding
(b) Schematic of the PCB used for the
wirebonding(upper side)
Figure B.4: Images of the PIC after the wirebonding and the packaging
To facilitate the thermal control of the circuit, we provided thermal metal vias
to the board. Following a thermoconductive paste (as well as glue) creates the
thermal channel between the photonic substrate and a plate of aluminum in contact
with the Peltier thermo-controlled chuck. Fig. B.3 shows a schematic of the cross-
section underneath the photonic integrated circuit. The image shows the uncovered
metal channels thermally contacting the upper and lower part of the PCB.
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Figure B.5: Photo of the packaged PIC
Fig. B.4(a) and Fig. B.5 show respectively the a close-up of the wirebonded
chip and a photo of the final packaged. In the bottom part, the aluminum plate to
be contacted to the heat-sink is visible. A Plexiglas cage protects the integrated
photonic chip from mechanical damage. One side of it is still accessible for the
optical input.
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